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Abstract 
The ability to detect and isolate component faults in a railway suspension system is 
important for improved train safety and maintenance. An undetected failure in the 
suspension systems can cause severe wheel-rail wear, reduce ride comfort, worsen 
passenger safety and increase unexpected maintenance costs. Existing fault detection 
methods are limited in several respects, such as effectiveness/sensitivity for fault 
detection, or robustness to external condition changes. This thesis investigates a 
model-less fault detection and isolation approach using cross correlation and/or 
relative variance techniques, developed to overcome these limitations. 
This thesis treats a conventional bogie vehicle with a symmetrical structure. Excited 
by the track irregularities, the dynamics of the vehicle are studied under the normal 
conditions, with an emphasis on the vertical and related motions of the bogies and 
the carbody. 
Two fault detection schemes employing data processing using data directly from 
measurement are discussed. One uses cross correlation evaluation of the basic bogie 
motions to detect component fault; the other takes advantage of the relationship 
between the relative variances of the suspension accelerations. 
Finally, the fault isolation schemes are assessed based on the comparison of fault 
detection performances in different conditions. The proposed approach does not 
require detailed knowledge of the vehiclelbogie and external track irregularities. The 
effectiveness of the approach is verified by computer simulations in 
Matlab/Simulink. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction and Literature Review 
1.1 Introduction 
1.1.1 Background to the Study 
Currently, there is a great interest in condition monitoring in vehicle systems. The 
main reasons for such an interest are two folds [1]. The first is to achieve the safety 
requirement. A failure of the suspension component cannot only increase the wear of 
wheels and rail, but also may affect system stability, reduce ride comfort and even 
endanger passenger safety in extreme cases. Detection of component failures at the 
earliest opportunity prevents further deterioration in vehicle performance and 
enhances vehicle safety and reliability. The second is to reduce the maintenance cost. 
Early detection of incipient component faults is helpful in reducing costs and 
preventing them turning into a more serious and/or dangerous situation. As a result, 
maintenance in the future may be carried out on demand to replace scheduled 
maintenance, which results in a substantial saving and significant reduction in the 
total life cycle costs. As the speed of railway travel becomes faster, the demand for 
stable and reliable suspension systems for high-speed trains is likely to increase in 
order to deliver a safe and comfortable passenger experience. To meet these 
requirements, Fault Detection and Isolation (FDI) systems, which help improve the 
railway vehicle operational performance, are expected on future rail vehicles. 
Although other improvements such as modem control strategies in railway vehicles 
have been studied in depth, the development of fault detection and condition 
monitoring methods are still a relatively new subject [2] [3]. During the last three 
decades, a lot of FDI work has been carried out at a theoretical level, but only a 
limited number of applications were applied in the aircraft and automobile industries 
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[4][5][6][7]. Advanced condition monitoring in railway vehicles is however lagging 
behind, where some possibilities are being recommended and a number of ideas 
proposed in recent publications. There is still a lack of practical applications, 
although a few theoretical model-based methods have been studied in the railway 
field [1] [8] [9] [10]. 
Typically, fault detection methods can be categorised into the qualitative 
discrimination or quantitative analytical approach, including time or frequency 
analysis, knowledge-based and model-based approaches [7] [11]. However, system 
disturbance and noises could distort the fault decision making process. The 
simplification or the linearization of non-linear systems used by some of the 
techniques could cause estimation errors. More essential work is yet to be done on 
the development of implementable systems and in particular on the improvement of 
the sensitivity and robustness of practical fault detection methods. 
1.1.2 Aims and Objectives 
The aim of this study is to develop a simple and effective approach to be used for 
FDI of railway vehicle suspension systems. The research intends to investigate and 
understand the generalised dynamic performance and interactions existing in the 
railway vehicle suspension system, by a combination of analytical formulation and 
numerical modelling. The study of the basic conventional railway bogie vehicle 
model is involved, the results from which can be applied to a range of applications in 
other railway vehicles. To achieve this aim, the specific objectives are as presented 
as follows: 
• To fully understand the relevant mechanisms of the railway vehicle suspension 
systems, especially dynamic interactions between different motions in relation to 
component fault(s) 
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• To avoid the use of complex mathematical modelling, linearisation processes and 
data processing algorithms so that the proposed approach can be easily implemented 
• To improve the sensitivity, accuracy and robustness of fault detection against 
system disturbances and external condition changes so that it can be conveniently 
tuned in practical applications 
1.2 Literature Review 
1.2.1 Condition Monitoring - the Concept 
Condition monitoring technology is basically applicable to a system whose 
performance deteriorates with component failure, and aims to detect and isolate the 
failure at an incipient stage to prevent it causing serious malfunction [2] [12]. In 
many cases, only output signals can be collected or measured, therefore a signal 
based method may be applied. A common illustration of a railway vehicle condition 
monitoring scheme is shown in Figure 1.1. The inputs can be any system control 
inputs or track excitations; the plant/vehicle system generates the outputs which are 
measured by the mounted sensors; the disturbances are the environment or 
measurement noises which may affect the system, and the output measurements are 
then fed to the monitoring system. The condition monitoring system augments the 
physical system, monitoring system variations by historical data or on-line, and 
focusing on detecting and isolating the faulty component and processing the failure 
before it causes serious problems. This is the key role of a condition monitoring 
system [2] [6]. 
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Disturbance d 
o tp t Input u u u y 
Railway Vehicle 
Condition System Further I Fault Monitoring 
----
Diagnosis 
System 
Figure 1.1 General condition monitoring or fault detection scheme for railway 
vehicle 
1.2.2 Background and Applications in Vehicle Systems 
Generally, the condition monitoring technology serves two fundamental functions: a) 
to detect faults and b) if possible, to isolate them. Before the 1980s fault detection 
and isolation was highly dependent on the limits of computational power and the 
cost of hardware [13]. After the 1990s, there has been a gradual increase in academic 
research and applications in fault detection and isolation techniques including in the 
automobile industry [11] [14]. 
Based on the system output measurements, a lot of work has been undertaken in 
detecting faults , by exploring information contained in the measurements to indicate 
the failure of system components. Through a study of the profile of the 
measurements, several methods in detecting the failure have been presented 
according to their different data implementation techniques [14]. 
1.2.2.1 Direct Computation and Signal Proces ing Method 
Component faults tend to change the behaviour of a system and often affect the 
output of measured signals. The characteristics of the related changes can therefore 
be extracted and processed as a means for fault detection [7]. The use of filters is a 
convenient way to extract the fault-relevant signal characteristics from the 
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vibrational measurements, where the band-pass filter is popularly employed. Its 
principle is based on the phenomenon that the resonances of interest mostly occur in 
a specific frequency range, and in many cases the extracted information can be 
achieved by restricting the signals within a certain frequency bandwidth (Omin:S (J) :s 
(J)max. It allows the interested main frequencies and their amplitudes to be measured, 
which may be especially sensitive to some faults. The filter based methods are 
relatively straight forward to design and can be used for detecting a variety of faults. 
However, they can suffer from reliability problems with possibly a relatively large 
number of false alarms or missed detections. Innovative filter designs such as 
exponential weighted and the limited memory filters are sometimes used to obtain a 
faster response and more sensitive fault detection [13] [15] [16]. 
Besides the development of the filter approaches, some other time domain fault 
detection methods using direct computation are adopted in the dynamic systems, 
mainly based on vibrational analysis [14] [17]. The fundamental principle upon 
these vibrating structure based methods is that faults in a subsystem may cause 
behavioural discrepancies in their vibration responses. The goal of the FDI problem 
is to achieve the reliable detection of such discrepancies by the vibrant signal 
processing and reveal their association which is related to a specific fault. These 
time domain analysis are an important part of the FDI families, which deal with time 
series data or measured random signals using statistical tools (mean, peak etc) and 
analyse their observed behaviours. They are data-based rather than model-based 
although these data are obviously related to the physical system or models, which 
indicate an inverse-model analytical type [17]. 
The time domain statistical methods are widely used to investigate the random 
characteristics of a dynamic system. It is important to summarise the data obtained 
and be able to draw meaningful and useful features. The typical vibrational signals 
of dynamic systems include displacement, velocity and acceleration; they all deliver 
relevant information about the structural dynamics. For railway vehicle system, 
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acceleration is the most commonly used for fault detection analysis, as it can be 
easily measured by inertial sensors with acceptable accuracy [18] [19]. The simplest 
approach in the time domain is to measure the overall root mean square (RMS) 
level, i.e., the RMS value of the measured accelerations. This method has been 
applied with limited success for the fault detection of component fault [20], where 
the fault is detected by observing the changed RMS magnitude of the measured 
features of the dynamic systems, because the component damage or failure can cause 
relative changes in the level of acceleration outputs. However, the performance of 
this method can be affected by the external operational conditions such as rail track 
geometry and speed changes. A comparison of fault detection using the RMS 
method with the proposed approaches in this study is presented later in Chapter 4. 
Other time domain analytical condition monitoring methods have been successfully 
used for industrial applications. A typical example is the Shock Pulse Method 
(SPM). This method simply detects the mechanical shock wave caused by the impact 
between two contacted systems. This can be as simple as 'listening' or 'feeling' 
symptoms but using sophisticated spectral analysis and instruments. The shock pulse 
method is widely applied in industrial environments such as rolling and vibrational 
systems. At the impact point, the acceleration of the impacted substance establishes 
a compressive wave radiating in all directions, and the magnitUde of the wave is an 
indirect variable to the impact velocity. Following the impact, the deflection of the 
mass near the impact point deforms and the vibration occurs, the SPM evaluates and 
detects the magnitude of the resultant compression wavefront (the shock pulse) by a 
set of piezo-electric accelerometers. The contacted surfaces always have a certain 
degree of roughness, so when rolling occurs, the roughness will cause mechanical 
impact and thereby shock pulses are generated and measured. If the studied 
component is damaged or has a failure somewhere, the shock pulse may periodically 
increase to a large magnitude compared with that under the normal conditions. The 
periodic time interval of the increased shock pulse relies on the contacted rolling 
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velocity [21]. The shock pulse method is simple to implement, and may be suitable 
for rolling element fault detection such as railway wheels and axles. 
The time domain methods in the FDI application offer a number of potential 
advantages in implementation and some are useful for the railway vehicle system. 
The merits mainly include: no requirement of physical models, inherent avoidance of 
uncertainty by statistical tools and explicit fault decision making. On the other hand, 
as the physical models are not employed, time domain methods may detect a fault 
only available to the specific physical systems themselves, their quantitative 
outcomes are unique and cannot be applied for other derivative systems although 
they could have the similar structures. 
Another important direct measurement based FDI analysis is to use frequency 
domain methods. These methods could be a related frequency transformation from 
the time domain measurements, or a spectral analysis by estimation [6] [14] [22]. 
The most popular approach is spectral analysis using a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) 
algorithm; it attempts to estimate the magnitude of change of frequency content for a 
selective set of system measurements. For example, a damper fault is common in the 
railway suspension system [9]. It has little effect on the change of the suspension 
natural frequency; however, it contributes to a reduced system damping ratio which 
increase the frequency content near the system natural frequencies and decrease the 
response at the high frequency ranges. As it is possible to estimate the natural 
frequency from the railway vehicle dynamics, the evaluation of the FFT spectral 
change near to the system natural frequency can be used as a potential method to 
detect the suspension damper fault. 
Although it is simple to directly use a FFT algorithm to evaluate the spectral changes 
as an indicator of component fault, the feasibility of this method is still limited; the 
spillover and spectral leakage phenomena may affect the choice of extracted 
frequency, and distort the spectral magnitude which does not exactly appear as an 
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ideal peak if its frequency does not coincide with any /n=niT (n integer). Some 
interpolation algorithm and window functions can be used to improve the accuracy 
of the spectral level, but it will increase the structure complexity and require more 
computation power. 
Rather than comparing the frequency content via FFT algorithm, another useful 
condition monitoring technique in the frequency domain is to estimate the 
parameters of a signal by calculating their corresponding frequencies. This 
frequency-based spectral analysis approach is studied through a test rig for the 
purpose of detecting vehicle tire pressure loss [6] [23]. The test is processed with a 
quarter car mass-spring-damper model, and the vibration from the vehicle body is 
ignored because its frequency range is much lower than that from the wheel and axis 
vibrations. The wheel accelerations are used for this signal spectral analysis, and 
only the vertical wheel acceleration is measured for a simplified application. Based 
on an Auto-Regressive (AR) parameter estimation, the resonant frequency of the 
wheel is estimated from the vertical acceleration measurements. Theoretically, loss 
of air pressure will cause a lower estimated wheel resonant frequency. The tested tire 
pressure is initially set to 2.0 bar and then reduced to 1.5 bar, the estimated 
frequency is thereby reduced by about 0.7Hz compared with the higher tire pressure. 
When the air pressure is further reduced, the change in the level of the estimated 
frequency is enlarged. As a result, the difference of the wheel frequency indicates the 
fault condition of the tire, i.e., the loss of air pressure. This signal spectral analysis 
method is suitable for air leakage detection for the vehicle tire, but is not suitable for 
the detection of component failures in the suspensions. 
The frequency domain method used in condition monitoring is explicit. In certain 
specific situations, it is still considered as a powerful condition monitoring analytical 
method. However it has two main drawbacks. One is the Fourier Transfonn is 
relatively time-consuming, which increases the complexity of the detection 
procedure. Another disadvantage comes from the impact changes in external 
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condition, which may affect the detection quality and result in inappropriate decision 
making. Furthermore, the frequency spectrum normally can often be overwhelmed 
by noises from measurement or corrupted from other system components. Therefore, 
it is difficult to get precise failure information by using conventional frequency 
analysis methods. In order to overcome the problems, recent advanced signal 
processing methods such as Wavelet analysis has been suggested to extract weak 
transient signals from which the normal FFT methods could be ineffective. [24][25]. 
According to [25], the Wavelet Transform (WT) is an analytical method in time-
frequency domain which provides a signal analysis approach capable of detecting 
local faults in a dynamic vehicle system. A full automobile vehicle is studied, the 
suspension faults are assumed to occur as a result of the damage to shock absorbers 
(damper) and bushings. The performance of fault detection of spectral analysis using 
FFT is compared with that using WT. The FFT spectral analysis can detect the 
frequency content change but suffers from transient noises and exhibits an error in 
estimating contents near the natural frequency in fault conditions. However, the WT 
method can analyse the energy density distribution in different frequencies properly. 
By carefully selecting a mother wavelet with an appropriate scale factor in the 
frequency domain and the translation factor in the time domain, the distinction of the 
energy distribution can be largely optimised. The relatively maximum energy near 
the natural frequency is evaluated under the normal and fault conditions. The faults 
of the damper and bushing can be detected by comparing their corresponding energy 
amplitude changes, and transient phenomenon which often occurs in FFT analysis is 
greatly removed. The WT analysis has some advantages over the FFT algorithm. The 
WT processing time is shorter due to less computation as compared to that of the 
FFT algorithm, and the WT can improve accuracy by optimising the signal energy 
distribution and slightly resist the influence of noise by reducing transient 
phenomenon. However, the wavelet coefficient tuning can be complicated and needs 
to be frequently changed with different operational conditions [26]. 
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1.2.2.2 Knowledge-based Methods 
These methods are more suitable for nonlinear and high noise contaminated systems, 
and they are based on the observed analytical and heuristic signs and also the 
heuristic knowledge of the fault detection and isolation procedure [7]. For a 
knowledge-based fault diagnosis system, it is unnecessary to rely on statistical 
algorithms or to employ an analytical system model, as the approach is centred on 
the core information extracted from the dynamic system outputs. In this way, only 
qualitative or empirical systematic knowledge is used, and the measured outputs are 
normally formed as the signs of the fault-relevant knowledge in the process, mainly 
in a heuristic manner. Many current knowledge-based methods adopt fuzzy logic 
systems to map the inputs and measurements from a dynamic system. The signs 
formed from measurements may be indicated as binary values [0, 1] or treated as 
fuzzy sets to be considered in the fault detection and diagnosis analysis, and these 
data are used to set up a fault library upon which the FDI engine is based. By 
clustering the utilisation of fuzzy separation, the faulty area can be possibly 
identified [27]. Due to the development of Artificial Intelligence (AI) technology, 
some other AI design techniques for knowledge-based FDI scheme have also been 
studied. A recent trend comes with the application of neural networks as another 
important knowledge-based FDI technique, because of its flexibility due to the 
inherent training and learning abilities both for nonlinear and linear systems; and the 
discrimination between normal and abnormal cases being more straightforward to 
implement [28]. 
Without the need for a complex and accurate analytical model, these methods use 
data-driven and knowledge-based techniques to estimate the system dynamics and 
make performance assessments. The heuristic knowledge obtained from the training 
and learning process is of crucial importance. For a vehicle FDI system, the different 
fault conditions may give rise to different output patterns, where the typically 
defined normal and abnormal ones are included. Then one or more of the 
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knowledge-based methods are applied to analyse the heuristic symptom of system 
outputs, and the current pattern of system operation can then be directly classified 
after the mapping of these signals to the prior knowledge sets. In most cases, to 
begin with a knowledge-based expert system, a rule-based decision-making system 
is required for the training process. When there is no further knowledge ready for the 
relation of the chosen features and fault diagnosis process, a reference vector Sn is 
firstly pre-determined as the normal case. Then the measured output vectors S 
including all signs are determined experimentally for a certain fault Fj. By repeating 
this procedure in different circumstances, the relationships between the fault set F 
and system output vectors S are therefore learned. These relationships can form the 
basis of an explicit knowledge base. By comparing S with the normal reference Sn, 
any possible faults F are indicated. 
Compared with the direct measurement and signal processing methods in time 
and/or frequency domains, one major advantage of the knowledge-based methods is 
their advanced capability in identifying system faults. On the other hand, the system 
process disturbance, measurement noise and other uncertainties from different 
operational conditions are often mixed with desired data in the training procedure, 
which may make the feature or pattern distort from expectation and hereby cause 
false or missed detection. 
1.2.2.3 Model-based Methods 
More recently, there have been a number of investigations into the use of model-
based methods in fault detection for vehicle systems, as the modelling techniques 
and specific models for railway vehicle dynamic systems are well-developed [2] [11] 
[14]. Most model-based FDI techniques have been used for automobiles, including 
applications for actuators, suspension component fault detection and drive-by-wire 
systems which are summarised in [6] [7] [29]. There are also studies of the model-
based FDI approaches for railway vehicles dynamics. For example, Li et al. 
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presented the parameter estimation methods for railway vehicle suspension damper 
fault detection [9] [30], Goda et al. proposed a Kalman-Bucy filter based approach 
for damper fault and conicity change of a railway vehicle bogie [1], and Hayash et 
al. explored the interacting multiple model (IMM) method for railway vehicle 
suspension and sensor failure detections [10] [31]. These methods all require a 
mathematical model generated from the real physical system. Assuming the 
mathematical model agrees well with the physical system, faults which change the 
process behaviour will mostly result in changes in the selected features. Based on the 
evaluation of the residuals, using a suitably chosen threshold, the failure can be 
indicated. The residuals can be generated by the difference between the output 
measurements and their corresponding estimations from the mathematical model. 
For a FDI system, the residual is a function of inputs and outputs of the monitored 
system, which is also independent of the normal operation state of the system [12]. 
They should be zero or their mean tends to zero if there are no faults in the physical 
system. The residuals will deviate from zero significantly when a fault occurs and 
this evaluation of the deviation away from zero can be used as an indicator of the 
fault [32]. 
Three basic methods are classified for the model-based methods: 
(1) Parameter estimation; 
(2) Parity equation; 
(3) Observer and state estimation. 
The parameter estimation techniques can be used in detecting faults resulting from 
component degradation. The estimation is directly associated with the system model 
and the measurable outputs, focusing on the investigation of system parameters. For 
this method, the residuals are the differences between the nominal system model 
. parameters and their estimations. The comparison of relevant parameters between 
the mathematical model and the real one can indicate whether the studied 
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components are faulty, and the severity of the faults can be shown providing the 
model is sufficiently precise. An example of this method is given by [23] to study 
the performance of the hydraulic damper of a car. The designated fault is obtained on 
a test rig, which has been mounted with a continuously adjustable damper. The fault 
detection result is given by a recursive calculation based on an improved least square 
(LS) algorithm. The system dynamic equation is established by modelling the 
relationship between the force and velocity of the damper. The damping coefficient 
can be estimated by measuring the car body acceleration and the suspension 
deflection between the body and the wheels, and the relative velocity of the damper 
can be derived by differential equations. In this example, the actual damping 
coefficient of the damper is known in advance. By comparing the difference between 
the damping estimation and the real value, the fault (i.e., from the adjustment of the 
damper) is indicated, together with the approximate distorted damping value. This 
parameter estimation is advantageous in that most damper faults can be detected, but 
the high cost of a deflection sensor could affect practical applications. 
Parameter estimation methods have also been studied for the railway vehicle 
suspension component FDI problem, as presented by Li et al. in [9] [30]. This 
project is focused on the fault detection and isolation in the railway vehicle/track 
interface. In their study a plan view model of a half railway vehicle is used in the 
simulation. This model is generated from a Coradia Class 175 railway vehicle, 
including the lateral and yaw motions of the wheelsets and the bogie, and the lateral 
DoFs for the carbody. By investigating the faults of the lateral damper and the anti-
yaw damper in the secondary suspension system, two model-based parameter 
estimation methods were presented. The first method is performed with the Kalman 
filter estimation and the weighted sum square residual (WSSR) detection. The 
innovation from a Kalman filter is used as a residual signal for FDI analysis, where 
the residual is generated by the difference between the output measurement and its 
estimation. Component faults or changes in the dynamic system can be detected by a 
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statistical WSSR hypothesis test. Once a fault is detected, the innovations of the 
bogie yaw gyro and the vehicle body accelerometer data can be used for Power 
Spectrum Density (PSD) or RMS evaluation. The method has reasonable 
computational efficiency and rapid response to abrupt faults, which is especially 
suitable for the FDI of a hard component fault needing immediate attention. The 
second method is presented by the authors using Rao-Black Particle Filter (RBPF) 
based parameter estimation. This particle filter is a simulation-based method for the 
general non-linear non-Gaussian state estimation, focusing on the evaluation of the 
complete Probability Density Function (PDF) for these states. The RBPF is more 
comprehensive compared with the state estimation by the extended Kalman filter 
(EKF), as it only estimates the few central moments which are normally difficult to 
analyse due to nonlinearity, and the Kalman filter may be used for the augmented 
states estimation. Thus, the RBPF estimation is flexible as it can give a simple 
approximation to the required estimation without being restricted to any linearity 
and/or Gaussianity constraints to the railway vehicle model. The RBPF is shown to 
be particularly effective in detecting the soft faults with gradual nominal 
parametrical value changes. By comparing the two parameter estimation methods for 
the railway vehicle FDI problem, the authors state that the RBPF based parameter 
. estimation method is more powerful, as it is easier to do analytical derivatives (such 
as Jacobians). This is particularly useful in the case when the systematic matrix of 
the estimated parameters is very complicated. However, a major disadvantage is that 
it has to estimate a larger dimension of states generated from the augmented model. 
The parity equation method is another model-based FDI technique. It requires a 
fixed state model which is used as the reference for the system measurements. The 
parity equation traces the consistency of the mathematical equation with the 
measurements, where any inconsistency in the measurements is combined into an 
independent parity equation which gives a parity vector [6] [33] [34]. The sensitivity 
of a residual vector shows only its change related to a corresponding fault, which is 
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quite useful for the fault isolation scheme. The parity equation method is especially 
valuable for additive faults. An example is given for sensor fault detection in a car 
system [6]. Two kinds of faults are assumed to occur on an acceleration sensor. One 
is the offset fault which has a 3% increase of the maximum measurable range added 
to the normal measurement; the other is the gain error which gives 20% extra gain 
compared with the normal value. After the parity relation analysis, the faults are 
detected respectively by comparing the residual changes with the selective 
thresholds. The offset fault is indicated by a significant increase in the residual and 
the gain fault is detected by both a moderate residual change and a variance increase 
at the same time. The results also show that by establishing one parity space, the 
different sensor faults can be detected simultaneously in the same computational 
processing, together with their identification from their corresponding residual 
change characteristics. The parity equations do not need extra parameter 
measurements and require less computation than the parameter estimation. However 
it has some drawbacks, such as it cannot give as deep insight into the fault as the 
parameter estimation method, and it is more difficult to reduce the noise effects and 
to apply to a multiplicative component fault, which makes the parity equation 
difficult to use in railway applications [6]. 
The observer and state estimation method in FDI analysis is probably the most 
common approach among the model-based condition monitoring methods. The basic 
idea of the observer and state estimation method is to reconstruct measurable plant 
states and to generate residuals by comparing the estimated outputs with the real 
measurements. By introducing the state estimations and the output measurements, 
different fault schemes can be established for a FDI system. The most widely used 
state estimators are the Luenberger observer and the Kalman filter, which are used 
for deterministic and stochastic cases respectively [2] [35]. By employing a 
mathematical model, the observer and state estimation algorithm gives a prediction 
of current states which are normally difficult to measure. The estimated outputs are 
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then evaluated by manipulating the estimated states instead of those in the real 
physical plant. The residual is generated by comparing the measured output and the 
estimated output derived from a nominal model. The scheme of this method is 
shown in Figure 1.2. 
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Figure 1.2 Fundamental FDI scheme using observer and state estimation 
The observer and state estimation method is appropriate for faults associated with 
states which are difficult to measure, whereas the Kalman filter is the most often 
used estimation algorithm in solving the linear stochastic problem, as it is a powerful 
and effective estimation algorithm of past, present and future states [36] [37]. Many 
researchers use it in estimating implicit and complicated states of dynamic vehicle 
system [38], which also makes it a potential and useful approach in vehicle FDI 
problems. The Kalman filter is originally defined as the state estimator for the linear 
system, however most of the physical systems are more or less non-linear; therefore 
nonlinear state estimation is needed when linear estimation cannot give satisfactory 
performances. In this case, the Kalman filter can be extended for utilisation in a non-
linear system, which is so the called Extended Kalman filter (EKF). The EKF is an 
applicable state estimation algorithm for nonlinear systems; however particular 
attention should be paid to the accuracy and stability of the Jacobian matrixes when 
the partial derivatives are employed in the linearisation procedure [39]. 
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The use of EKF has been studied to detect fault in an underwater vehicle with 
actuator faults [40]. The fault detection problem is solved by evaluating any 
significant residual changes to the interested behaviours of the underwater vehicle 
outputs. Their results show that the EKF based estimation method is effective for left 
and right thrusters fault detection of the underwater vehicle, and the use of low-pass 
filter can greatly improve the detection quality. 
The observer and state estimation fault detection method has also been studied for 
railway vehicle systems. Goda et al. give an application by using a Kalman-Bucy 
filter to detect the railway bogie faults and apply an isolation scheme to separate 
these faults [1]. This application shows the possibility of detecting suspension failure 
and conicity changes using state estimations from Kalman-Bucy filter. To simplifY 
the Kalman filter based estimator design, a linearised plan-view railway vehicle 
model is developed. The model includes the lateral and yaw movements for the 
wheel sets and bogies. The lateral accelerations and yaw velocities are assumed to be 
measured by inertial sensors, with their associated measurement noises taken into 
account. One advantage of this method is that the Kalman-Bucy filter uses only few 
sensor measurements in estimating the states optimally [18]. The residual is 
generated by the difference between the real measurement and estimated output 
predicted by Kalman-Bucy filter. By checking the ongoing residual changes with an 
experimental threshold, the faults can be detected. 
There is another model-based fault detection study using the interacting multiple 
model approach (lMM), which employs a number of dynamic models for fault 
detection in railway vehicle systems. The IMM method explores an estimation 
method using different dynamic railway vehicle models which cover typical failures 
in the system structure, parameters and sensors [10]. As railway vehicle dynamics is 
inherently interactive, this method can provide an effective way in detecting 
component failures. In [31], the IMM estimator is designed based on eight typical 
modes of a half vehicle model which include no failure, different level of spring and 
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damper failures in secondary suspension system and some sensor errors, where the 
mode probabilities and states of the studied measurements are estimated using 
Kalman filters. The calculation results show that different mode probabilities change 
with different kindllevel of faults. Using IMM method, the faults can not only be 
detected but also identified by comparison with the predefined mode sets. However, 
this method may need to use a large number of models to get effective results in 
practical railway applications, which can lead to more a complicated analysis and 
also increase the computational burden and hardware cost. 
1.2.3 Brief Summary 
In summary, the above literature reviews have highlighted a number of issues in 
condition monitoring and FOI problems. Although the model-based FOI methods are 
becoming the fast increasing research topic in recent studies [41], the quality of the 
analytical model is critical for the attainable quality of the fault detection problem. A 
poor or imprecise model will lead to a false alarm or missed detection. It is 
inevitable that the more complex the system model and the more model-dependent 
the FOI technique, the more possibility that the detection will result in sensitivity 
problems. Recently the robustness issue has received considerable attention, 
especially in dealing with the decoupling of the disturbance and fault signals. For the 
unstructured uncertainty systems, it is difficult to optimise the separation of the 
disturbance decoupling and hard to distinguish the additive and multiplicative faults 
[3] [12] [32] [41]. On the other hand, the model-based methods are fundamentally 
applicable for linear systems, although they can be extended to the application of 
nonlinear processes by analytical derivation or linearisation. However, there are 
potential difficulties related to nonlinear properties in the linearisation process, and 
stability issue associated with the model-dependent fault diagnosis, which may lead 
to complicated solutions [35] [42]. 
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A novel FDI proposal, which can effecyively overcome these shortcomings by 
carefully taking into account the specific structure and suspension component 
configuration for the railway vehicle system, is thereby studied. 
1.3 Approaches and Ideas Presented in this Thesis 
This thesis presents a novel approach which is quite simple but effective for the FDI 
problem in railway vehicle suspension systems. It is formed as a data processing 
method with emphasis on data comparison techniques, which requires little prior 
knowledge of the system model except some basic parameters such as vehicle 
travelling speed and the distance between suspensions. The proposed technique 
focuses on the comparison of dynamic behaviours between the two suspensions 
where identical components are normally used [43]. When there are no faults in the 
suspension system, it can be readily shown that some of the motions (e.g. bounce 
and pitch) of the bogie (and to a large extent the vertical movements at the leading 
and trailing suspensions) can be considered decoupled because of the symmetrical 
suspension configuration and that therefore there is little interaction between the two 
motions. However a component failure (e.g. a damper) in either suspension will 
introduce an imbalance into the system, with resulting in dynamic interactions 
between motions. Due to the overall damping loss, the dynamic interactions mainly 
bring two different interactive effects near the resonant natural frequency and 
frequencies beyond that. One is the increasing response around the system natural 
frequencies, and the other is the gain decrease along the higher frequency band, 
whereas the second effect is more dominant because the frequency band of the 
system response is much wider than the part near the natural frequency. The 
interactions caused by the unbalanced suspension parameters are exploited in the 
study and computed by cross correlation analysis as a measure of suspension 
conditions. 
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The proposed technique requires inertial measurements to be taken from the bounce, 
pitch and roll accelerations. To reveal any interactive change, the two measured 
accelerations are processed by computing their cross correlations, and by taking into 
account the time shift between the track inputs at the two chosen suspensions. As 
shown in the following chapters, the novel detection scheme is not only highly 
sensitive to component faults but also robust under different external operational 
conditions. 
In this system, the accelerations are acquired directly from measurements through 
the sensors mounted on the bogie/body frame. The signals can be processed 
continuously and the results can be given instantly from every running time interval, 
so fast detection ability can also be achieved. It will be shown that the correlation 
change before and after the fault condition is quickly observed and that the fau1t(s) 
can be detected in a real-time manner, and also be isolated by comparing the 
different patterns between their correlation performances. 
Based on a similar principle, a second processing method using relative variances is 
also studied which may be used as a supplementary approach to the cross correlation 
computations. The same measurements are required, so there is very little additional 
hardware/cost involved. 
1.4 Structure of the Thesis 
This thesis is divided into six chapters, outlined as follows: 
Chapter 1 gives a brief introduction to condition monitoring technology in railway 
vehicle systems. The literature review gives the concept of the condition monitoring 
technology and a background study of the current approaches and applications in 
vehicle systems, where the features and limitations of these methods are 
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summarised. Finally, the new approaches and ideas which will be presented in this 
thesis are briefly described, followed by the structure of the thesis. 
In Chapter 2, a conventional bogie vehicle is described and modelled both as a 
conceptual and numerical model. Linearisation is applied in order to simplify the 
modelling process. The vertical dynamic motions of the vehicle on random track 
irregularities are investigated. 
Chapter 3 presents the development of the proposed fault detection and isolation 
technique in detail. Dynamic interactions introduced by suspension faults are 
explained using a simple side-view conventional bogie model, and initial results and 
effectiveness of the new FDI methods are illustrated. The detail of the data 
processing methods is also provided. 
Chapter 4 details the simulation studies usmg the proposed approach for the 
suspension system under different operational conditions, and improvements to 
rectify the detection results are given. The feasibility of the approach when used with 
noisy measurements and for non-linear system is assessed. 
In Chapter 5, a second fault data processing method using relative variance is 
developed and assessed. 
Chapter 6 summarises the work undertaken and outcomes of the study. Conclusions 
for the effectiveness of the proposed FDI technique for railway vehicles are 
presented. Suggestions for future work are also given. 
1.5 Publication List 
A total of five academic publications have been produced from this study as listed 
below. A copy of the full papers are given in Appendix B. 
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2.1 Introduction 
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Chapter 2 
Mathematical Models 
To develop an effective FDI scheme for a rail suspension system, it is important to 
have a good comprehension of the bogie and suspension system, and a clear 
understanding of the functions of each part and the relationship between individual 
components. 
In this chapter, an introduction to the bogie and suspensIon systems of a 
conventional bogie vehicle system is presented, followed by the development of two 
mathematical models. The first model is for the side view dynamics of a 
conventional bogie. This simple model is used to simplify the theoretical analysis of 
the dynamic interaction changes in different suspension conditions, and to ease the 
development process of the proposed fault detection method as presented in chapter 
3. The second and more comprehensive model includes all modes of a vehicle that 
are influenced by the primary vertical suspensions (the focus of this study), i.e. the 
bounce, pitch and roll motions of the bogies and the body frame. This model is used 
primarily for performance assessments in chapters 4 and 5. 
The special feature of a railway vehicle compared with other types of wheeled 
transport is the constrained guidance provided by the track. The surface of the rails 
guides the wheelsets, and the wheelsets and suspension systems of the bogies 
support the carbody in its motion. With the development of high speed trains, the use 
of bogies plays a very important role in safe railway operation and, less obviously, 
high vehicle steering performance [44]. 
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In a conventional bogie vehicle system, the bogie transmits all the longitudinal, 
lateral, and vertical forces between the carbody and the wheelsets. The bogie may 
also include tilting devices, lubrication devices for wheel-rail contact, and 
mechanisms to provide proper positioning of wheel sets on curves. Therefore, the 
design of bogies is crucial in achieving reliability and maintenance benefits [45] 
[46]. 
2.2 Structure of a Conventional Bogie and Basic Components 
In order to understand railway vehicle dynamics, it is common to investigate the 
motion of a single vehicle carriage running on rails. The running equipment mounted 
on a separate frame that can turn relative motions to the carbody is known as a bogie 
(or truck as known in North America). This thesis will focus on a simple 
conventional bogie, which has the common two-axle structure, to help clarify the 
basic mechanism of railway vehicles. The key components of this type of bogie 
include the bogie frame, the suspension systems, the wheel sets, the traction devices 
and the brake equipments. 
2.2.1 Bogie Frame 
The bogie frame is a steel structure which is generally made of two side beams and 
two cross beams formed into an H-shape frame. Like the chassis of a lorry, it is a 
framework which carries wheel sets via the primary suspensions and attaches the 
carbody by the secondary suspensions. The force is transmitted from the wheel sets to 
the bogie frame by the primary suspension and to the carbody by the secondary 
suspension. The bogie frame can also carry the traction and braking drives. The 
bogie frame is a basic consideration for the bogie design scheme as it is located in 
the centre of the bogie and constitutes a large proportion of the total weight of the 
bogie. Irrespective of the design of the bogie system, the stability of vehicles in 
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motion is largely directed by the dynamics of the wheelset within the bogie frame 
[47]. The bogie frame with its linkages is nonnally considered as a sprung mass for 
the primary suspension systems and an unsprung mass for the secondary suspension 
systems. For a four axle vehicle, the mass and moment of inertia of the bogie frame 
are carefully selected so that the four axles can support the sprung loads under the 
nonnal operating conditions [48]. 
2.2.2 Suspension Systems 
Suspension systems consist of a variety of energy storage dissipating components 
which may include simple mechanical springs, viscous and friction dampers, air 
springs, active or semi-active components, and other associated linkages which 
connect the wheel sets to the carbody. In general, a freight railway vehicle has only 
one layer of suspension, and is therefore less complex than the passenger railway 
vehicle which has more than one suspension system to improve passenger comfort. 
In this thesis, the most commonly used conventional passenger bogie vehicle with 
two suspension systems is used in the study. The two suspensions are located apart 
from different parts of the bogie, and are designed to have various functions in 
different frequency ranges. The primary suspension is mounted between the 
wheel sets and the bogie frame, while the secondary suspension is placed between the 
bogie frame and the bolster or the carbody. The whole suspension system is 
necessary, not only for reducing the forces between the wheels and rails and isolating 
the carriage from vibrations and bumps, but also for keeping the railway vehicle 
passengers comfortable and maintaining safe riding. Nonnally the primary 
suspension system comprises of elastic elements (springs) and dampers mounted on 
each axle, and works at a high frequency to reduce most of the frequency content to 
which the passengers are most sensitive. The secondary suspension system often 
consists of a pair of air springs in the vertical direction and a variety of springs, 
lateral and anti-yaw dampers working in the lateral and yaw directions. Operating 
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differently from the primary suspension, the secondary suspension can further reduce 
the vibration from the primary suspension to a lower level which is acceptable for 
the comfort of the human body. Both suspension systems also help to provide 
additional control and stability for the railway vehicle at high speed and allow the 
bogie and carbody to move relatively to each other on curves [49]. In this thesis, 
only the component faults in the primary suspension system are studied. 
2.2.2.1 Primary Suspension 
The springs in the primary suspension system play an important role for the railway 
vehicle dynamics [50]. These springs may consist of coil springs, leaf springs and 
torsion springs etc. They are commonly used as stiffness elements in the primary 
suspension system, and the coil springs are the most important. Usually coil springs 
are produced as a helix of steel wire, typically of circular cross-section. Compared 
with other springs such as torsion springs and rubber-metal springs in the bogie, the 
coil springs are cheap and commonplace. They are flexibly mounted not only in the 
vertical, but also in longitudinal and lateral directions. All these springs provide very 
little damping. The characteristic of spring stiffness may be linear or non-linear as 
illustrated in Figure 2.1, where the non-linearity is often represented as a 
symmetrical piecewise linear relationship, which passes through the origin of the 
force-displacement plane. In many research works, these elastic springs in the 
railway vehicle suspension systems are often treatewd with linear properties [50] 
[51]. 
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Figure 2.1 Spring stiffness characteristic [50] 
In most common cases when the railway vehicle suspension model is investigated, 
the force generated by the suspension springs is proportional to the change in height 
regardless of their initial displacements. Conventional bogie vehicles often use 
stiffness components of which the spring rates are derived from the gravitational 
force. Spring rates that are too hard or too soft will both affect the suspension 
performance [51]. In practice the design or the selection of the stiffness is always a 
compromise between conflicting criteria, for instance the need for high stiffness for 
good high speed steering versus the requirement for soft stiffness to enhance 
passenger comfort. Much effort has been spent in exploiting optimal solutions for 
different applications. However, how to design the bogie or the selection of the 
suspension component is not the relevant issue in this thesis and thus it is mentioned 
but will not be studied further. 
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Dampers are as important as springs in railway vehicle suspension systems, and are 
commonly used. Damping or resistance force is often generated using viscous or 
friction damping devices, of which hydraulic dampers are the most common [52]. 
Hydraulic dampers have a major influence on the stability and passenger comfort of 
railway vehicles. Similar to the design considerations to the spring stiffness, the 
design of the damper is a compromise between these two aspects. Often, hard 
dampers are used for a railway vehicle running on very uneven rails at high speed, 
because it is easy to increase the adherence to the rail in steering. On the other hand, 
the hard damping may result in a reduction of passenger comfort. Unlike the springs 
which dissipate the energy by a force proportional to the compressing (or expanding) 
length, the dampers are characterised by a force in terms of the piston velocity. 
Figure 2.2 shows the force-velocity relation of a typical hydraulic damper. 
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---.~1"4II--- Compression 
Figure 2.2 Typical force-velocity properties of a hydraulic damper 
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Studies of experimental test data show that asymmetrical dampers are considered for 
a more accurate treatment of the primary suspension systems in real designs [50]. 
The hydraulic damper has an asymmetrical characteristic of damping force which 
has a smaller value for compressing than for extending movement. The motion of 
the wheels running over convex irregularities causes larger forces than when 
travelling over concave ones. The hydraulic damper with an asymmetrical 
characteristic is typically suitable for providing a smaller force in compression and a 
greater one in extension [51]. 
In other designs, the hydraulic dampers also have a series of elastic elements (e.g., 
springs) from the mountings or oil chambers, which give the hydraulic damper the 
ability to provide both damping and stiffness. Nonetheless the separation is useful in 
the modelling procedure which focuses on the main property and application of each 
suspension component. For a real hydraulic damper, the condition of its seals can 
greatly affect its performance of absorbing the vibration or shock. The reliability of 
hydraulic dampers usually depends on the sealing between the shaft, piston and 
body. When applied in railway vehicle suspensions, occasional malfunction of this 
unit causes excessive pressure in the chamber which may result in leakage of the 
working fluid, and hence loss of damping [52]. 
Although in reality the characteristics of the damper force are nonlinear and also 
asymmetrical in the compression and extension motions, most vehicle dynamics and 
control strategies use linearised damping and represent it as symmetrical for 
simplicity [53] [54] [55]. Hence in this thesis, the modelling of the dampers in 
conventional bogie vehicle suspensions and theoretical analysis of the proposed FDI 
solutions will mainly be established using linear characteristics, which contributes 
the same resistance forces at the same speed of movements in compression and 
extension. It is noted that, the asymmetrical damping forces in compression and 
extension more accurately represent railway vehicle dynamics, thus affecting the 
availability of the proposed condition monitoring method in practical applications. In 
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this study, the bilinear (asymmetrical in compression and extension) damper mode is 
also included for performance assessments. 
2.2.2.2 Secondary Suspension 
Secondary suspension system is important in filtering out the frequencies of 
discomfort arising from the bogie frame and in maintaining the displacement of the 
carbody to acceptable limits. In the 1960s, secondary suspensions consisting of a 
pair of air springs were commercially used in Japanese conventional express 
railways. Afterwards such secondary suspensions became almost universal in 
modem passenger railway vehicle applications [45] [46]. Apart from other 
secondary spring stiffness and secondary hydraulic dampers in lateral and yaw 
directions, the air spring is particularly important in providing vertical support of the 
carbody [56]. Besides its practical advantages, the most significant are its provisions 
of constant suspension frequency and ride height regardless of the vehicle load. To 
enhance the possible safety standard in case of air loss that could result in a fall in 
suspension, most air springs are also fitted with a special rubber stack to ensure 
emergency carbody support [51]. 
The dynamic behaviour of an air spring is nonlinear and often complicated as it is 
mainly based on fluid dynamic and thermodynamic mechanisms [57]. Understanding 
the behaviour of the air spring is very important in modelling secondary suspension 
system. In this thesis, interest is solely focused on the vertical behaviour of the 
suspension systems and simplification of the air spring modelling is therefore 
necessary. The vertical behaviour of an air spring has both stiffness and damping 
characteristics. Unlike the hydraulic damper's asymmetrical characteristic in the 
primary suspension system, the equivalent symmetrical damping derived from the air 
spring is often used in the railway vehicle secondary suspension system. It is the only 
damping in that system and should be carefully considered in the modelling process. 
For the interest of the railway vehicle frequency range in the vertical direction, the 
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dynamic frequency of the primary suspension is high at 10-20Hz; however the 
secondary suspension only provides vertical vibration within the range of 0-1 Hz. 
The differing frequency characteristic of various suspension systems is an important 
criterion for the validation of suspension designs. In different railway vehicle 
operational conditions, the deformation of the airspring will cause different force 
behaviour in lateral and vertical directions. However, these force changes will have 
little effect to the analysis of the force characteristic of the primary suspension 
systems, which is due to its filtering effect. 
Figure 2.3 and Figure 2.4 show simple diagrams of a physical air spring with air 
reservoir and an equivalent mathematical representation used for modelling its 
behaviour [58]. Here Ka denotes the stiffness from the change-of-area of air springs, 
in which, as the height varies the effective area changes, resulting in a change of 
force even if the air pressure is constant. Ks is the stiffness representing the influence 
of air in the main volume. Kr is the stiffness representing the influence of air in the 
additional air reservoir. The damping Cr is parallel with the stiffness Kr, and it 
represents the damping of the surge pipe which connects the air chamber and the air 
reservoir. Although the air mass in the pipe is small, its equivalent inertia is 
significant when it passes through the narrow pipe at high velocity. This damping Cr 
arises from the air flow in the pipe or any orifices, which is often approximately as 
being linearly related to the velocity in many studies. The other factor which affects 
the air spring performance is the series stack stiffness, which rarely acts fast enough 
in the dynamic vehicle system and has less effect than the other stiffness as a 
contribution to air spring performance. For simplicity, the series stack stiffness does 
not appear in the following model [51]. 
Air 
spnng 
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Figure 2.3 Physical air spring model with air reservoir 
Cr 
Figure 2.4 Air spring equivalent mathematical model [51] 
Modem bogie design uses a smaller number of components in the secondary 
suspension system than in the primary. This arrangement has added benefits such as 
decreased component malfunctions and also reduced maintenance costs for the 
secondary suspension system. 
2.2.3 Wheelset 
The bottom part of the bogie is the wheel sets, each of which consists of two wheels 
connected by a common axle. The fixed solid axle is commonly used for 
conventional bogie, although Independently Rotating Wheels (IR W) for railway 
vehicles has recently engaged some consideration at a theoretical and experimental 
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level [59]. A wheel set is important in providing the safe gauge between the vehicle 
and rail tracks, and in guiding and determining the motion on straight and curved 
lines. Connected by the axle box, the wheels are critical factors in the railway rolling 
characteristic because they are in direct contact with the rails. The wheels are made 
from solid steel in specific shapes that can follow curves. In vehicle system 
dynamics, the track irregularities can be transmitted to the primary suspension 
systems via the rail-wheel interface. 
2.3 Side View Model of a Bogie 
This thesis does not cover the concept of wheel-rail contact, which has been the 
subject of many studies elsewhere [60]. For the basic analysis and development of 
the fault detection, a simple side view model extracted from a conventional bogie 
vehicle is first presented in this section, which only includes one bogie and two 
attached primary suspensions. The force exerted on the bogie from the secondary 
suspension is also considered. 
The model has two motions in the vertical directions, bounce Zb and pitch ¢b, as 
shown in Figure 2.5. The standard dynamic equations for the two motions of the 
simple bogie under the normal condition are readily derived and can be found in 
references [43] [61] [62], as shown in equations (2.1) and (2.2). 
Direction 
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Figure 2.5 Side view diagram of a simple railway bogie 
where 
Cp - damping coefficient of primary suspensions (nominal) 
Fd - Force exerted on the bogie from the secondary suspension 
Ib - the bogie (pitch) moment of inertia 
Lbx - semi wheel space 
mb - the bogie mass 
Kp - stiffness constant of primary suspensions (nominal) 
Zb - bogie bounce displacement 
fJb - bogie pitch (angular) displacement 
Zt/, Z,2 - track vertical displacement at the leading and trailing wheelsets 
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From equations (2.1) and (2.2), it is clear that there are no direct interactions 
between the bounce and pitch movements of the bogie. The main link between them 
is through the track inputs at the leading and trailing wheel sets, where the bounce 
mode is excited by their sum and the pitch mode by their difference. 
However the above equations are only valid when the stiffness constants and the 
damping coefficients at both primary suspensions are the same, which is the case in 
most vehicles under normal circumstances. For a more general case where the two 
suspensions may not necessarily have the same values, equations (2.3) and (2.4) may 
be derived. They show potential interactions between the bounce and pitch motions 
when the suspension parameters are different, as the pitch movement may affect the 
bounce mode and vice versa. 
f1\Zb +(Cpl +Cp2 )·Zb +(Kpi +Kp2 )·Zb +4x . (Cpl -Cp2)·~b +4x . (Kpi -Kp2)·~b 
=Cpl ·Z,I +Kpi ·Z/I +Cp2 ·Z/2 +Kp2 ·Z,2 +~ 
•• 2 • 2 • 
Iii +4x (Cpt +Cp2)·~b+Lx (Kpt +Kp2)·~ +4x . (Cpt -Cp2 )·Zb +4x·(KpI -Kp2)·Zb 
=4xCpI . Z,I + 4~pt . Z/I - 4xCp2 . Z/2 - 4~p2 . Z,2 
where 
CpJ. Cp2 - damping coefficients of (front and rear) primary suspensions 
Kpl, Kp2 - stiffness constants of (front and rear) primary suspensions 
A further analysis of the proposed fault detection scheme will be presented with 
respect to this side view model in Chapter 3. 
2.4 SidelEnd View Model of a Vehicle 
(2.3) 
(2.4) 
A more comprehensive model of a complete vehicle is used for the performance 
evaluation of the proposed fault detection technique. 
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A schematic diagram of a conventional railway bogie vehicle is shown in Figure 2.6, 
where the configuration and main components have been previously introduced in 
this chapter. The model consists of four wheelsets, two bogies (named leading and 
trailing bogies on front and rear sides) and a carbody frame interconnected by 
primary and secondary suspension systems. The main external excitations are track 
geometries (deterministic inputs) and irregularities (random track inputs) transmitted 
to the vehicle through the wheels, but attenuated through the use of the two layers of 
suspensions. In railway vehicle design, same suspension components are normally 
used at the four comers of each primary suspension and therefore the bogie 
configurations are mostly symmetrical. The primary suspensions are mainly used to 
control the running behaviour and stabilise the vehicle at high speeds and on curves, 
whereas the secondary suspensions are designed to maintain ride height and ensure 
reasonable ride comfort for passengers. Same air springs tend to be used for the 
secondary suspensions on both sides (referred to as left and right sides) of each of 
the two bogies. 
t --r - u u - - - uBody -- u - - - - - - - u - T jj 
I I I I I I I 
I, ,.l. ,.l. I 
Leading & trailing Bogies 
/ ............ 
z ~ y ~ 
'"' ,~ 
H ~J ~t (Pitch) 
X 
Kp 
Figure 2.6 A comprehensive side and back view of a conventional bogie vehicle 
in vertical dynamics 
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The railway vehicle has several motions in different directions such as longitudinal, 
vertical, lateral and yaw. The corresponding suspension components in these 
directions may be different due to different vehicle ride requirements. Of all the 
directional motions, the vertical movement of the wheelsets is often directly 
constrained to the track surface. In this thesis, the FDI problem of the vertical 
primary suspensions is studied to demonstrate the principle and effectiveness of the 
proposed methods; however the techniques may be extended for the condition 
monitoring of suspensions in other directions or positions [43] [63]. According to 
the carbody and two bogies in Figure 2.6, only motions directly related to the vertical 
suspensions are modelled, including the bounce, pitch and roll movements of the 
carbody and those of the two bogie frames resulting in a 9 DoFs model. 
On the side and back view of the conventional bogie vehicle shown in Figure 2.6, 
each bogie mass mb is connected between the two layers of suspensions and it is 
supported by four springs and four dampers. The carbody mass mv is mainly 
supported by two pairs of air springs in the secondary suspensions in the z direction. 
For a stationary vehicle system straddled over the rails, the weight of bogie mass mb 
or carbody mv is preloaded by the springs, and therefore its gravity is excluded from 
the following modelling process. 
Using Newton's second law applied to the vertical motion, the equations of the 
bounce motion of the vertical vehicle system can be written as 
(2.5) 
where, m is the mass of the car body or bogie, and az and Fz denote the acceleration 
and force respectively in the z direction. 
Also, equations of motion in the pitch and roll directions can be expressed as 
(2.6) 
LEEDS UNIVERSllY LIBRARY 
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where Ix, Iy are the moments of inertia in the pitch and roll directions of the bogie or 
carbody, rox, roy are their angular velocities, L1Fx, L1Fy are their force vectors acting on 
one point, and Lx, Ly are their vectors of position which point from points relative to 
the rotational axis, all along the pitch and roll direction respectively. 
As the acceleration az can be described as the second derivative of the displacement 
z of the corresponding bogies or carbody in the bounce direction, the force equation 
(2.5) can be given as 
m·z=F z (2.7) 
Also, the angular velocities wx, Wy are the derivative of the corresponding pitch angle 
tP and roll angle Ifl respectively. The derivatives of the angular velocities rox, roy 
representing the accelerations of the pitch and roll rotation angles, dw~dt and dro/dt 
can be substituted by cf (ldt and cflfl/dt respectively. Thus the torque expression in 
equation (2.6) can be given as 
{
I .).. = DoF • L 
x Y' x z 
I . Iii = Do F . L y ." Y Y 
(2.8) 
To consider that the vehicle operates along the rails, the track inputs Zt and it provide 
the external vertical stiffness force and damping force respectively through the 
excitations by springs and dampers in the primary suspension. These forces are 
attenuated through the primary suspensions and then regarded as the inputs to the 
secondary suspensions which maintain the motions of carbody. The supporting force 
applied by the secondary suspensions to the carbody simultaneously reacts back to 
the bogies; this retrieved force has the same magnitude as the supporting force but 
acts downwards. Therefore the overall forces related to every bogie include the 
interactive parts from both primary and secondary suspension systems. The 
magnitude of each of the forces is determined by the added multiplication of 
stiffness rate with their relative displacement, and the damping coefficient with their 
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relative velocity. These relative displacements and velocities are derived from the 
relative movement of each wheel, bogie and carbody. Those are not only defined by 
the inputs from the railway tracks, but also the performance of the mass-spring-
damper systems. 
The bounce movement of the leading bogie is therefore written as 
(2.9) 
where Fpfl, Fpfr, Fprl and Fprr are forces from the primary suspension system at the 
front left, front right, rear left and rear right comers respectively; Fsi and Fsr are 
forces from the secondary suspension system on the left and right sides (directions 
are denoted in Figure 2.6). 
F:I = -Ka • (Zbl + Lbylf/ bl - Zbd - LbdJ.tPbd - Lbdylf/bd) 
-Cr • (Zbl + Lbyrf/bl -Zdll)-Kr • (Zbl + Lbylf/bl -Zdll) 
Fsr =-Ka '(Zbl-Lby'l'bl-Zbd -Lbdx¢bd + Lbdy'l'bd) 
-C, . (Zbl -Lhyr;/bl -Zdlr)-K, '(Zbl -Lby'l'bl -Zdl,) 
(2.14) 
(2.15) 
In equations (2.l0) - (2.15), CFL, CFR, CRL and CRR are the dampings of the hydraulic 
dampers in the primary suspension system of the leading/trailing bogies, mounted at 
the front left, front right, rear left and rear right comers respectively. These dampers 
are the objects which will be studied later as the main subject of fault detection. In 
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the conventional bogie vehicle design, they are normally identical with the same 
damping coefficients. KFL, K FR, KRL and KRR are the springs with the same stiffness 
rates, parallel with corresponding CFL, CFR, CRL and CRR dampings at the four 
suspension comers. At the same four comers and in the same order, ZtJ/, Ztlr, Zt21 and 
Zt2r represent the track inputs of the leading bogie in displacement, and ttl/, ttlr, tt2/ 
and tt2r are their derivative track inputs in velocity. 
Also, Zbl, tPbl and IJIbl represent the bounce, pitch and roll movements respectively for 
the leading bogie, Zbd, tPbd and IJIbd stand for the corresponding bounce, pitch and roll 
movements for the carbody. Lbx and Lby represent the half length of each bogie in the 
x and y directions, and Lbdx and Lbdy also denote the half lengths of the carbody in 
their corresponding directions. 
In equations (2.14) and (2.15), Zdll and Zdlr represent the vertical displacements of the 
mid-point mass mm for the air springs assembled with the leading bogie. Figure 2.7 
shows the arrangement of the alternative airspring model. Compared with the 
previous equivalent mathematical model of the airspring shown in Figure 2.4, the 
introduction of the mid-point mass mm makes the force analysis in the secondary 
suspension systems easier, as it has very little effect on the dynamic performance. 
Therefore, this alternative airspring model shown in Figure 2.7 is applied in the 
following analysis and simulation. 
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Figure 2.7 Air spring mathematical model with mid-point mass 
In this thesis, attention is focused on the possible failure of the dampers, although 
the principle may be applied to the other components. Hence the springs in the 
primary suspension system can be assumed to have the same spring rate K p for 
simplicity. 
(2.16) 
Substituting equations (2.10) - (2.16) into equation (2.9), forms the force equation 
for the leading bogie. 
Bounce equation for leading bogie 
mbZbl +(CFL +CFR +CRL +CRR)Zbl +4KpZbl 
=-Lbx(CFL +CFR -CRL -CRR)¢Jbl - Lb/CFL -CFR +CRL -CRRWbl (2.17) 
+(CFLZ,II +Kpz,U)+(CFRZ,lr +KpZ'lr) + (CRLz,21 +KpZ,21)+(CRRZ,2r +KpZ'2r)+LF; 
where EFJ is the sum of the secondary force acted to the leading bogie 
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LF. = FSL + FSR 
= -2C,Zbl - 2(Ka + K,)Zbl + 2KaZbd + 2KaLbdx tPbd 
+ (C,Zdll + K,Zdl/) + (C,Zdl' + K,Zdl') 
(2.18) 
Similar to the bounce equation of the leading bogie, equation (2.6) represents the 
relationships between the moment of inertia and the torques in the pitch and roll 
directions. It can be expanded and simplified as follows: 
Pitch equation for leading bogie (rotation in x direction), 
.. 2 • 2 fb)/A, + Lbx(CFL + CFR + CRL + CRR)¢bl + 4LbxK p¢bl 
= -Lbx(CFL + CFR - CR{, - CRR)Zbl + Lbx(CFLZ,11 + K pz,lI) (2.19) 
+ Lbx(CFRZ,I, + Kpz",) - Lbx (CRL Z,21 + K pz,2I) - Lbx (CRR Z,2, + K pZ,2,) 
and roll equation for leading bogie (rotation iny direction), 
fby/;/b' +L!y(CFL +CFR +CRL +CRR),ybl +4L!yKplf/bl 
= -Lby(CFL -CFR +CRL -CRR)Zbl + Lby(CFL Z,1I + Kpz,lI) (2.20) 
- Lby (C FRZ,I, + K pZ,I,) + Lby (C RL Z,21 + K pZ,2/) - Lby (C RRZ,2, + K pZ,2,) + LbyM; 
where [bx and [by are the moments of the bogie inertia along the pitch and roll 
directions. L1FJ is the difference between the secondary forces acting on the leading 
bogie on the left and right sides 
l!.F, = FSL - FSR 
= -2Lby C,'; bl - 2L by (Ka + K,)1j/ bl + 2Lvy K alj/ v (2.21) 
+ (C ,ZdlL + K ,ZdIL) - (C ,ZdIR + K ,ZdIR) 
Using a similar analysis approach, the force and torque equations for the trailing 
bogie are summarised as: 
Bounce movement for trailing bogie, 
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mbZb2 +(CFL +CFR +CRL +CRR)Zb2 +4KpZb2 
=-Lbx(CFL +CFR -CRL -CRR'>¢b2 - Lb/CFL -CFR +CRL -CRR ),pb2 (2.22) 
+(CFLZ,31 +KpZ'31)+(CF~l3r +KpZ'lr) + (CRLZ,41 +KpZ'4/)+(C~'4r +KpZ'4r)+~ 
Pitch movement for trailing bogie, 
•• 2 • 2 
I bx ¢b2 + Lbx (C FL + C FR + C RL + C RR )¢b2 + 4LbxK p¢b2 
=-Lbx(CFL +CFR -CRL -CRR )Zb2 + Lbx(CFLZt3/ + Kp Zt3/) 
+ Lbx (C FRZt3r + K pZt3r) - Lbx (C RLZt41 + K pZ,4/) - Lbx (C RRZt4r + K pZt4r) 
and roll movement for trailing bogie, 
I byl;ib2 +L!y(CFL +CFR +CRL +CRR ),pb2 +4L!yKp'l'b2 
=-Lby(CFL -CFR +CRL -CRR )Zb2 +Lby(CFLZt3/ +KpZt3/) 
- Lby(CFRZt3r + KpZt3r) + Lbi CRI,Zt4/ + KpZt4/) - Lby(CR~t4r + KpZt4r) + LbyM<; 
(2.23) 
(2.24) 
where Zb2, ¢b; and V'b2 represent the bounce, pitch and roll movements respectively 
for the trailing bogie. 
In equations (2.22) - (2.24), Zt31, Zt3r, Zt41 and Zt4r represent the track inputs of the 
trailing bogie in displacement, and Zt3/, Zt3r, Zt41 and Z,4r are their derivative track 
inputs in velocity. 
EF2 is the sum of the secondary force acting on the trailing bogie 
Lr; = -2C,Zb2 - 2(Ka + I\)Zb2 + 2K.azbd - 2K.hdAd 
+ ( C,z d2I + Krz d2I ) + ( C,z d2r + I\z d2r ) (2.25) 
L1F2 is the difference between the secondary forces acting on the trailing bogie on the 
left and right sides 
M; =-2LbyCrrPb2 -2Lby (Ka +Kr)lf/b2 +2LvyKalf/v 
+(Crzd2L +Krzd2L)-(Crzd2R +KrZd2R ) (2.26) 
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The carbody also has 3 DoFs of bounce, pitch and roll movements in the vertical 
direction, which are expressed below: 
earbody bounce movement 
mhdZbd + 4(Ka + Ks)Zhd 
= 2Kazbl + 2Kazb2 + KsZdl/ + Kszdlr + KsZd21 + Kszd2r (2.27) 
earbody pitch movement 
earbody roll movement 
Ibdylj!bd+4~dy(Ka +KsWbd 
=24~~alj/bl +24~b~alfb2 +4dJ(sZdl/-Lv)(sZdlr +Lv)(sZd2l-4j(sZd2r (2.29) 
where Zd21 and Zd2r are the vertical displacements of the mid-point mass mm for the air 
springs connected within the carbody and trailing bogie. 
The equations for the mid-point masses of the air springs are given as: 
mmZdll +C,Zdll +(K. + Kr)Zdll 
= (C,zhl + K,Zbl) + (LhyCrlfbl + LbyK,lfhl) + KsZbd + LbcaKstPbd + LbtJ/<.1f hd (2.30) 
mmZdl, +C,Zdl' +(K. +K,)Zdl' 
= (C,Zbl + K,Zbl) -(L"yC,lfbl + LbyK,lfbl) + KsZbd + LbcaK.tPbd - LbtJ/<slfbd (2.31) 
mmZd21 +C,Zd21 +(K. +K,)Zd21 
= (C,Zb2 + K,Zb2) + (LhyC,lfb2 + LhyK,lfb2) + KsZbd -LbcaK.tPbd + LbtJ/<slfhd (2.32) 
mmZd2r +C,Zd2' +(Ks +K,)zd2r 
= (C,Zh2 + K,Zb2)-(L"yCrlfh2 +LbyK,lfb2)+KsZbd -LbcaKstPbd - LbtJ/<.lfbd (2.33) 
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Since the modelling of the conventional bogie vehicle in the vertical direction is of 
main interest, the longitudinal, lateral and yaw movements are not modelled above. 
The vertical vehicle model contains 13 DoFs in overall, i.e., bounce, pitch and roll 
modes for each bogie and the carbody, and a bounce mode for every air spring 
(defined in equations (2.17) - (2.33». The mathematical model is therefore 26th 
order. 
2.5 Modal Analysis 
Railway vehicle models are highly complex and of high order, even when a limited 
number of motions considered as in this study. It is therefore essential to ensure that 
correct and accurate models are used. 
Modal analysis provides a powerful means to validate the models. The equations of 
the motions can be organised in a state-space form: 
(2.34) 
where x and u are state variables and track input vectors respectively. A more 
detailed explanation of the variables in equation (2.34) is provided in Appendix A. 
The state space equation (2.34) represents a linearised conventional bogie vehicle 
model with 13 DoFs in the vertical direction. The state variable x represents the 
bounce, pitch and roll motions of the carbody, bogies plus the additional mid-point 
mass of the air springs. All variables in the system matrix A26 and input matrix BJ6 
are related to the characteristics of the vehicle system and the parameters of the two-
layer suspension systems. The system response is also defined by the input vector u 
which is comprised of the random irregular vertical track inputs (as only the vertical 
motions of the vehicle system is emphasized in this thesis), although in the normal 
case railway track inputs may have two types of input, one being the deterministic 
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input (e.g. gradient) and the other the random input due to irregularities [38]. A more 
detailed property of the random track input in the vertical direction will be 
introduced in the next section. 
The parameters of the conventional bogie vehicle model, which are taken from a 
typical passenger train, are given in Table 2.1. 
Table 2.1 Relevant parameters of the conventional bogie vehicle model 
Variables Definitions and values 
CFL, CFR, CRL, CRR Damping of hydraulic dampers in bogies (1 7900Nslm) 
C, Damping for every airspring (30kNslm) 
hdx Carbody pitch inertia (231 0000kgm2) 
Ibdy Carbody roll inertia (I4400kgm2) 
Ibx Leading or trailing bogie pitch inertia (2000kgm2) 
Iby Leading or trailing bogie roll inertia (720kgm2) 
Lbdx Half length of carbody in pitch motion (9.5m) 
Lbdy Half length of carbody in roll motion (0.7 5m) 
Lbx Half length of every bogie in pitch motion (I.25m) 
Lby Halflength of every bogie in roll motion (0.75m) 
Ka Change of air stiffness for every airspring (lNlm) 
Kp Spring stiffness for leading or trailing bogie (2500kNlm) 
K, Reservoir stiffness for every airspring (254kNlm) 
Ks Airspring stiffness (50SkNlm) 
mb Mass of leading or trailing bogie (2500kg) 
mbd Mass of the carbody (3S000kg) 
mm Mid-point mass of every airspring (5kg) 
Using MATLAB, the eigenvalues of the earbody and the two bogies ean be 
calculated and are shown in Table 2.2. 
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Table 2.2 Eigenvalues for vertical vehicle model 
Frequency (Hz) Damping 
Bounce 0.68 0.16 
Carbody mode Pitch 0.84 0.19 
Roll 0.84 0.19 
Bogie mode Bounce 10.57 0.23 
Pitch 14.07 0.32 
(leading) 
Roll 14.79 0.31 
Bogie mode Bounce 10.57 0.23 
Pitch 14.07 0.32 
(trailing) 
Roll 14.79 0.31 
The eigenvalues given in the first three rows of Table 2.2 indicate that the carbody 
bounce, pitch and roll motions are of low frequencies «1Hz), which is necessary to 
ensure comfort for the passengers. The last six rows, from fourth to ninth, represent 
the frequency mode for the leading and trailing bogies. The leading and trailing 
bogies have the same structures and identical components; they also have the same 
natural frequencies and damping ratios. It is clearly evident that after the filtering 
effect from the primary suspension systems, the dynamic frequency modes of 
bounce, pitch and roll for either bogie still have higher frequency vibrations (> 10Hz) 
compared with the corresponding eigenvalues for the carbody. The damping ratio for 
the vertical motions of the carbody and two bogies are around 0.2. 
For passenger railway vehicle with conventional bogie, the bogie bounce frequency 
between 10-20 Hz is generally accepted, for the carbody it is around 1 Hz, and the 
effective damping ratio of the vertical vibration is usually located within the range of 
0.1-0.3 [50]. Compared with these criteria, the side and end view of the model can 
be validated and thus accepted for further simulation assessments. The eigenvalues 
in the vertical direction are also independent of the vehicle operating speed, as 
expected. 
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2.6 The Properties of Vertical Track Inputs and Modelling 
As only the vertical and related motions of the vehicle are considered in the study, 
only track irregularities in the vertical direction are included. Track geometries such 
as gradients are design features and tend to affect vehicle dynamics at low 
frequencies. Whilst it would not be a problem to include gradients in the 
simulations, they are not expected to affect the effectiveness of the proposed 
methods or to alter the conclusions of the study. 
The rail track provides a displacement and its derivatives to each of the wheels of the 
railway vehicle. As a result of track misalignment, the track inputs are irregular. 
Some work has been done in modelling the track profile, using a stationary Gaussian 
stochastic process [50] [64]. 
Based on previous studies and experimental results in the track irregularities, some 
assumptions are made in the study: 
(l) All track irregularities are considered as stationary random processes with zero 
mean; 
(2) The probability density of the track irregularities is thought of as Gaussian; 
(3) The cross-correlation between any two of the irregularities is zero [65] [66] [67]. 
To realise the stationary Gaussian random process of the track irregularity, the wave 
number Q (rad/m) is introduced, which indicates the rate of cycle change with 
respect to the distance. For a train travelling along the track at a velocity V, it can be 
substituted by the angular frequency OJ follows that 
OJ=VQ (2.35) 
The relationship of the Power Spectral Density (PSD) between the wave number Q 
and angular frequency OJ can be expressed as 
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1 S(O) =-S(w) 
v 
(2.36) 
According to [67] the PSD of the vertical track irregularity can be modelled as 
follows 
(2.37) 
where Arv is the roughness factor in the vertical direction, Dc is the rail critical wave 
number above which the track input is negligible. 
In many studies, a commonly employed form 
S (0) = Arv 
v 0 2 (2.38) 
is often applied to replace the PSD in equation (2.3 7) in order to get a simplified and 
appropriate vertical track inputs. 
To reflect the rounding off effect at high frequencies in equation (2.37), an 
additional low pass filter is also used to give a more realistic generation of the power 
spectrum [61] [64] [67] [68]. 
Band·Limited . 
White Noise Gain 
Low Pass Filter 
1 
s 
Integrator 
Figure 2.8 Vertical track irregularity generation scheme 
ztdotcon.mat 
As shown in Figure 2.8, the time series vertical track input is obtained from a Band-
Limited White Noise block with a selected random seed. The magnitude of the track 
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input is dependent on the railway vehicle speed V, and a low pass filter with cut-off 
frequency of 80Hz is added in the loop in order to reduce the high frequency content 
above the critical wave number Q c and to reflect the general track irregularities which 
have high order in the denominator. 
Figure 2.9 shows the vertical displacement of the track input obtained from the 
simulated data in Figure 2.8, and Figure 2.10 indicates its first-order derivative at the 
vehicle speed of SOmis. 
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Figure 2.11 PSD of vertical track input in displacement (Vs=50m/s) 
Figure 2.11 shows the PSD of the simulated vertical track input obtained from Figure 
2.9 . The PSD value is much richer at long wavelength (low frequency), with a 
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tendency to decline towards short wavelength (high frequency). There is a high rate 
of decrease around 80Hz, which denotes the steep drop near the critical wave 
number Dc. Compared with the experimentally measured track data with resonance 
falls in the frequency range 30 to 100Hz, the simulated track data of the vertical 
track input in displacement and the derivatives shows they are reasonably close [68]. 
Simulated data tends to provide a richer and more evenly distributed power spectrum 
which is useful in ensuring that the study covers a wide range of frequencies [38]. 
2.7 The Motion of the Vehicle under Random Irregular Excitations 
The time series vertical track inputs obtained from the Matlab/Simulink environment 
are used to simulate the railway vehicle response in the vertical direction. The 
operating speed of 50mls (180kmlh) for the vehicle is chosen. The typical 
parameters of the vehicle system used in the simulation are shown in Table 2.1. 
Two random inputs that conform to the PSD distribution are used in the simulations 
for the left and right sides of the track, where the difference between the inputs is 
typically 10% (also in a random manner). The inputs to all the wheel sets are the 
same, but there are time delays between them, which are determined by r=2'LbxlVs 
between the leading and trailing wheel sets of each bogie and r=2'(Lb-Lb:J1Vs between 
the trailing wheel set of the leading bogie and leading wheel set of the trailing bogie, 
where Lb is the half distance between the centre positions of the two bogies. 
The vehicle system is first considered to be operating under the normal conditions. 
The springs and dampers in the primary suspensions are considered as linear 
components, together with a linearised air spring model used to simulate the 
secondary suspensions in the vertical direction. Because it is assumed that there are 
no faults in the springs and dampers in the suspensions, their corresponding 
parameters are identical and the vehicle structure is symmetrical. 
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Figure 2.14 The roll acceleration ofleading bogie 
Figures 2.12 to Figure 2.14 show the bounce, pitch and roll motions of the leading 
bogie in the vertical direction respectively. They are all random in nature because the 
excitations from the track are irregular. Given the typical values of the parameters of 
the conventional bogie vehicle, the amplitudes of the bounce, pitch and roll 
accelerations are related to the level of the track inputs. Figures 2.13 and 2.14 both 
show the angular accelerations for the pitch and roll motions separately. It can be 
seen that the pitch acceleration is nearly 10 times greater then the roll acceleration. 
This is because the track input irregularity in the simulation is about 10 times the 
difference in irregularity between the two rails, which results in much smaller roll 
acceleration compared to the pitch acceleration. 
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Figure 2.15 The bounce displacement of leading bogie 
2 
The simulation result for the bounce displacement of the leading bogie is shown in 
Figure 2.15 . It is found that the bounce displacement is very similar to the vertical 
displacement track input shown in Figure 2.9 at low frequencies . The good match of 
the vertical movement of the bogie shows that the bogie follows the slow changes of 
the rail track. The difference between them is that the bounce displacement of the 
bogie is smoother than that of the vertical displacement track input. This difference is 
mostly due to the fact that the primary suspension system has a filtering effect which 
can filter out the higher frequency components of the track input. 
For the trailing bogie, similar responses can be observed as those of the leading 
bogie. 
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Figure 2.16 The bounce acceleration of the carbody 
2 
Figure 2.16 shows the bounce acceleration of the carbody at the mass centre. It is 
apparent that the random distribution of the carbody bounce acceleration is mainly 
due to the combination of the bounce motions of the leading and trailing bogies. Its 
magnitude (O .2m/; in RMS) is much smaller than the bounce acceleration of the 
leading bogie shown in Figure 2.12 (lOm/; in RMS) . Its waveform is also much 
smoother than the bogie bounce acceleration. Both effects are of course due to the 
filtering function of the secondary suspensions (i.e ., the air springs) . 
It is also observed that the range of the bounce acceleration of the carbody is 
considerably smaller and smoother, which indicates that the height of the carbody 
changes very little in response to the excitation from the track input even if the train 
is running at high speeds. On the other hand, as the secondary suspension system 
works effectively in the very low frequency range; other vibrational effects in the high 
frequency range can be negligible. This property is very helpful in simplifying the 
following FDI problem, because the forces from the secondary suspensions are 
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filtered out at around 1Hz, and hence can be omitted in the following analysis for 
simplicity. 
2.8 Summary 
This chapter gave the mathematical models of the conventional bogie vehicle, 
followed by the modal analysis and vehicle dynamics study in the vertical direction 
with random track irregularities. It revealed a close relationship between the vertical 
dynamics and the design of railway suspension component. It is obvious that the 
vibration appears by the excitation of random irregularities in both suspensions, and 
the main frequencies of their vibrations are determined by the characteristics of the 
suspension systems. 
By monitoring the vibrational information of the selected suspension, the faulty 
condition can be possibly indicated. 
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Chapter 3 
Fault Detection Scheme Based on Changes in Dynamic Interactions 
3.1 Introduction 
In the development of a novel FDI scheme in railway vehicles, it is essential to 
understand the construction and configuration of the vehicle system. Their dynamic 
interactions also need to be understood clearly [69] [70]. In chapter 2, the 
fundamental structure and principal components of a conventional bogie vehicle are 
introduced and the side view model for a simple bogie has been developed for the 
FDI scheme analysis. With the aid of this model, this chapter presents the basic 
concepts of the proposed technique for the fault detection of vehicle suspensions, 
explained by examining the consequences of a component fault in terms of 
additional dynamic interactions. 
This novel approach is simple but very effective for the FDI problem for railway 
vehicle suspensions, and it requires much less prior knowledge of the railway 
vehicle systems concerned in the study. There is no need for additional complex 
modelling and detailed knowledge of external conditions such as track irregularities. 
It also offers potential benefits of robustness against nonlinearities and uncertainties 
as well as that of easy tuning. 
3.2 Fault Detection Concept from a Simple Railway Bogie 
In this study, the FDI scheme focusing on damper failure in the primary suspension 
systems is developed. To clarify and simplify the basic concept, the side view bogie 
model in the vertical direction is used in the analysis, as shown in Figure 2.5. As 
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noted previously, the components used in the same railway vehicle suspension (Le. 
springs and dampers) are largely identical. The proposed FDI technique is based on 
system dynamic interaction changes caused by component faults. 
3.2.1 Analysis of Dynamic Interaction 
The dynamic interactions caused by possible component faults have been illustrated 
using the equations of motions in the form of bounce and pitch movements of the 
simple bogie model as given in equations (2.3) and (2.4). By introducing the sum 
and difference of their corresponding damping coefficients and stiffnesses, they can 
be modified to give equations (3.1) and (3.2). 
where 
mbzb +Cpszb + KpsZb + LbJ:Cpd¢b + LbJ:KptlA 
=.!.[CpS(Ztl +zt2)+Kps (Ztl +Zt2)+Cpd(Ztl -zt2)+KpAZt, -Zt2)]+Fd 2 
" 2 • 2 
Ib¢b +LbJ: Cp..¢b+LbX Kp..¢b +LbxCpdZb +Lb~pdZb 
= L~x [CP..(Ztl -Zt2) + Kp..(z/' -Z/2)+Cpd(ZII +ZI2) + Kpd(z/' +Z/2)] 
(3.1) 
(3.2) 
When the bogie is operating under the normal condition (KpJ=Kp2. CpJ=Cp2), 
equations (3.1) and (3.2) may be simplified to equations (3.3) and (3.4), which 
indicate clearly that the bounce and pitch movements of the bogie are independent 
and that there is no direct dynamic coupling between these two motions. The force 
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Fd from the secondary suspension only affects the bounce motion but not the pitch 
motion. 
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
However, when one of the faults occurs, the two suspensions become different and 
the structure of the suspension becomes asymmetrical. The imbalance between the 
suspensions cause interactions between the bounce and pitch motions in two ways. 
Dynamically, equations (3.1) and (3.2) are no longer independent as two pitch terms 
appear in the bounce equation and two bounce terms in the pitch equation. 
Externally, the bounce motion is now also affected by the difference between the 
track inputs at the front and rear suspensions which predominantly excites the pitch 
motion. The pitch movement is also affected by the sum of these two input signals 
which predominantly excites the bounce motion. The interaction between the two 
motions introduces an additional correlation between the different dynamic modes. 
The correlation will change with different types of suspension component faults (Le. 
by not only the extent of the imbalance, but also the location of the failure), which 
will be used to detect how much unbalance (Le. due to component fault) may exist in 
the system, and to isolate the fault. 
In practice, the bounce and pitch accelerations may be readily obtained through the 
use of inertial sensors mounted on the bogie frame [18] [19]. The two accelerations 
may be expressed in the form of transfer functions in equations (3.5) and (3.6) 
replacing the general equations (3.1) and (3.2). It cab be seen that, in bounce 
equation (3.5), the 3rd and 4th terms are introduced due to the imbalance caused by a 
component failure, which represent a response change to the track inputs at the 
leading and trailing wheelsets respectively. The 5th term is represented as the 
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additional interaction stimulated by the pitch motion, and finally the 6th term is 
related to the secondary suspension force Fd(S). In pitch equation (3.6), the 
imbalance also presents a response change to the leading and trailing wheelset track 
inputs shown in the 3rd and 4th terms, and the 5th term indicates the extra interaction 
which results from the bounce motion. The secondary suspension force Fd(S) clearly 
has no effect on the pitch motion. 
The modal decomposition process can be applied by substituting equation (3.6) into 
equation (3.5) to remove the pitch acceleration from the bounce equation, and 
substituting equation (3.5) into equation (3.6) to remove the bounce acceleration 
from the pitch equation, which leads to equations (3.7) and (3.8) respectively: 
(3.7) 
.. L"., G ( ) [G ( ) .. () G () .. ()] L"xBd(s)s2 F ( ) ¢b(S)=-' 0 S· 21 SZtI S - 22 SZ,2 S - d S 
2 4 (s)A;(s) (3.8) 
where 
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Equations (3.7) and (3.8) can be further simplified to equations (3.9) and (3.10) by 
neglecting the term relating to the secondary suspension force Fd(s), which has much 
smaller effects compared to that ofthe track inputs (due to the filtering effect). 
(3.9) 
(3.10) 
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Equations (3.9) and (3.10) show clearly that the bounce and pitch motions of the 
railway bogie can be largely decoupled in the balanced condition, Le. Bd(S)=O. Their 
simplest transfer function forms can therefore be expressed in equations (3.11) and 
(3.12). 
where 
lA(s) = Lh:r: '[G;(s)Zt1(s)-G;(S)Zt2(S)] 
2 
G z (s) = B s (s) 
A z (s) 
G;(s) = B s (s) 
A; (s) 
(3.11) 
(3.12) 
The difference between the normal (equations 3.11 and 3.12) and faulty (equations 
3.9 and 3.10) conditions will be further analysed in frequency domain. 
3.2.2 Frequency Response Comparisons of the Analytical Models 
By comparing the two sets of transfer functions between the normal and fault 
conditions, it is obvious that the filtering effect of the primary suspensions on bogie 
motions would be different in different cases. The gain of the common term Go(s) is 
very close to unity in the no fault case, but in a fault condition the response is 
magnified in the frequency region around the two bogie modes (by up to 66% if the 
damping coefficient at the trailing damper becomes zero) as shown in Figure 3.1. 
However, there is no noticeable change at the high or low frequency ranges and 
therefore the overall effect of the term Go(s) will be limited. 
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Figure 3.1 Bode plot of Go{s) 
Equations 3.9 - 3.12 also show how the bounce and pitch motions are excited by 
track inputs at the leading and trailing wheelsets. Each of the two inputs influences 
only one of the two terms in the dynamic equations through the corresponding 
suspension. Therefore the changes due to a component failure in one suspension will 
only be reflected in the corresponding part of the responses, while the effects to the 
other part will be insignificant. As demonstrated in Figure 3.2 and Figure 3.3, a 
reduction of the damping coefficient to half in the front suspension alters significantly 
how the bogie bounce mode responds to the track input at the leading wheel set 
(through Gil ), but has little effect on its response to the delayed track input at the 
trailing wheel set (through GI2) . On the other hand, a similar damper failure occurring 
at the rear suspension affects the bogie bounce motion mainly through the track input 
at the trailing wheel set (through G 12) , but not at the leading wheel set (Gil ). It is 
notable that for either Gil or G12, the damping fault on the corresponding front o r 
rear suspension side will cause an increase in gain around the resonant frequency but 
conversely a reduction across the wider range of the high frequency, which makes the 
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overall magnitude in performance decrease. A similar trend may be observed for G21 
and G22 for the pitch motion. The sensitivity of detecting a suspension fault di rectly 
from acceleration measurements is compromised by this ' partial non response' to 
suspension changes. 
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3.3 Fault Detection Scheme by Correlation Evaluation 
In contrast with other methods presented in Chapter 1, the proposed new method 
attempts to overcome the problem of insensitivity to component faults by detecting 
changes in dynamic correlations between the bounce and pitch (and between bounce 
and roll, pitch and roll when the roll motion is also considered) accelerations which 
can be readily achieved using cross correlation calculations . 
. Equation (3.13) shows the Cross Correlation Function (CCF) between the bounce 
and pitch accelerations. 
N •• 
RBI' (m) = 2. Z b (n + m) . ¢ b (n ) 
n=l 
(3.13) 
where m[-N, NJ is the number of the sampled time shift between the two signals. N 
is the number of sampled data for the CCF calculation. For a fixed sampling interval 
L1t (L1t=O.OOls in this thesis, with a fixed sampling rate of 1kHz), a time window T 
which contains a period of sampled signal is required. In order to achieve consistent 
results, the time window T=NL1t should be much greater than L1t in order to have 
enough lagged products at the selected highest lag that a reasonable accurate result is 
still obtained. The bounce signal Zb (n) is shifted by m with respect to the pitch 
signal ;A(n). The signals zb(n+m)and ¢b(n) are then multiplied together and the 
sum of the product is determined. The process is repeated for other values of m until 
the whole set of RBP(m) is obtained. 
Using the 'de-coupled' forms of bounce and pitch acceleration in equations (3.9) 
and (3.10), the CCF value RBP(m) can be decomposed with respect to the 
relationships from different combinations of track input multiplications. as shown in 
equation (3.14). 
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R(Zb (n), ¢b (n») = -R(gll (n), g 22 (n»)+ R(g12 (n), g 21 (n») 
+ [R(gll (n),g21 (n»)- R(g12 (n), g22 (n»)] (3.14) 
where R(a, b) denotes a cross correlation operation of a and b, and gll(n), g12(n), 
g21(n) and g22(n) represent the time domain representations of the relative terms in 
equations (3.9) and (3.10). 
When a vehicle travels on a track, the track input profiles at the two wheelsets are 
exactly same and the only difference between them is the time delay which is 
determined by the vehicle speed and the length between the two wheelsets. gll and 
g22 are the responses to the track inputs Z'I and Z,2 respectively and hence the first 
term on the right hand side of equation (3.14) should give a peak negative cross 
correlation at the negative time shift (negative cross correlation is due to '- sign' of 
the CCF, negative time shift is because the track input Z,2 is left shifted to track 
input Z'I ). Similarly, g12 and g21 are excited by the track inputs Z,2 and Z'I 
respectively and their cross correlation in the second term on the right hand side of 
equation (3.14) has a positive peak at the positive time shift. However, the cross 
correlations at Os time shift result from the combined effect of (gil, g21) and (g12. 
g22); gIl and g21 are caused by the same track input Z'I, gl2 and g22 are also excited 
by the same track input but this time the track input Z,2. In the no fault condition, 
the two separate cross correlation functions contribute the same cross correlation in 
magnitude but act oppositely to cancel each other; therefore the third term in the 
square bracket should give an overall zero correlation at Os time shift. The 
cancellation of cross correlation values at Os time shift is helpful to understand the 
minimum interaction effect of the suspensions when no fault has occurred. 
In the no fault condition, the cross correlations of the bounce and pitch accelerations 
are expected to be of largest magnitude at the positive and negative time shifts 
(±Tshift), but minimal (or near zero) at Os time shift. Figure 3.4 illustrates expected 
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scenarios for the CCF values between the bounce and pitch motions at these specific 
time shifts. 
Magnitude of CCF 
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PeakCCF 
Negative 
Time Shift 
~ Time 
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Time Shift 
Negative 
PeakCCF 
Figure 3.4 Demonstration of cross correlation for bounce and pitch motions 
Under the abnormal conditions, where one of the suspension components has failed, 
the absolute value of cross correlations at the ±Tshift may be reduced due to the 
increased attenuation on the overall effect of the random track input in a wide range 
of frequencies as illustrated in Figure 3.2 and Figure 3.3. However, the cross 
correlations at Os time shift can be significantly changed (in the positive or negative 
direction depending on the type and location of the fault) because the asymmetry 
between the two suspensions removes the balance in the 3rd term of equation (3.14) 
and hence cancellation is no longer possible. 
The detection of suspension faults can therefore be achieved by monitoring cross 
correlation changes at the three specific time shifts. Figure 3.5 represents the overall 
scheme of the proposed fault detection and isolation approach using the basic bogie 
motions in the vertical direction. The scheme also considers the roll motion of a 
bogie, and therefore involves the cross correlations of any two motions of the bogie. 
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Similar to the cross correlation between the bounce and pitch motions given in 
equation (3.13), equations (3.15) and (3.16) give the other two cross correlations 
between the bounce and roll, and pitch and roll motions respectively. 
N 
R BR (m) = L Z b (n + m) . Vi b (n ) 
n=1 
(3.15) 
N •• 
R PR (m) = L ¢ b (n + m) . Vi b (n ) 
n=1 
(3.16) 
where the definitions of m and N are as defined in equation (3.13). 
To perform the fault detection/isolation, the acceleration signals are assumed to be 
measured using inertial sensors mounted on the bogie frame [19]. These 
acceleartions are then processed to derive the changes in the level of interaction by 
computing their cross correlations, and by taking into account the time shifts 
between the track inputs. If a suspension component fault occurs, a distinct peak or 
an obvious change of a peak may be found at the specific time shifts in the cross 
correlation of any two selected signals. Using the predefined tuned thresholds, it 
gives the faulty information that corresponds to different suspension changes. The 
changes in the cross correlations are monitored and the fault is therefore detected. 
On the other hand, the manner of the cross correlation changes differs with cross 
correlation computations of different combinations of two motions, depending on 
the locations of the faults. This property is very useful and makes the fault isolation 
possible. More details will be presented later in the following chapters. 
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Figure 3.5 Overall fault detection and isolation scheme 
The implementation of the proposed cross correlation techniques is straightforward . 
The measured acceleration signals from the sensors are directly sent to the selected 
correlator, the measurement of vehicle speed is also used as an additional data input 
to the computation process to determine the time delay between the two wheelsets. 
The cross correlation of two signals is computed and the results at the specific time 
shifts are selected according to the vehicle speed and wheel space. Their cross 
correlations present the relationships of the two related measured signals, and their 
changes in magnitude can be used as indicators of the suspension condition changes. 
Rather than the use of the cross correlation magnitude, it is also useful to express the 
cross correlation function in a normalised form, which has a scale of [-1 , + 1]. Using 
the basic motions in the vertical direction, the corresponding normalised cross 
correlations of the studied bogie are defined in equations (3.17) - (3 .19). 
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(3.17) 
C ( ) - RRR(m) BR m - r=========== ~ RBB (0) . RRR (0) (3.18) 
(3.19) 
where CBP(m) is the normalised cross correlation between the bounce and pitch 
modes, CBR(m) and CPR(m) are the normalised cross correlations between the bounce 
and roll, and the pitch and roll motions respectively. 
RBB(O), Rpp(O) and RRR(O) are the values of auto correlation of the bounce, pitch and 
roll motions at zero time delay, as defined as equations (3.20) - (3.22). 
N 
R BB (0) = L z· b ( n ) . z· b ( n ) 
n=1 
(3.20) 
N .. .. 
R pp (0) = L ¢ b (n ) . ¢ b (n ) 
n .. 1 (3.21) 
N 
R RR (m ) = L tit· b ( n ) . tit· b (n ) 
11·1 
(3.22) 
The use of the normalised cross correlation offers a clear advantage in improving the 
detection reliability in changing conditions. As the track input is irregular and not a 
strictly stationary process in practice, the magnitude of the basic motions of the 
bogie may be different at different track sections. The cross correlation computations 
will therefore have certain unevenness even when the other operational conditions 
are unchanged. More significantly, the level of vibration on the bogie is highly 
dependent upon the travelling speed of the vehicle even when the track conditions 
remain the same. The fault detection would have to use fault thresholds that are 
tuned to speed as well as track conditions which can be very difficult in practice. 
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Those uncertainties are readily removed by using normalised cross correlation (CCF 
coefficient). As these CCF coefficients are generated from the CCF values by 
normalising the cross-spectrum with the auto-spectrums, they are therefore much 
less affected by changes in operational conditions. Due to the normalisation of the 
CCF coefficient technique, the detection accuracy can be well improved, in the 
aspects of either due to a vehicle travelling at different speeds and/or the difference 
of rail track geometries. 
3.4 Pre-filtering 
Last section has illustrated the possibility to use correlation evaluation in detecting 
suspension component faults. It is also studied from Figures 3.1 - 3.3 that the 
frequency responses of the studied bogie mode have the largest magnitudes near 
their natural frequencies. As the track irregularity used in this thesis has limited 
frequency distribution around up to 80Hz, the performance of the correlation 
evaluation will be easily affected by the resonance caused by the largest frequency 
responses near the natural frequencies. This effect will be occurred in both the 
normal and fault conditions, particularly in the fault condition where the resonance 
becomes increased due to the reduced damping by the damper failures, which could 
cause the associated oscillations in the cross correlation results and result in 
difficulties in detecting changes at the specific time shifts. 
To remove the problem, the measurement signals should be filtered before the cross 
correlation computation is implemented. Band-stop filters are selected to remove the 
frequency contents near the resonance [7] [61]. 
As shown in Figure 3.6, the measured accelerations are fed to a band-stop filter, 
which is designed to suppress the content near the bogie natural frequencies. After 
filtering, the required magnitude of the signals consisting of other frequency contents 
can be obtained for the correlation evaluation. 
Measured 
signal of 
inputs 
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.. I Band-stop ---~. filter 
Outputs to 
1------.. cross 
correlation 
Figure 3.6 Band-stop filter mode for the acceleration measurements 
The band-stop filter is designed as a second order filter which can effectively reduce 
the magnitude within its bandwidth at twice the rate of the basic first order filter, i.e. 
40 dB per decade, as expressed in equation (3.23). 
(3.23) 
where ())n is the notch frequency where the maximum attenuated frequency is 
located, and, is the damping of the band-stop filter. By tuning the parameter tT, a 
suitable band-stop filter for the conventional bogie system is selected and equalised 
in (3.24). 
H(s) = S2 + 4.664s + 4352 
S2 + 93.29s + 4352 (3.24) 
The bode diagram of the selected band-stop filter is shown in Figure 3.7, where the 
low cut-off frequency is set at 7Hz, and the high one is 20Hz. 
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Figure 3.7 Bode diagram of the selected band-stop filter 
To compare the difference of the cross correlation evaluation between the signals 
without filtering and those using band-stop filters before their calculations, the CCF 
values and coefficients between the bounce and pitch accelerations are computed . 
This example is illustrated in the no fault condition and at the vehicle speed of SOmis, 
their simulation results are shown in Figure 3.8 and Figure 3.9, respectively. From 
both Figure 3.8 and Figure 3.9, it is noticed that a sinusoidal component exists in 
either the CCF value or coefficient computation when the band-stop filters are not 
applied, which is mainly caused by the resonances near the bogie natural frequencies 
as expected. However, the resonance of their corresponding CCF value or coefficient 
is largely removed in the band-stop filter mode, which makes the interested peak 
values more distinctively and easily identified. 
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Figure 3.9 CCF coefficient for bounce and pitch accelerations (without and 
with Band-stop filter, Vs=50m/s) 
The band-stop filtering mode is beneficial to deal with the resonant fluctuations 
during the correlation evaluations and give consistent clarified correlation results, 
hence the sensitivity of the fault detection can be improved. Furthermore, the filter 
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can be simply fonned from a commonly used design and could be easily used in 
practical applications. Therefore, the simulations in the following chapters will focus 
on the band-stop filter mode. 
3.5 Effect of Measurement Noise on Fault Detection 
In practical situations, the accelerations are measured by inertial sensors and may be 
corrupted by noises within the sensor frequency range due to inaccuracies and/or the 
amplifiers immediately following the sensors. The proposed fault detection approach 
can be shown very robust against the sensor noise as illustrated below. 
3.5.1 Noise Effect on Cross Correlation Magnitude 
If it is assumed that the bounce, pitch and roll accelerations are measured in the 
presence of sensor background noise, then these measurements can be modelled as 
in equations (3.25) - (3.27). 
(3.25) 
(3.26) 
'ilb(n) = sr(n) + nrCn ) (3.27) 
where sb(n), sp(n) and sln) are assumed to be the ideal acceleration outputs. nb(n), 
np(n) and nln) are their corresponding measurement noises which are nonnally 
uncorrelated with each other and with the ideal acceleration signals, as expressed in 
equations (3.28) and (3.29). 
Rnbn (m)=R nbn (m)=Rnn (rn)~O P ,. P r (3.28) 
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Rs n (m) = Rs n (m) = Rs n (m) = Rs n (m) = Rs n (m) = Rs n (m) hb bp br pb pp pr 
=Rsn (m)=Rsn (m)=Rsn (m)~O 
rb rp rr 
(3.29) 
Hence the effects of the uncorrelated sensor noise can be neglected from the 
correlations between the measured accelerations. Equations (3.30) - (3.32) present 
the approximation of the cross correlations of the measurements with and without 
nOIse. 
(3.30) 
(3.31) 
(3.32) 
3.5.2 Noise Effect on Normalised Cross Correlation 
The effect of the measurement noise cannot be directly removed for the CCF 
coefficient computation, because the normalisation involves auto correlation 
processing between the noise signals which will result in non-zero auto-correlated 
values at Os time shift. To illustrate this, equations (3.33) shows the relationship of 
the normalised cross correlations between the bounce and pitch motions with 
measurement noise. 
C (m) _ Rnp{m) 
BP - ~ RBiO) • Rpp(O) 
= 
~bSp (m) + RSbnp (m) + ~bSp (m) + R"bnp (m) (3.33) 
[RSbSb (0) + RSbnb (0) + R"bsb (0) + ~bnb (0)]- [RSh (0) + ~pnp (0) + R"h (0) + R"pnp (0)] 
As given in equations (3.28) and (3.29), the correlation of the noise signal with each 
other and with the ideal acceleration signals tend to zero, CBP(m) can be written as 
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(3.34) 
To compare with its nonnalised cross correlation without measurement noise, the 
theoretical nonnalised cross correlation prediction between the bounce and pitch 
motions Csbsp(m) is defined in equation (3.35). 
Rs s (m) 
C s s (m) = -;.===6::::'==== 
6, IRs s (0)· Rs s (0) V 66 , p 
(3.35) 
Dividing ~ R
SbSb 
(0)· RSh (0) in the numerator and denominator of the right tenn of 
equation (3.34), and substituting equation (3.35) into equation (3.34), CBP(m) is 
given in equation (3.36) in the fonn of 
Let 
Cf:. = RSbSb (0) 
Cf: = Rs s (0) p p p 
a;b = Rnbnb (0) 
Cf; = Rn n (0) 
p p p 
(3.36) 
(3.37) 
h 2 2 2 d 2 h £' h 'd I b were cr,. , cr., , cr"b an cr np are t e varIances lor tel ea ounce and pitch 
accelerations, and their corresponding sensor noise signals respectively. 
Substituting equation (3.37) into equation (3.36), it gives equation (3.38) 
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(3.38) 
It is noticed although the CCF coefficient may be affected by the noise to signal ratio 
(NSR), for the railway acceleration measurements which have relatively small 
(typically 1-2%) sensor noises, the noise effect on the normalised cross correlation 
is very trivial. For instance, the CCF coefficient only reduces 0.01 % for NSR at 1 %, 
and decreases less than 0.07% for a NSR at 2.5%. Thus a similar relationship for the 
normalised cross correlation (CCF coefficient) can also be expressed in equations 
(3.39) - (3.41). 
(3.39) 
(3.40) 
(3.41) 
It is therefore clear that the sensor noises from the measurements have little effect on 
the overall correlation results, this will be further verified in chapter 4 using both the 
normal and fault conditions. 
3.6 Running Detection Scheme 
For an on-line detection, a running cross correlation calculation is more useful. The 
running detection can be achieved by selecting an appropriate fixed moving time 
window T, where a constant amount of acceleration measurements within the period 
of the latest time window are stored and used for cross correlation calculations. 
Given a chosen sampling rate 11t, the acceleration signals for the cross correlation 
evaluation are measured and updated at each sampling. 
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Equation (3.42) - (3.44) give the expressions of the running CCF coefficients 
between the bounce and pitch, the bounce and roll, and the pitch and roll motions 
respectively. 
N .. 
LZb(n+m+k·M)·(A(n+k·M) 
fBP(k. M,m) =..:..:.n=;::::1 ========= 
N N .. 
Lz;(n+k.M). L¢b2 (n+k.M) 
(3.42) 
n=1 n=1 
N 
LZb(n+m+k·M)·,yb(n+k·M) 
I' (k'M,m) =~n=r=1 ======== JM N N 
Lz;(n+k'M)' L,y;(n+k'M) 
(3.43) 
n=1 n=1 
N .. 
L¢b (n + m + k· M) . ,yb (n + k· M) 
fPR(k. M, m) = ..;,,:.=;:::1 ========== 
N .. N 
L¢b2(n+k'M)' L,y;(n+k.M) 
(3.44) 
n=1 n=1 
with 
k = 0, 1, 2 , ... , T total - 1 
At 
where/BP(k'jt,rn), /BR(k'jt,rn) and /PR(k'jt,rn) denote the running CCF coefficients 
of the k·L1t time instance at time shift rn, between the bounce and pitch, the bounce 
and roll, and the pitch and roll motions respectively. k represents the samples, and 
Tlolat is the total processing time for the fault detection. 
For each new computation step, equations (3.42) - (3.44) are repeated and only one 
newest sampled data is added and therefore the buffer for data storage will be 
updated at every step. Assuming the bogie accelerations begin to change due to a 
component failure, their relevant CCF coefficient computation will also start to vary. 
As time passes, more and more acceleration measurements under the fault conditions 
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are acquired and buffered in their time windows, and consequently their CCF 
coefficient levels gradually deviate from fault-free positions to the new steady values 
till the buffers are fully filled with acceleration signals under the fault conditions. 
The duration of their cross correlation changes lasts approximately the same time as 
the selected time window. Figure 3.10 shows the diagram of the running detection 
scheme. 
Track 
Inputs 
Suspension 
System 
Normalised 
Buffer CCF Selector FDI 
Figure 3.10 Running detection scheme 
In the running detection scheme, the selection of the size of the time window is a 
trade-off between the speed and reliability of the fault detection. If the length of the 
time window is short, the detection is quick but cross correlation is more likely to be 
affected by other changes or uncertainties in the system, which may cause a false 
alarm. On the other hand, a long time window increases the reliability of the fault 
detection, at the cost of slow detection speed. A moving time window of 2 seconds 
has been found in this study to give a satisfactory compromise between false alarm 
probability and detection speed, although this may change in practice for different 
vehicles and/or operating conditions. 
3.7 Summary 
From the analysis of a simple railway bogie model with symmetrical components 
used in the suspensions, it was obvious that there is a close link between the 
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interaction change and the suspenSIOn component imbalance. This link was 
exploited in order to develop a new and effective fault detection scheme using cross 
correlation evaluation, which is expected to be sensitive in detecting suspension 
faults directly from its acceleration measurements, as it will be shown in the 
performance assessments. The tuning of the scheme and noise effect on the cross 
correlation computation were analysed. The feasibility for fault isolation by 
comparing cross correlations between different bogie motions was also described 
and more detail will be provided in the following chapter. Additionally, the on-line 
detection scheme processed with a running time window has been briefly introduced. 
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Chapter 4 
Simulation Results and Assessments 
4.1 Introduction 
The prevIOUS chapter presents the development of a novel fault detection and 
isolation scheme which exploits the relationship between component fault(s) and 
changes in dynamic interactions in the primary suspension. This chapter will study 
the performance of this novel approach in detail. Assessments are carried out using 
simulation results using the model involving the bounce, pitch and roll motions of a 
conventional vehicle as illustrated in Figure 2.6 in the MATLAB/Simulink software 
environment. 
4.2 Results from Direct Simulated Data 
As shown in Figure 2.6, there are four primary suspensions on each bogie, identified 
as front left and front right at either side of the leading wheel set and rear left and rear 
right at either side of the trailing wheelset. Simulation results from the leading bogie 
of the vehicle model are used in the assessment. Similar performance of the fault 
detection and isolation for the trailing bogie is expected. The focus is on the primary 
suspension and the coupling effect of the secondary suspensions is relatively small. 
It is possible to use direct measurement of the bogie acceleration and typically use of 
the RMS value to monitor the suspension performance, but as stated before the 
sensitivity and robustness to the fault conditions are not expected to be as good as 
the proposed method. In this section, the RMS values of the bounce acceleration of 
the leading bogie in normal and with its front left damper at 50% failure are given 
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performance comparison, as case 4.1 shown in Figure 4.1 and Figure 4.2. Unless 
otherwise specified, this chapter will use the same front left damper fault. 
Case 4.1: front left damper has 50% damping loss, vehicle speed at SOmis. 
Computations: bounce acceleration measurement and running RMS (2s of data) 
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Figure 4.1 Bounce acceleration for case 4.1 
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Figure 4.2 Running RMS of bounce acceleration for case 4.1 
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It is observed the difference between the normal and fault conditions is small. In 
both Figure 4.1 and Figure 4.2, the overall acceleration of the leading bogie is only 
slightly reduced, as although the damper fault reduces the damping of the bogie 
mode and increases the resonance near the natural frequency, the responses at wider 
high frequencies are lowered. This damper fault also affects the other bounce 
accelerations at the other three comers, but these changes are even smaller. 
The pitch and roll motions of the leading bogie show phenomena similar to those of 
the bounce motion in this fault condition. Although there is a link between the bogie 
vibrations and the conditions of the suspension, the sensitivity of the acceleration 
measurements or the RMS calculations for practical fault detection is low. Similar 
results can be found for those faults occurring in different locations of suspension, 
which is expected. 
4.3 Fault Detection with Cross Correlation 
Clear improvements may be achieved via the proposed approach using cross 
correlation evaluation, by using case 4.2. 
Case 4.2: front left damper has 50% damping loss, vehicle speed at 50mls. 
Computations: CCF value of bounce and pitch accelerations (2s of data) 
CCF value of bounce and roll accelerations (2s of data) 
CCF value of pitch and roll accelerations (2s of data) 
Figure 4.3 shows the CCF value of the bounce and pitch accelerations for case 4.2, 
where Figure 4.3(a) gives the results of one of the cross correlation calculations and 
Figure 4.3(b) is zoomed in x-axis to show those which are of particular interest to 
the system. As explained in chapter 3 the typical cross correlation "changes" due to 
component fault occur at the points of the specific time shifts 0 and ±T seconds and 
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this case T =2Lb:/Vs=O.05s for the semi-wheel space of 1.25m and the railway 
vehicle travelling at a speed of SOmis. Under the normal conditions, the two peaks at 
±0.05s time shifts in Figure 4.2 indicate that the correlation between the bounce and 
pitch motions is mainly caused by the inputs to the two wheel sets (same input with a 
time shift ofO.05s and on both left and right track sides). The negative peak at -0.05s 
time shift is due to there is a negative sign for the correlation between the front and 
the rear track inputs to the bounce and pitch motions respectively, and the positive 
peak at +0.05s time shift is due to the rear track inputs to bounce motion being 
positively correlated with the front track inputs to pitch motion. However the two 
peaks at ±0.05s time shifts are similar in magnitude, because under the no fault 
condition the corresponding suspension components have the same parameters and 
their track inputs are also the same except for the time delay. At Os time shift, their 
correlation is minimal (near to zero) because of the cross correlation cancellation 
between the front and rear parts of the suspensions, as explained in the development 
of the FDI technique in the previous chapter. 
Those are changed as a result of a damper fault, which leads to reduced levels of 
correlation at ±0.05s time shifts and a negative spike at Os time shift. The reduction 
in correlation at ±0.05s time shifts is mostly due to the reduced damping which 
results in an overall decrease in bounce and pitch responses. The spike at Os time 
shift is due to the imbalance between suspensions at the leading and trailing 
wheelsets, as the effect of inputs at the leading side can no longer cancel out those at 
the trailing side. As it can be seen from equation (3.14), this cross correlation under 
the fault condition of case 4.2 will give a negative sign, because the front left damper 
failure gives rise to a decreased correlation in the positive direction. The sign of the 
spike at Os time shift is therefore dependent on the different damper fault conditions, 
and its correlation change appears to be far more sensitive than those at ±0.05s time 
shifts, consequently it can potentially provide a more useful indicator of the faults 
[63]. 
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Figure 4.3 CCF value of bounce and pitch accelerations for case 4.2 
The CCF values in the same fault condition are also processed from the bounce and 
roll motions, and the pitch and roll motions as shown in Figures 4.4 and Figure 4.5 
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respectively. It is observed that the two cross correlations are close to zero in all time 
shifts in the no fault condition. This is because there are no differences between the 
suspension components in either the front and rear, or the left and right sides, which 
denotes a neutral cancellation effect and shows a minimum interaction between the 
two motions. For the assumed front left damper fault, similar spikes (both negative) 
are observed at Os and +0.05s time shifts in Figure 4.4, and at Os (negative) and 
+0.05s (positive) time shifts in Figure 4.5, due to the imbalance between the 
suspension components. However, the CCF values show little changes at -0.05s time 
shift in both Figure 4.4 and Figure 4.5, this is due to the effect that the imbalance on 
the front ( or left) side of the suspensions can still be neutralised provided by the rear 
side suspensions are fault-free, as the influence of the faulty suspensions is cancelled 
processed mutually with symmetric suspension parameters on the rear side. 
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Case 4.3: rear right damper has 50% damping loss, vehicle speed at 50m/s. 
Computations: CCF value of bounce and pitch accelerations (2s of data) 
CCF value of bounce and roll accelerations (2s of data) 
CCF value of pitch and roll accelerations (2s of data) 
. 
. 
0.1 
Case 4.3 presents a same level of damper fault occurring at a different position, and 
the effect of the dynamic interactions on the cross-correlations is equally clear, as 
shown in Figures 4.6 to 4.8. In this fault condition, the peak CCF value of the bounce 
and pitch at Os time shift becomes positive in Figure 4.6. This is because the faul t in 
the rear right damper contributes a smaller negative, which leads to an overall 
positive correlated peak. In Figure 4.7, the bounce and roll CCF also results in 
positive peaks at Os and -0.05s (rather than negative peaks at Os and +0.05s time 
shifts as in case 2) time shifts. For the CCF value between pitch and roll motion in 
Figure 4.8, their correlation changes occur at Os and -0 .05s time shifts, but it gives a 
negative peak at Os time shift compared with a positive value (also at Os time shift) 
previously shown in Figure 4.7. 
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Figure 4.8 CCF value of pitch and roll accelerations for case 4.3 
From the above results in cases 4.2 and 4.3, it can be seen that a suspension fault can 
be detected by monitoring the changes of peaks at specific time shifts. However the 
selection of the thresholds to detect the changes can be difficult to accommodate for 
different vehicle operational conditions, such as different speeds, because variance of 
these external conditions can affect the magnitudes of cross correlation computation 
even when there is no change in the suspensions as stated before. Unsuitable 
thresholds may result in missed detections or give false alarms. Case 4.4 gives an 
example to illustrate this problem. 
Case 4.4: front left damper has SO% damping loss, vehicle speed at 2Sm/s. 
Computations: CCF value of bounce and pitch accelerations (2s of data) 
Figure 4.9 compares cross correlations of the bounce and pitch motions of the same 
condition as in case 4.2, but at two different speeds of (a) SOm/s and (b) 2Sm/s. It is 
clear that the peaks of the cross correlations under the normal condition at ±O.OSs 
time shifts at high sped (SOm/s) are much higher than those at ±O.lOs at low speed 
(double time shifts due to the vehicle speed being halved to 25m/s). All the cross 
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correlation peaks at the specific time shifts are changed correspondingly with the 
damper fault, however the extent of the changes is different at the two speeds. 
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Figure 4.9 CCF value of bounce and pitch accelerations for cases 4.2 & 4.4 
It is clear that the cross correlation changes at the special time shifts can provide an 
essential monitoring of the suspension health conditions, and different damper faults 
may have different change patterns, which are useful in determining the fault location. 
However the use of CCF value has the limitation that the detection would have to be 
tuned to different train operational conditions and/or different track inputs [43] . 
4.4 FDI with Normalised Cross Correlation 
Case 4.5: front left damper has 50% damping loss, vehicle speed at SOmis. 
Computation : CCF coefficient of bounce and pitch accelerations (2s of data) 
CCF coefficient of bounce and roll accelerations (2s of data) 
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CCF coefficient of pitch and roll accelerations (2s of data) 
The use of the normalised cross correlation technique is therefore proposed to 
overcome the difficulty. The CCF coefficients between the leading bogie bounce and 
pitch motions, the bounce and roll motions and the pitch and roll motions are shown 
in Figure 4.10 to Figure 4.12, respectively. The most significant change in Figure 
4.10 appears at Os time shift. The normalised correlation between the bounce and 
pitch motions is decreased from 0 under the normal conditions to about -0.2 in the 
fault conditions, while the other two peaks at ±0.05s time shifts are less evident. 
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Figure 4.10 CCF coefficient of bounce and pitch accelerations for case 4.5 
For the CCF coefficients between the bounce and roll motions in Figure 4.11 , the 
most sensitive correlation change to the fault is at +0.05s time shift where a decrease 
from around 0 to -0.4 is observed. The changes to the CCF coefficients of the pitch 
and roll motions also occur at +0.05s time shift, but it increases from around 0 to 
+0.5 in the positive direction as shown in Figure 4.12. 
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Figure 4.11 CCF coefficient of bounce and roll accelerations for case 4.5 
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Figure 4.12 CCF coefficient of pitch and roll accelerations for case 4.5 
In both Figure 4.11 and Figure 4.12, there are additional CCF coefficient reductions 
at Os time shift but relatively small compared with those at +0.05s time shift. 
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Case 4.6: front right damper has 50% damping loss, vehicle speed at 50m/s. 
Computation : CCF coefficient of bounce and pitch accelerations (2s of data) 
CCF coefficient of bounce and roll accelerations (2s of data) 
CCF coefficient of pitch and roll accelerations (2s of data) 
The changes of CCF coefficients may appear in different manners when a fault occurs 
at a different position in the suspensions. Figure 4.13 to Figure 4.15 give the CCF 
coefficient results for case 4.6. The CCF coefficient changes in Figure 4.13 are very 
similar to those of case 4.5 shown in Figure 4.10, but in Figure 4.14 and Figure 4.15 
the CCF coefficients (that involve the roll accelerations) at +0.05s time shift are 
changed in the opposite direction compared to those with a front left damper fault as 
in Figure 4.11 and Figure 4.12. 
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Figure 4.13 CCF coefficient of bounce and pitch accelerations for case 4.6 
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Figure 4.14 CCF coefficient of bounce and roll accelerations for case 4.6 
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Figure 4.15 CCF coefficient of pitch and roll accelerations for case 4.6 
Case 4.7: rear left damper has SO% damping loss, vehicle speed at SOm/s. 
Computation : CCF coefficient of bounce and pitch accelerations (2s of data) 
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CCF coefficient of bounce and roll accelerations (2s of data) 
CCF coefficient of pitch and roll accelerations (2s of data) 
Figure 4.16 shows the CCF coefficient changes of the bounce and pitch motions with 
a damper fault in the rear suspension. As the fault occurs in the rear suspension side 
rather than the front (left & right) side, the CCF coefficient at Os time shift increases 
from 0 to around 0.2 (in positive direction) compared with those that decrease in the 
negative direction for cases 4.S and 4.6. Another difference can be seen in Figures 
4.17 and 4.18, where the main changes of the CCF coefficients between the bounce 
and roll, or the pitch and roll motions occur at -0.05s time shift compared with those 
at +O.OSs time shift in cases 4.S and 4.6. There is also a relatively smaller CCF 
coefficient change at Os time shift in Figures 4.14 to 4.1S and Figures 4.17 to 4. 18, 
for similar reasons as those in Figures 4.11 to 4.12. 
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Figure 4.16 CCF coefficient of bounce and pitch accelerations for case 4.7 
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Figure 4.17 CCF coefficient of bounce and roll accelerations for case 4.7 
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Figure 4.18 CCF coefficient of pitch and roll accelerations for case 4.7 
Case 4.8: front left damper has 50% damping loss, vehicle speed at 25m/s. 
Computations: CCF coefficient of bounce and pitch accelerations (2s of data) 
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Because of the normalisation, the CCF coefficient evaluation is expected to be 
insensitive to external condition changes. Using the same damper fault conditions but 
with different vehicle speeds in case 4.5 and case 4.8, Figure 4.19 shows the CCF 
coefficient performances between the bounce and pitch motions. Although the track 
inputs become much smaller at the lower speed, the reduction of the CCF coefficients 
(in response to the damper fault) at Os time shift remains the same as that at the 
higher speed, and only minor differences are observed at the ±O.OSs and ±0.10s time 
shifts. The side effect of the speed change is effectively reduced by using the 
normalised CCF. 
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Figure 4.19 CCF coefficient of bounce and pitch accelerations for cases 4.5 & 
4.8 
From above simulation results, it is realised that either the CCF value or coefficient 
evaluation can be used as an indicator of suspension component faults by monitoring 
the correlation changes at the selected time shifts [43] . Same level of component fault 
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fault tends to give similar level of cross correlation changes for a selected CCF 
computation, although faults in different suspension location may lead to different 
change patterns. This CCF coefficient technique is particularly useful in the fault 
detection, as it can be made largely independent of the different external situations 
such as vehicle speed, and the use and tuning of thresholds can be made easier. 
4.5 Results with Random Noise 
Case 4.9: front left damper has 50% damping loss, vehicle speed at 50mls, bounce 
and pitch accelerations with 2.5% measurement noises. 
Computations: CCF coefficient of bounce and pitch accelerations without fault (2s 
of data) 
CCF coefficient of bounce and pitch accelerations in fault condition 
(2s of data) 
This section considers the effect of measurement noise on fault detection based on 
correlation arialysis. The noise level is set to 2.5% of the maximum output of the 
ideal sensors. 
Figure 4.20 and Figure 4.21 show the CCF coefficient results for case 4.9 under the 
normal and fault conditions respectively, where there is little difference that can be 
observed. 
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Figure 4.20 CCF coefficient of bounce and pitch accelerations for case 4.9 (no 
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These results support the theoretical analysis presented in the previous chapter that 
the sensor noises do not present a significant problem for the proposed fault 
detection approach, which is a clear advantage compared with other methods. 
4.6 Fault Detection for Bilinear Dampers 
The mathematical models where all suspension components are assumed to be linear 
are used in the assessment of all previous cases. Whilst it is a common practice to 
use linear models in the study of vehicle dynamics, it will be very useful to examine 
the perfonnance and robustness of the proposed fault detection method for 
suspensions that present highly non-linear properties. 
For the typical hydraulic damper used in railway vehicle primary suspensions, their 
damping forces of compression and extension movements are not necessarily equal, 
and the extension damping force is considerably larger than that in compression, 
which can be represented in the model with bilinear characteristics [52] [55]. 
Derived from the force-velocity characteristics experimentally, the compression and 
extension damping forces due to the asymmetrical bilinear damper are expressed in 
equation (4.1) [55]. 
(4.1) 
where Cs is the local equivalent linearisation damping, which is an average of the 
bilinear compression and extension forces when the relative piston velocity is 
smaller than aJ or a] shown in Figure 2.2, and zJ is the relative velocity of the 
damper piston. 
Case 4.10: bilinear damper models, front left damper has 50% damping loss, vehicle 
speed at SOmis. 
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CCF coefficient of pitch and roll accelerations (2s of data) 
Using the bilinear dampers, the following simulation is focused on the CCF 
coefficient evaluation as it is unaffected by the change in external conditions. Figure 
4.22 shows the simulation results of bounce and pitch motions for case 4 .10, 
indicating a similar level of sensitivity to the fault compared with the result using the 
linear damper for case 4.5 shown in Figure 4 .10. 
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Figure 4.22 CCF coefficient of bounce and pitch accelerations for case 4.10 
Similar CCF coefficient results using the bilinear dampers can also be observed by 
comparing the performances between the bounce and roll, and the pitch and roll 
motions shown in Figure 4.23 and Figure 4.24, respectively. Compared with the 
corresponding CCF coefficient results involved roll acceleration in case 4.5, their 
correlation results show the consistent results are also achievable for the proposed 
method for both linear and bilinear damper models. A fuller assessment of different 
types and levels of faults using linear or bi-linear dampers is given in Table 4 .1 and 
Table 4.2 respectively. From the data in these two tables it is equally found that the 
similarities can be observed for any possible damper fault and in any location. 
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Figure 4.23 CCF coefficient of bounce and roll accelerations for case 4.10 
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Figure 4.24 CCF coefficient of pitch and roll accelerations for case 4.10 
Compared to other model-based fault detection schemes which normally need to 
linearise a complicated dynamic system, there is a clear advantage of the proposed 
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Compared to other model-based fault detection schemes which normally need to 
linearise a complicated dynamic system, there is a clear advantage of the proposed 
method. As it. can give a handy analysis for non-linear systems, and therefore make 
the fault detection easy to implement. 
4.7 Fault Detection for Suspensions in the Trailing Bogie 
Up to now, the simulations are carried out for the damper fault of the suspensions in 
the leading bogie, however the conventional bogie railway vehicle has two bogies -
leading and trailing. The two bogies are normally identical in both the structure and 
the components used. Therefore the fault detection results of the leading bogie are 
expected to be equally applicable to the trailing one. 
Case 4.11: linear damper models, front left damper in the trailing bogie has 50% 
damping loss, vehicle speed at 50mls. 
Computations: CCF coefficient of bounce and pitch accelerations (2s of data) 
CCF coefficient of bounce and roll accelerations (2s of data) 
CCF coefficient of pitch and roll accelerations (2s of data) 
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Figure 4.26 CCF coefficient of bounce and roll accelerations for case 4.11 
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Figure 4.27 CCF coefficient of pitch and roll accelerations for case 4.11 
It is clearly seen from Figure 4.25 to Figure 4.27 that the CCF coefficient results 
from either bounce, pitch and roll motions of the trailing bogie are very close to those 
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of case 4.5, which shows the proposed technique may be expandable to monitor 
conditions of other suspensions where the interactions may be introduced by the 
component failures in them. 
4.8 Running CCF Results 
The above analysis has shown the simplicity and effectiveness of the proposed 
approach in detecting faults from the historical data taken from a period of 
measurements. Chapter 3 also introduced the notion that this approach can be applied 
as a running detection scheme. For on-line practical implementation, it is worth using 
running cross correlation calculations with a fixed moving time window to reduce the 
latency of the fault detection process. 
In this section, the running detection scheme is examined with the damper fau It ( s) 
occurring in different time periods and, as usual, in different locations. In the interest 
of clarity, only the results which are most sensitive to the fault conditions are shown. 
Case 4.12: bilinear damper models, a total simulation time of 20s; 1st damper fault at 
the front left suspension occurs at 5s, 2nd fault at the front right suspension after lOs, 
and 3rd fault at the rear left suspension after ISs; all the damper faults are assumed to 
be a 50% loss of their nominal damping values; vehicle speed at SOmis. 
Computations: running CCF coefficient of bounce and pitch accelerations (2s of data) 
running CCF coefficient of bounce and roll accelerations (2s of data) 
running CCF coefficient of pitch and roll accelerations (2s of data) 
Figure 4.28 shows the CCF coefficient between the bounce and pitch motions for 
case 4.12 at Os time shift, where the CCF coefficient is increased in the negative 
direction after 5s when the first damper fault occurs in one of the front suspensions 
(on the left side). The coefficient is further increased negatively at the time of lOs due 
to a second damper fault occurring in another front suspension (on the right side), as 
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In this section, the running detection scheme is examined with the damper fault(s) 
occurring in different time periods and, as usual, in different locations. In the interest 
of clarity, only the results which are most sensitive to the fault conditions are shown. 
Case 4.12: bilinear damper models, a total simulation time of 20s; 1 st damper fault at 
the front left suspension occurs at 5s, 2nd fault at the front right suspension after lOs, 
and 3rd fault at the rear left suspension after 15s; all the damper faults are assumed to 
be a 50% loss of their nominal damping values; vehicle speed at 50mls. 
Computations: running CCF coefficient of bounce and pitch accelerations (2s of data) 
running CCF coefficient of bounce and roll accelerations (2s of data) 
running CCF coefficient of pitch and roll accelerations (2s of data) 
Figure 4.28 shows the CCF coefficient between the bounce and pitch motions for 
case 4.12 at Os time shift, where the CCF coefficient is increased in the negative 
direction after 5s when the first damper fault occurs in one of the front suspensions 
(on the left side). The coefficient is further increased negatively at the time of lOs 
due to a second damper fault occurring in another front suspension (on the right 
side), as the two front side faults worsens the asymmetry in the suspension system. 
When a third damper fault occurs in the rear suspension after the time of 15s, the 
CCF coefficient is actually improved because the imbalance between the front and 
rear suspension sides becomes less severe. 
Figure 4.29 gives their CCF coefficient between the bounce and roll motions. The 
changes of their CCF coefficient indicate that an asymmetry between the left and 
right suspensions exists when there is a fault at the front left damper only (between 5 
- lOs), or when the fault on the one side of the bogie is more severe than the other 
side (after 15s), which deviates the CCF coefficients apart from zero. When the roll 
motion is in balance before the time of 5s or retrieved to balance again between 10 -
15s, their cross correlations are very close to zero as expected. 
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A similar scenario is observed from the CCF coefficient between the pitch and roll 
motions as shown in Figure 4.30. Their CCF coefficients reflect not only the 
imbalance level of the roll motion but also the pitch in the suspension system. Their 
correlations are very close to zero under the normal condition (0 - 5s), as the same as 
those in Figure 4.28 and Figure 4.29. The CCF coefficient appears to be insensitive 
to fault when there is only an asymmetry in the pitch motion until the roll motion 
also becomes asymmetric, as it is shown that the front left & right damper faults 
(between 10 - ISs) cause an imbalance in the pitch direction, which contributes no 
change to the CCF coefficient. Only in the time periods 5 - lOs and 15 - 20s when 
both pitch and roll motions are imbalanced, obvious change of the CCF coefficients 
can be observed. 
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Figure 4.28 Running CCF coefficient of bounce and pitch accelerations for 
case 4.12 
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Figure 4.30 Running CCF coefficient of pitch and roll accelerations for case 
4.12 
Case 4.13 : bilinear damper models, a total simulation time of 20s; 1 st damper fault at 
the front left suspension occurs at 5s, 2nd fault at the front right suspension after l Os, 
and 3rd fault at the rear left suspension after ISs; all the damper faults are assumed to 
be a 50% loss of their nominal damping values; vehicle speed at SOmis and 25m1s 
respectively. 
Computation : running CCF value of bounce and pitch accelerations at two speeds 
(2s of data) 
running CCF coefficient of bounce and pitch accelerations at two 
speeds (2s of data) 
The running simulation results are also carried out to compare the performance of the 
cross correlations at different vehicle speeds. Figure 4.31 shows the running CCF 
values results, it is observed that the changes of the two correlations correspond to 
the same faults, but the level of change at low speed is obviously smaller as the CCF 
values are largely dependent on the magnitude of the track irregularities. 
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20 
However, the running CCF coefficients in Figure 4.32 only show minor differences 
between them at the different speeds. This makes the use of running CCF coefficient 
more convenient than the running CCF value in the fault detection, and therefore the 
use and tuning of the thresholds can be easily achieved 
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Figure 4.32 Comparison of running CCF coefficients of bounce and pitch 
accelerations for case 4.13 at different speeds 
4.9 Fault Isolation 
Previous assessments have shown that proposed detection method reacts to different 
fault(s) in different manners, in terms of the sensitivity at different time shifts 
(negative, 0 and positive) of the cross correlations and/or the sign (negative, positive) 
of the CCF results. This feature can be therefore used to determine the exact location 
of a fault . 
Case 4.14: using linear and bilinear dampers, vehicle speed at SOmis . 
Computations: CCF coefficient of bounce and pitch accelerations, with 75%, 50%, 
25% and 0% of the normal damping coefficient, and for different 
locations of dampers 
CCF coefficient of bounce and roll accelerations of the same 
conditions 
CCF coefficient of pitch and roll accelerations of the same conditions 
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CCF coefficient of bounce and roll accelerations of the same 
conditions 
CCF coefficient of pitch and roll accelerations of the same conditions 
Table 4.1 shows how each linear damper fault affects the CCF coefficients between 
the bounce and pitch, bounce and roll, and pitch and roll accelerations at negative, 0 
and positive time shifts, and Table 4.2 gives the CCF performances of the bilinear 
dampers. 
Table 4.1 CCF coefficient changes with linear damper faults 
BouncelPitch BouncelRoll PitchIRoll 
-Tshift Os + TShift -Tshift Os + Tshift -Tshift Os + Tshift 
No Fault -0.50 -0.03 +0.49 -0.03 -0.05 -0.02 -0.03 +0.02 +0.02 
CFL 75% -0.48 -0.12 -0.32 -0.49 -0.50 +0.48 
CFL 50% -0.46 -0.22 -0.28 -0.57 -0.49 +0.56 
CFL 25% -0.43 -0.31 -0.22 -0.61 -0.44 +0.60 
CFLO% -0.38 -0.41 -0.14 -0.65 -0.36 +0.64 
CFR 75% -0.48 -0.12 +0.27 +0.47 +0.52 -0.46 
CFR 50% -0.46 -0.22 +0.25 +0.56 +0.50 -0.55 
CFR 25% -0.43 -0.32 +0.19 +0.61 +0.45 -0.59 
CFRO% -0.38 -0.41 +0.12 +0.64 +0.37 -0.63 
CRL 75% +0.06 +0.48 -0.38 -0.42 -0.57 +0.40 
CRL 50% +0.16 +0.46 -0.46 -0.40 -0.66 +0.37 
CRL25% +0.26 +0.43 -0.51 -0.34 -0.70 +0.30 
CRLO% +0.35 +0.38 -0.56 -0.26 -0.73 +0.22 
CRR 75% +0.06 +0.48 +0.37 +0.38 +0.55 -0.39 
CRR 50% +0.16 +0.46 +0.45 +0.38 +0.65 -0.37 
CRR 25% +0.26 +0.43 +0.50 +0.32 +0.69 -0.30 
CRRO% +0.35 +0.38 +0.55 +0.25 +0.73 -0.22 
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Table 4.2 CCF coefficient changes with bilinear damper faults 
BouncelPitch BouncelRoll PitchIRoIl 
-Tshift Os + TShift -Tshift Os + Tshift -Tshift Os + TShift 
No Fault -0.49 -0.02 +0.48 -0.03 -0.04 -0.02 -0.01 +0.02 +0.01 
CFL 75% -0.47 -0.11 -0.28 -0.42 -0.42 +0.41 
CFL 50% -0.45 -0.21 -0.27 -0.53 -0.45 +0.52 
CFL 25% -0.42 -0.31 -0.22 -0.59 -0.41 +0.58 
CFLO% -0.37 -0.41 -0.15 -0.62 -0.34 +0.61 
CFR 75% -0.47 -0.12 +0.24 +0.40 +0.44 -0.41 
CFR 50% -0.45 -0.21 +0.24 +0.52 +0.47 -0.52 
CFR 25% -0.42 -0.31 +0.20 +0.58 +0.42 -0.57 
CFRO% -0.37 -0.41 +0.13 +0.61 +0.34 -0.61 
CRL 75% +0.07 +0.47 -0.33 -0.35 -0.47 +0.35 
CRL50% +0.17 +0.45 -0.43 -0.36 -0.60 +0.36 
CRL 25% +0.27 +0.41 -0.48 -0.31 -0.65 +0.31 
CRLO% +0.37 +0.37 -0.53 -0.23 -0.69 +0.23 
CRR 75% +0.07 +0.47 +0.30 +0.31 +0.47 -0.34 
CRR 50% +0.17 +0.45 +0.41 +0.34 +0.59 -0.35 
CRR 25% +0.27 +0.41 +0.47 +0.29 +0.65 -0.30 
CRRO% +0.37 +0.37 +0.52 +0.22 +0.69 -0.23 
The CCF coefficients at a time shift that not sensitive to a particular faults are not 
included in the two tables. There is a clear correlation between the degree of a 
fault(s) and the level of change in CCF coefficients, which can be very useful to 
determine if a replacement is needed, and the urgency of the replacement. For the 
purpose of fault isolation, only two of the three cross correlation results (Le. 
bounce/pitch, bounce/roll & pitch/roll) are sufficient to identify a fault. For instance, 
a fault on the front side (either left or right direction) of the bogie decreases the CCF 
coefficient between the bounce and pitch motions, and the CCF coefficient between 
the bounce and roll motions will also be reduced if this damper fault occurs in the 
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left direction of the bogie. Using this unique information provided by the two 
combined CCF coefficient results, the fault can be thereby isolated. 
Tables 4.1 and 4.2 can be simplified to Table 4.3 which illustrates the relationship 
between different suspension faults and the CCF results. The arrows in bold indicate 
one being more sensitive to fault(s). 
Table 4.3 Cross correlation changes with different damper faults 
Type of BouncelPitch BouncelRoll PitchIRoll 
damper fault 
-Tshi/t Os + Tshi/t -Tshi/t Os + Tshi/t -Tshi/t Os + Tshi/t 
Front left /' ~ ~ ~ ~ ? 
Front right /' ~ ? ? ? ~ 
Rear left ? 
"" 
~ ~ ~ ? 
Rear right ? 
"" 
? ? ? ~ 
Table 4.4 illustrates how a damper fault can be isolated using the results at zero time 
shift of bounce and pitch, and bounce and roll cross correlations. 
Table 4.4 Logic sequences for fault detection and isolation 
Change tendency Faulty damper isolation 
BouncelPitch BouncelRoll Front left Front right Rear left Rear right 
"" 
~ 
-- -- --
"" /' -- ~ -- --
"" 
-- --
~ 
--/' 
/' 
-- -- -- ~ 
Similar results can be obtained from the different correlation combinations such as 
between the bounce and roll, the pitch and roll motions, or between bounce and roll, 
pitch and roll motions. The cross correlation changes at ±O.05s time shifts (at the 
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vehicle speed of 50mls) also enable isolation of faults, so there is no shortage of 
infonnation. 
4.10 Summary 
In this chapter the concept and scheme for fault detection using the described 
correlation technique was examined under different conditions. The simulation 
results were assessed by studying the sensitivity of this technology. Special attention 
has been given to the CCF coefficient computation as it is robust to the changes of 
external operational conditions. The reliability of the technique was also verified by 
examining the proposed method for the vehicle model with bilinear dampers. The 
effect of measurement noise was studied. The results and analysis show the 
feasibility and consistency of the proposed technique for detecting faults in railway 
vehicle suspensions. 
Based on this fault detection study, fault isolation perfonnance was also verified by 
exploring the link between different patterns of correlation changes and individual 
faults. The results show that the proposed approach is helpful not only in detecting a 
fault in the suspension systems, but also in isolating the location of the fault and 
identifying the severity of the failure. 
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Chapter 5 
Condition Monitoring Using Relative Variance 
5.1 Introduction 
A novel data processing scheme using cross correlation has been developed for the 
FDI problem in railway suspension systems. In Chapter 4, simulation results and 
assessments of the scheme have demonstrated that suspension component faults can 
be effectively detected and isolated via monitoring the correlation changes. 
The present chapter introduces a supplementary technique based on the same fault 
detection principle as described in Chapter 3. This approach will focus on the 
changes in variance of the bogie accelerations. 
5.2 Fault Detection Scheme 
So far, this thesis has described the development and validation of cross correlation 
as a data processing tool which could provide acceptable fault detection and 
isolation results, with the advantage of avoiding a complicated system model and 
providing easy threshold tuning. The same principle of detecting the dynamic 
changes and asymmetry caused by a component fault can be exploited using a 
different data processing technique. This chapter investigates the suspension health 
conditions by using short-term variances and further the relative variances method. 
An important issue is to determine how the variance or relative variance changes are 
related to component failures under different operational conditions. Firstly, 
characteristics of this fault detection scheme are briefly introduced. Secondly their 
performances are studied and compared with the previous technique. The issue of 
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the measurement noise and the use in non-linear systems are also investigated. 
Finally, the use of relative variance in the context of fault isolation has also been 
assessed and compared. 
To examine the practical use of the method, the overall computational requirements 
are now studied in terms of the relationship between the bogie accelerations at the 
positions above the suspensions and the suspension components. In practice, the 
measurements of the bounce, pitch and roll motions can be readily measured using 
inertial sensors mounted on the bogie frame [19]. By using the same conventional 
bogie vehicle system shown in Figure 2.6, the dynamic equations of the 
accelerations above the four primary suspensions may be easily derived from the 
three basic measurements and bogie geometrical parameters as given in equations 
(5.1) - (5.4). 
(5.1) 
(5.2) 
(5.3) 
(5.4) 
where ZFL' Z PH, Z RL and Z RR are the corner accelerations corresponding to the front 
left, front right, rear left and rear right primary suspensions of the studied bogie. 
It is noticed from equations (5.1) - (5.4) that the responses of the four corner 
accelerations will be very similar until a fault occurs, because a fault can break the 
system symmetry and change the responses by affecting the corresponding parts of 
bounce, pitch and roll motions. 
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The basic bounce, pitch and roll motions can also be inversely described in the form 
of the four comer accelerations outlined in equations (5.1) - (5.4), which gives 
equations (5.5) - (5.7). 
Zb Z FL 
+ ZFR + ZRL + ZRR 
= 
4 (5.5) 
ZFL + ZFR -z - ZRR 
¢b RL = 4Lbx (5.6) 
If/b = 
ZFL - ZFR + ZRL - ZRR 
4Lby (5.7) 
To study the relationship among the four comer accelerations, equations (5.1) - (5.4) 
can be firstly transformed by replacing equation (2.17) and equations (2.19) - (2.20) 
into them, which leads to equations (5.8) - (5.11). 
I b; / L!y 'ZFL +(CFL + CPR +CRL +CRR)'ZFL +4Kp 'ZFL 
2 .. 2 2 .. 
- (lby / Lby - mb)· Zb - (Iby / Lby - I bx / Lbx)Lbx '¢b 
+ (Cn. +CFR -CRL -CRR)'(Zb +Lbx '¢b) 
+(CFL -CFR +CRL -CRR)'(Zb +LbY ·!jIb) (5.8) 
= 3(CFL 'Z,IL +Kp 'Z,IL)+(CFR 'Z,IR +Kp 'Z,IR) 
+ (C RL 'Z,2L +Kp 'ZI2lJ-(C RR 'Z,2R +Kp 'Z,2R)+}:F1 +Il.FI 
I by / L!y • Z FR + (C FL + C FR + C RL + eRR) . Z FR + 4 K p . Z FR 
2 .. 2 2 •• 
- (IbY / Lby - mb)· Zb - (lby / Lby - I bx / Lbx )Lbx • ¢b 
+(CH, +CFR -CRL -CRR)'(Zb +Lbx '¢b) 
-(CFL -CFR +CRL -CRR)'(Zb -Lby . !jib) (5.9) 
= (CFL 'Z,IL + Kp 'Z'IL)+3(CFR 'Z,IR + Kp 'Z,IR) 
- (C RL • Z,2L + K p . Z,2L) + (C RR • Z,2R + K p • Z,2R) + }:FJ -Il.FJ 
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IbylL!y ,zRL + (CFL +CFR +CRL +CRR),zRL +4Kp ,zRL 
- (/by I L!y - mh)' Zb + (/by I L!y - I bx I L!x )Lbx ';Pb 
-(CFL +Cf"R -CRL -CRR)'(Zb -Lbx '~b) 
+ (Cn. -Cf"R +CRL -CRR)'(Zb +LbY ',pb) 
= (CPL 'Z,IL +Kp 'ZIIJ-(CFR 'Z,IR +Kp 'Z,IR) 
+3(CRL ,z,2L +Kp 'Z/2L)+(CRR 'Z,2R +Kp 'Z,2R)+l:F1 +!1FI 
I by I L!y • Z RR + (C FL + C f"R + C RL + C RR ) . Z RR + 4 K p . Z RR 
- (/by I L!y - mb)· Zb + (/by I L!y - I bx I L!x )Lbx .;p~ 
-(CFL +Cf"R -CRL -CRR)'(Zb -Lbx '~b) 
-(CFL -Cf"R +CRL -CRR)'(Zb -Lby ',pb) 
=-(CFL 'Z,IL +Kp 'ZIIL)+(CFR 'ZIIR +Kp 'Z,IR) 
+ (CRL 'Z,2L +Kp . z,2L)+3(CRR 'Z,2R +Kp 'Z,2R)+l:F1 -!1FI 
(5.10) 
(5.l1) 
Then, by substituting equations (5.5) - (5.7) into to equations (5.8) - (5.11) removes 
the bounce, pitch and roll motions, the relationship of the four comer accelerations 
can be formed and their simplified expressions are given in equations (5.12) - (5.15). 
(3Ihy lL!y +mb)/4,zFL + (2C f .. +CFR +CRL)'ZFL +4Kp 'ZFL 
- (/ by I L!y - m b ) I 4 . Z f"R + (C FL + C FR - C RL - C RR ) I 2 . Z FR 
-(/byIL!y -mh)/4,zRL + (C FL -CFR +CRL -CRR )/2'zRL 
-(IbyIL!y -mb)/4,zRR 
= (3C FL 'Z,IL + CpR 'ZIIR +CRL 'Z,2L -CRR 'Z,2R) 
+ K p (3z'll. + Z,IR + Z,2L - Z,2R) + l:FI + !1F, 
(3Iby lL!y +mb)/4,z f"R +(CFL +2CPR +CRR)'ZFR +4Kp 'Z FR 
-(/byIL!y -mb)/4,zFL + (C FL + CPR -C RL -CRR )/2'ZFL 
- (Iby I L!y - mb)1 4· zRL 
- (I by I L!y - m b ) I 4 . Z RR - (C FL - C f"R + C RL - C RR ) I 2 . Z RR 
= (C FL 'Z,IL +3C f"R 'Z,IR -CRL ,z,2L +CRR 'Z,2R) 
+ Kp(Z'lL +3Z'IR -Z'2L +Z'2R)+l:F1 -!1F, 
(5.l2) 
(5.13) 
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(3 I by I L!y + m b) I 4 . Z RL + (C FL + 2 C RL + C RR ) . Z RL + 4 K p • Z RL 
-(lbyIL!y -mb)/4'zFL + (C FL -CFR +CRL -CRR )/2'ZFL 
-(lbyIL!y -mb)/4,zFR 
- (l by I L!y - m b ) I 4 . Z RR - (C FL + C FR - C RL - C RR ) I 2 . Z RR 
= (C FL 'Z,IL -CFR 'Z,IR +3CRl• 'Z,2L + C RR 'Z,2R) 
+ K p (Z'IL - Z,IR + 3Z'2L + Z,2R) + r.F1 + !lFI 
(3Iby IL!y +m b)/4,zRR + (C FL +CRL +2C RR )'ZRR +4K p 'Z RR 
- (l by I L!y - m b ) I 4 . Z FL 
-(lbyIL!y -mb)/4,zFR -(CFL -C FR +CRL -CRR )/2'ZFR 
-(lbyIL!y -mb)/4,zRL -(CFL +CFR -CRL -CRR )/2'zRL 
= (-C FL • Z,IL + C FR . Z,IR + C RL • Z,2L + 3C RR • Z,2R) 
+ K p (-Z'IL + Z,IR + Z,2L + 3Z,2R) + r.F1 - !IF. 
(5.14) 
(5.15) 
For the four corner accelerations under the normal condition, there are little 
interactions among them due to the balance in the design which is symmetric in 
structure and in which identical components are commonly used, as shown in 
equations (5.12) - (5.15). Apart from that, the corner accelerations are also caused by 
the non-uniform distribution of the bogie mass (Ib/Lb/ ¥ mb) and the effect of the 
forces from the secondary suspensions. 
From equations (5.12) - (5.15), it is clear that the four track inputs for each corner 
accelerations are not equally distributed. The track input at the suspension concerned 
is three times the magnitude compared to the others that are not directly connected. 
The random track inputs at both sides of a track are normally expected to have 
similar magnitude and frequency distributions, so the overall response of the four 
corner suspensions should present a very similar variance with only a time shift 
between leading and trailing suspensions. Unless a suspension fault occurs, the 
variance change of the bogie acceleration will be expected to be very small. This 
characteristic will be used in the following detection scheme and the changes of the 
variances at the corner accelerations will be used to determine the health condition 
for the studied suspensions. 
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The concept of variance change detection is investigated using the same leading 
primary suspension system which is specified in Figure 2.5. A schematic diagram of 
the technique is shown in Figure 5.1, with three stages included in the 
implementation. 
Bounce 
Pitch 
Roll ,-----., 
I---.t Relative 
Conversion 
Measurements 
Variance 
Accelerations 
Above 4 
Suspensions 
FDI 
4RVs 
Figure 5.1 Schematic Diagram ofFDI Using Relative Variance 
Suspension 
Status 
The first stage is to derive the four corner accelerations from the basic bounce, pitch 
and roll motions, which can be measured with a single sensor box, using equations 
(5.1) - (5.4). Secondly the variances of the four accelerations can be estimated over a 
fixed number n by buffering the samples of the derived accelerations in a fixed time 
window, as shown in equations (5.16) - (5.19). 
(5.16) 
(5.17) 
k+n-I ~ 
V RL (k) = t; URI. (i) - zRL )2/n (5.18) 
(5.19) 
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where k is the step for each set of the sampling acceleration, n is the number of 
samples in the time window. 
Then the FOI problem may be investigated by using variance estimation over a 
running time window, as for the cross correlation evaluation. It is possible to use the 
variance values in fault detection, as any changes in the suspensions will influence 
the bogie accelerations especially at the location where a faulty component is 
directly connected. However the direct use of the variance values will be affected by 
changes in external conditions in the same way as in the previous scheme with the 
direct use of cross correlation calculations, because the variance values can be 
affected by the track inputs which are non-deterministic and may vary in different 
time periods. Also, the change of railway vehicle speeds causes different input 
excitations to the suspensions and consequently affects directly variance changes. It 
is impractical to measure the track inputs directly or to predict their changes in 
magnitude under different locations and at different speeds. However, because all 
suspensions are assumed to have the same configuration and components under the 
normal conditions, the variance for each comer acceleration will be similar when the 
studied suspensions are excited by the same set of track inputs. On the other hand, 
the variance of one comer acceleration located above a faulty suspension will have a 
distinct change compared to the others. Therefore, the variance disturbance problem 
due to external conditions may be overcome by comparing the four outputs of the 
variance calculations using the concept of majority 'voting', as the variance values 
should be similar under nominal conditions but differ if there is a fault at one or 
more of the suspensions - as far as the probability of all the four suspensions failing 
at the same time in the same manner would be extremely low. The process of 
'voting' is achieved/simplified through the use of normalisation similar to that for 
the cross correlations, as shown in equations (5.20) - (5.23). The normalisation 
essentially provides a means of relation comparison of the variances of the bogie 
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accelerations above the four accelerations, without the need to examine directly the 
difference between them. 
(5.20) 
(5.21) 
(5.22) 
(5.23) 
where m is the number of delayed sampling time steps which is decided by the wheel 
space and the vehicle speed. 
It is noted that the relative variance calculations at the two rear suspensions in 
equations (5.22) and (5.23) are almost identical to those for the two front 
suspensions in equations (5.20) and (5.21) except for a delayed time interval rn. As 
m is the exact time delay of the track inputs between the front and rear suspensions, 
these four equations (5.20) - (5.23) should always give the normalised variances for 
the same track input conditions. The relative variance for each corner acceleration 
will remain largely similar under the normal condition even when the railway 
vehicle speed changes. Only a fault in a component (e.g., a damper fault pre-
assumed in this thesis) is expected to cause relevant changes to their relative 
variances. The most significant variance change is expected to coincide with the 
fault at the particular suspension and therefore fault isolation will also be possible. 
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5.3 Performance Assessments 
In this section, simulations are carried out to assess the performance of the proposed 
supplementary fault detection technique. The running RMS and variance values of 
the comer accelerations are given for comparison, and the performances of their 
relative variances are assessed under different operational conditions. The inclusion 
of RMS results in the study is to demonstrate the improved fault detection sensitivity 
of the new scheme. 
5.3.1 Fault Detection Using RMS Values 
Case 5.1: front left damper has 50% damping loss. 
Computations: running RMS of front left acceleration at 50mls (2s of data) 
running RMS of front left acceleration at 25m1s (2s of data) 
In Figure 5.2, the RMS value of the front left acceleration shows a clear difference 
between the normal and fault conditions. At a higher speed of 50mls, the RMS value 
of the front left acceleration decreases from around Ilm1i to 8.5m1i (2.5m1i 
reduction) when the fault occurs. It is known that a reduced damping increases 
resonances for the basic bogie motions, but suppresses higher frequency content 
more severely, which results in an overall reduced acceleration for the random track 
inputs [61]. The accelerations above the other three suspensions remain largely 
unchanged, which is expected because of the location of the only fault assumed in 
this case. 
At the lower speed of 25m1s, a similar pattern of RMS changes can be observed in 
Figure 5.3. However, the magnitude of the change is less, its RMS value only 
decreases from 7.8m1i to 6m1l (1.8m1l reduction). The difference of the RMS 
value and also its reduction at the lower speed is expected because of the smaller 
track irregularities. This could make fault detection difficult to determine as the 
RMS reductions are more dependent on the operational conditions. 
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Figure 5.2 Running RMS of front left acceleration for case 5.1 at SOmIs 
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Figure 5.3 Running RMS of front left acceleration fro case 5.1 at 25m/s 
5.3.2 Fault Detection Using Variance Values 
Case 5.2: front left damper has 50% damping loss. 
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Computations: running variance offront left acceleration at SOmis (2s of data) 
running variance offront left acceleration at 25m1s (2s of data) 
Compared with the RMS values of the front left corner acceleration in case 5.1, case 
5.2 gives their running variance results shown in Figure 5.4 and Figure 5.5 
respectively. It is clear that the difference in variance between the normal and fault 
conditions is increased. The magnitude of its variance is reduced from 120m2 S4 to 
70m2 / (a reduction of 50m2 S4) at a speed of SOm/s, and from 62m2/ / to 37m2 S4 (a 
decrease of 25m2 i) at a speed of 2Sm/s. For both speeds, the percentage change in 
variance is high at about 40% which clearly indicates a higher sensitivity to fault 
compared with the RMS method which only exhibits about 20% change in 
magnitude. There are also changes to the other corner accelerations, but they are 
smaller for similar reasons as for the RMS calculation. 
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Figure 5.4 Running variance of front left acceleration for case 5.2 at SOmis 
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Figure 5.5 Running variance of front left acceleration for case 5.2 at 2Sm/s 
A similar pattern of changes for the other corner accelerations can also be observed 
when different damper faults occur. Table 5.1 gives detailed information of the RMS 
and variance fault detection results when corresponding dampers have a 50% 
damping loss. 
Table 5.1 Comparison of fault detection using running RMS and variance 
methods (Bilinear, Vs=SOm/s) 
Changes in Percentage Front left Front right Rear left Rear right 
No fault 100% 100% 100% 100% 
Front left at 50% 73 .8% 94.6% 103 .5% 93 .7% 
RMS Front right at 94.5% 73 .8% 93 .6% 103.4% 
Rear left at 50% 103 .6% 96.3% 76.5% 94.5% 
Rear right at 50% 95 .9% 103 .8% 94.7% 76.2% 
No fault 100% 100% 100% 100% 
Front left at 50% 54.5% 89.6% 107.1% 87.8% 
Variance Front left at 50% 89.3% 54.5% 87.7% 107.0% 
Front left at 50% 107.3% 92.7% 58.6% 89.3% 
Front left at 50% 92 .0% 107.8% 89.7% 58 .1% 
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It is clear from the table that only changes of the comer acceleration that are directly 
related to their corresponding damper fault are significant, which is very useful for 
fault isolation. Clearly, the variance method is much more sensitive to fault(s) in all 
cases. 
The variance calculation can be used to provide direct and sensitive information 
relating to the changes in suspension condition, so it is possible to use their changes 
in magnitude as indicators of a fault in the component fault detection process. On the 
other hand, fluctuations are observed even when the vehicle is operated at a constant 
speed, as shown in Figure 5.4 and Figure 5.5. The fluctuations are caused by changes 
in track input irregularities, especially where low frequency components become 
more dominant. Due to the uncertainty, it may not always be clear that a fault has 
occurred for a higher RMS or variance value under the normal conditions or a lower 
value under the fault conditions. Similar to the fault detection using the CCF value 
for the bounce, pitch and roll motions, the selection of the fault detection thresholds 
will have to be highly adaptive to both vehicle speed and track conditions which 
would not be straight forward to achieve in practical applications [71] [72]. 
5.3.3 Fault Detection Using Relative Variance 
The proposed use of relative variance (Le., normalised) in equations (5.20) - (5.23) is 
intended to overcome the problem. It minimizes the influences associated with the 
variation in track irregularities and the difference in travel speeds, as all variance 
calculations are normalised over four accelerations which effectively removes the 
effects of external conditions. 
Case 5.3: front left damper has 50% damping loss. 
Computations: running relative variance of front left acceleration at 50mls (2s of 
data) 
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running relative variance of front left acceleration at 25m1s (2s of 
data) 
Figure 5.6 and Figure 5.7 show the running relative variance for case 5.3 at the two 
different speeds. At either speed, the relative variance results show two advantages 
compared with variance value evaluation. Firstly, their relative variances are much 
smoother under both the normal and fault conditions, the fluctuation seen in the 
variance values is much less significant. Secondly the relative variances have a similar 
reduction from 1 to around 0.6 - 0.7 (a reduction of 30% - 40%) regardless of the 
speed changes. This improved robustness against external condition changes is very 
beneficial in fault detection processing, as the selection and tuning of the thresholds 
will be comparatively easier when applied with the relative variance approach. 
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Figure S.6 Running relative variance of front left acceleration for case 5.3 at 
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Figure 5.7 Running relative variance of front left acceleration for case 5.3 at 
25m/s 
Case 5.4: the front left damper has 50% damping loss at 5s, a total simulation time of 
las, vehicle speed at 50m/s. 
Computations: running variance offour corner accelerations (2s of data) 
running relative variance of four corner accelerations (2s of data) 
To study how the other three corner accelerations are affected by a damper fault, 
case 5.4 is used to present the different performance changes of the four corner 
accelerations front left, front right, rear left and rear right, where their variance 
results are shown in Figure 5.8 and corresponding relative variance results shown in 
Figure 5.9. 
In Figure 5.8, it can be seen that the variance for the four corner accelerations are 
very similar under the normal condition (0-5s). However, it is observed that an 
overall reduction of the system damping after 5s due to the damper fault at the front 
left suspension is observed, leading to the magnitude of variances of the four corner 
accelerations being reduced. The variance of the front left corner acceleration has the 
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largest reduction as expected. The front left damper fault causes an unbalance 
between the front left and rear left comer accelerations, which causes the variance of 
the rear left corner acceleration to remain at a relatively high level. The damper fault 
also leads to the asymmetry between the front left and front right corner 
accelerations. However, the change pattern of the variance of the front right corner 
acceleration is different from that of the rear left one. Simulation results show that 
the variance of the front right corner acceleration has a small reduction, which is 
mainly affected by the fact that the track inputs in the left-right direction have 90% of 
similarity. The variance of the rear right corner acceleration changes only a little as 
expected, as can be seen from equations (5 .12) - (5 .15), that a fault occurs diagonally 
across in the suspensions has very small effect on the acceleration at this point. The 
understanding of their corner acceleration changes in variance is helpful in 
recognising the different performances of the relative variances normalised from their 
variance combinations, even when the fault conditions are changed. 
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In Figure 5.9, it is observed that the relative vanance of the front left corner 
acceleration is the most sensitive to the fault for obvious reasons. Its magnitude has a 
significant reduction of 40%. There are also smaller changes in the other three 
relative variances. The relative variances of the front right and rear right corner 
accelerations are only slightly varied whereas that of the rear left corner acceleration 
is increased by 20% - 30%. The increase of the relative variance of rear left corner 
acceleration is because its variance is the largest in the fault condition shown in 
Figure 5.8. 
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Figure 5.9 Running relative variance of four corner accelerations for case 5.4 
Case 5.5: bilinear dampers, one of the dampers in the primary suspension has 50% 
damping loss at 5s, a total simulation time of lOs, with 2.5% measurement noise, 
vehicle speed at 50m/s. 
Computations: running relative vanance of four corner accelerations with fault 
occurred in the front left damper (2s of data) 
The issue of measurement noise and its performance with bilinear dampers are also 
considered. Figure 5.10 shows the relative variance results in detecting the bilinear 
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damper fault occurred in the front left damper, with an additional 2.5% measurement 
noise on all the comer accelerations. It is clear from Figure 5.10 of case 5.5 that the 
outcomes have a consistent match with those relative variance changes in Figure 5.9, 
hence the effects of measurement noise on the relative variance detection method is 
very low. It is also shown that it can work effectively in both linearised and non-
linear systems. 
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Figure 5.10 Running relative variance of four corner accelerations for case 5.5 
5.4 Fault Isolation 
The proposed relative variance approach is not only valid for detecting suspension 
faults, but also useful in their isolation. This is due to the strong link between the 
relative variance of any particular acceleration and the corresponding suspension. To 
outline this, the cases of one single damper fault occurring separately in the other 
three suspensions are also studied by evaluating their relative variance changes. 
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Case 5.6: bilinear dampers, one of the dampers in the primary suspension has 50% 
damping loss at 5s, a total simulation time of lOs, with 2.5% measurement noise, 
vehicle speed at 50mls. 
Computations: running relative vanance of four corner accelerations with fault 
occurred in the front right damper (2s of data) 
running relative variance of four corner accelerations with fault 
occurred in the rear left damper (2s of data) 
running relative variance of four corner accelerations with fault 
occurred in the rear right damper (2s of data) 
Figures 5.11 to Figure 5.13 compare the performances of the relative vanance 
changes for cases 5.6. It is shown that the change pattern of their relative variance is 
different from different faults . The significant reduction in the relative variance of the 
acceleration corresponds to the damper fault at the same position, whereas the effect 
on the other three relative variances is relatively limited. 
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Table 5.2 confirms how the relative variance performances are affected by each of the 
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Table 5.2 confirms how the relative variance performances are affected by each of 
the damper faults. The percentages in this table show that each specific damper fault 
will only cause a significant reduction in the relative variance of the corresponding 
acceleration at the faulty suspension, and there is a clear pattern of the relative 
variance change caused by various damper failures. By comparing their different 
change tendencies, the all damper faults can be tagged, which makes fault isolation 
possible. 
Table 5.2 Changes of relative variances for different dampers but at same fault 
level (Bilinear, Vs=50m/s) 
Faulty damper Front left Front right Rear left Rear right 
No fault 99.2% 99.8% 100.2% 100.9% 
Front left 64.4% 104.3% 125.6% 105.7% 
Front right 103.7% 64.7% 105.9% 125.6% 
Rear left 121.2% 107.9% 67.7% 103.2% 
Rear right 106.6% 122.6% 103.2% 67.6% 
The relationship between the relative variance and the extent of a fault is also 
evaluated. Table 5.3 and Table 5.4 give the examples of how the relative variances 
(of the bogie accelerations at the front left and rear right damper respectively) 
change when a damper fails partially at different damping coefficients. There is a 
clear correlation between the level of the faults and their corresponding relative 
variances, which can be useful in the implementation of maintenance on demand in 
the future. 
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Table 5.3 Changes of relative variances for front left damper faults at different 
levels (Bilinear, Vs=50m/s) 
Front left Front left Front right Rear left Rear right 
75% 80.5% 103.3% 113.3% 102.8% 
50% 64.4% 104.3% 125.6% 105.7% 
25% 52.4% 102.6% 135.8% 109.3% 
0% 47.5% 97.0% 141.3% 115.1% 
Table 5.4 Changes of relative variances for rear right damper faults at 
different levels (Bilinear, Vs=50m/s) 
Rear right Front left Front right Rear left Rear right 
75% 102.3% 111.7% 103.0% 83.0% 
50% 106.6% 122.6% 103.2% 67.6% 
25% 111.2% 131.6% 100.0% 57.0% 
0% 115.8% 137.6% 94.4% 50.1% 
5.5 Summary 
This chapter has presented a supplementary and similarly convenient fault detection 
scheme focused on the comparison of the different behaviours of the bogie comer 
accelerations. Different with the cross correlation method which investigates the 
dynamic interaction change between the basic bogie motions, the relative variance 
approach studies the relationship of comer acceleration changes in variance under 
different fault conditions. Calculation and comparison of their relative variances at all 
the four suspensions reveal a close link between their changes and different fault 
conditions, which can be used as an easy way for both fault detection and isolation in 
suspension systems. 
The feasibility of this technology is evaluated in different conditions and with 
measurement noise for non-linearity in the system. Similar with the FDI perfonnance 
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using normalised CCF, their results also show the effectiveness and robustness of the 
technique as the FDI problem can be simply solved by comparing the relative 
variances in most cases, without detailed knowledge of the bogie and external 
conditions. 
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Chapter 6 
Conclusions and Future Work 
This dissertation is summarised in section 6.1, and future work is proposed in 
section 6.2. 
6.1 Conclusions 
Focused mainly on the primary suspensions of a conventional bogie railway vehicle, 
this research has investigated a novel fault detection and isolation technique, which 
is expected to provide improved sensitivity to component faults in the railway 
suspension systems. The research methodology is detailed in the chapters and brief 
summaries are given here. 
Firstly, a side view of a simple bogie and a side and end view of a conventional 
railway bogie vehicle were modelled. The suspension systems were reviewed, with 
emphasis on the primary suspensions, and the response of the bogie and carbody in 
the vertical direction was investigated using a series of irregular track inputs. As the 
railway vehicle with conventional bogie design is very popular for passenger 
vehicles, its study is essential for improving condition monitoring techniques. 
Secondly, based on the simple bogie model, the basic concept of the proposed fault 
detection scheme was investigated. The study of the mathematical model revealed an 
important property of the vehicle, where symmetric components are commonly used. 
The analysis .of its dynamic equations shows their basic motions have minimum 
interactions unless there is a fault which may deteriorate the balance and magnify 
their interactions. The introduction of cross correlation technology can effectively 
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improve the detection ability and sensitivity, by detecting the changes caused by the 
faulty suspension component at specific time shifts. 
Thirdly the cross correlation was studied in order to detect a primary suspension 
component fault. Attention was mainly paid to the damper failure in the primary 
suspension as this is the most common component fault in railway suspensions. The 
basic bounce, pitch and roll motions in the vertical direction were measured directly, 
and fault detection was carried out by the correlation computation between the 
selected motions with filtering. The performance of fault detection using this 
approach was studied between different bogie motions and under different 
conditions, the simulation results showed that faults could be detected quickly on the 
basis of their corresponding correlation changes. Fault detection performance was 
further improved by introducing normalised cross correlation (CCF coefficient), 
which can overcome the influence of track irregularities on geometry and speed 
change. The CCF coefficient is more robust and effective than the CCF value. The 
cross correlation approach also exhibits good performance in dealing with noisy 
measurements, performs well in non-linear vehicle systems and also gives equal 
detection ability for faults occurred in both bogie, which shows the feasibility and 
potential for practical usage. 
In addition, a supplementary approach using relative variance was studied. It focused 
on the comer suspension accelerations derived from the basic bogie motions. It was 
also simply in implementation and sensitive to suspension faults. Affected by a 
damper fault, the dynamics and asymmetry of the comer accelerations may change 
compared with the nominal fault-free condition. The relationship of their relative 
variance changes with the suspension health status was analysed. The detections 
were processed under different fault conditions, and their simulation results showed 
that the relative variance approach was as robust as that of the normalised cross 
correlation approach. It was also proved a reliable method of faults in noisy 
measurement environments and for non-linear systems. 
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Finally, the fault isolation scheme was developed, in which the results of either cross 
correlation or relative variance changes were not only sensitive in fault detection but 
also beneficial in fault isolation as each of them is specifically partial to different 
suspension changes. The performance of fault isolation was evaluated in different 
fault conditions; the pattern of their changes for a designated fault was found to be 
unique which indicates that an individual fault can be isolated from the different 
change patterns. Using a running scheme, both fault detection and isolation could be 
achieved after 2 seconds of the selected time window. 
The key points noted from this work can be briefly concluded and highlighted as 
follows: 
(1) A suspension component fault can unbalance the suspension symmetry, leading 
to increased interactions between the selected features. The interaction can be 
analysed as a level of indication of the fault. 
(2) A fault condition can be detected effectively by monitoring the cross correlation 
or relative variance changes directly calculated from the motion measurements under 
different vehicle operation conditions. The cross correlation or relative variance 
results of different suspension faults show that any individual fault may also be 
readily isolated by exploring and comparing their different change patterns. 
(3) The proposed methods are very sensitive and reliable in distinguishing different 
fault conditions; the use of normalisation and relative quantities enhance the 
robustness of the detection schemes against non-fault changes such as the operating 
speed and statistical non-stationary of the track irregularities. 
(4) The scheme is simple as there is no need to model difficult characteristics for 
complex dynamics. The proposed methods take advantages of the vehicle suspension 
configurations are often symmetrical, therefore it is largely independent of detailed 
vehicle profile and parameters, making it easy to implement and tune in practice. 
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(5) The fault detection and isolation scheme based on cross correlation or relative 
variance can yield accurate results despite measurement noise from sensors and is 
also viable for non-linear systems. 
(6) The technique may be equally applied to monitor conditions of other suspension 
systems including lateral primary suspensions, secondary suspensions and possibly 
extended to report health conditions in other dynamic systems with symmetrical 
configurations. 
6.2 Future Work 
Although the methodology has been well studied, and has verified the cross 
correlation or the relative variance approaches as practical tools for the FDI analysis 
of suspension systems in railway vehicles, there is still potential for improvement. 
Future work is therefore needed to develop the generality, improve the accuracy and 
broaden the applicability. This future work includes: 
(1) To assess the detection method for other railway vehicles in order to achieve 
better and generalised results, this may be applicable to other common passenger 
railway vehicles, freight wagons and light trams. 
(2) To include the present proposal to track irregularity with gradients, from which 
the dynamics of railway suspension systems may be affected; therefore it is useful to 
carry out some comparison studies between them. 
(3) To verify the accuracy of the proposed approach via experiments, possibly via a 
scaled-down test rig firstly, and then followed by the experimentation to a real 
railway vehicle. 
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Appendix A 
The matrix and variables of equation (2.34) 
In this appendix each element of the matrices A26 and BI6 used in equation (2.34) 
are given, where A26 is a 26x26 system matrix and BI6 is a 16x16 input matrix of 
the conventional bogie vehicle, x and u present the state variables and track input 
vectors respectively. 
where 
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The coefficients in matrices Au and B/6 are defined as: 
(A, 2) 
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a5- 6 = -4(KQ + K,)L~ /IbJy 
a7- 8 = a9_10 = a ll_12 = a U - 14 = -2(K, + K,)/ mm 
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a15- 16 =a21 - 22 =-(4Kp +2Ka +2K,)/mb 
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and 
b19_1 = C f1. LilY lIllY 
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Condition monitoring of rail vehicle suspensions based 
on changes In systeln dynalnic Interactions 
T.X ME?il • and X.I. Dingb 
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El«tronle and E/iKtrtca/ Englneorlng, University o/Leeds, Leeds, UK 
(R«.twd 17 July ~OOS;finQh.,-s;o" 1Vctliv.d JJ October ]008) 
A DO\-eJ scheme Cor the (ault ~tKt1OCl and cOClditiol1ll1011itoring ofvewc:le ~peDSioM is pusel1ted 
ill this study. lbe _ tKluu~ exploits the dynamic interactions be~ diff@rent ,~hic1e modM 
CausN by COOlponent Fadm" ill the system, leading to I sinlple but effective solution. Compared 
with many model-bawd fault detection tecluuq\le" the proposed technique does Dot require complex 
malhem.allcal models of the syu~ and it O\"eI'COIDeS potential difficulties associated with DonIinearities 
and ~ter \-.nat\OQS ill the ,yutIIl. !be uw of iIIexpensll.-e iIIenial sensors and ease of tuning make 
the pracbcal amplementlhOO of the proposed scheme \tnughtfOlWU'd. A conventioWlI railway \~c1e 
is used ill the study 10 illustrate the basic idel\ as well as the effecth~ness oftM novel fault detection 
method, IlthOll~h the ,eDftal princtple is applicable to other systems. 
1. Introduction 
On-line fault detection and condttion nlOnitoring for dynamic systems are becoming incrE?as-
ingly important lx>cause of the potential bE?1lefits of dE?tecting componE?nt failures at tht>ir 
early stagE?S, to pm·tnt further dE?tmoration in perloJDlance as \\,E?11 as to E?1lsure timely 
repair!replacement of £1ulty components. In tht' long tt'tlll, the availability of rE?liable condi-
tion mOlUtoring systt?ll1S can replact' sch~tlE?d regltlar sen'ict's with maintE'1131lce on dE?mnnd, 
leadulg to substantial savings in the total life cycle costs_ 
The most conunonly u~ fault dE?tection schE?ml'S directly mE?asure signals using SE?DSOrs 
mOlUlted as dose to the point of interest 10; possible and analyse the data using time and/or 
frequency domain signal processing, e.g. to find signatures or footprints related to particu-
lar faults [1.2]. The approach of ~t measurement requires in-depth uruierstanding of the 
system concerned aud its t'ffecti'~ness in fault detection may also be afft'cted by variations 
or Wlcertaillties of t':<ternal conditions such as tht' le\,E?1 and propE?rties of input signals and 
di sturoances. 
ISS~ 0042-3114 pnntfISS~ 1744-5159 onliue' 
e 2009 Taylor & FrlUlcls 
rHJI: 10.1080/00423110802553087 
bnp:/ /wvow infomlll\\-orldcOUl 
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Modt>l-bast'd approaches compare a real 'physical' system '\\ith mathematical representa-
tions of the system (the modt>l). Fault detection may typically be achieved by either finding 
the coefficients in the models that are associated with particular components using parameter 
identification techniques or analysing the difference in measured and estimated outputs (the 
residual). There have been a nwnber of studies of the approach for both automotive [3,4,5] 
and railway [6,7] applications. dearly, the dewlopment of an appropriate modt>l for modt>l-
based methods is essential. in addition to a detailed knowledge of the system concerned. For 
systems that are dynamically complex and/or nonlinear, model-based approaches may lead 
to the use of high -order and/or linearised multiple models which can be difficult for practical 
implementation. 
This paper presl'1lts a Dovel approach that is simple but very effective for fault dt>tection for 
vehicle suspensions, which would not require the knowledge of many of the system parameters 
as needed for model-based approaches. The proposed technique is focused on the comparison 
of dynamic behaviours between the two suspensions where identical components are nom1811y 
used. When tllere are no faults in the system, it can be readily shown that the bounce and pitch 
Illotions of the bogie (and to a large extent tlle vertical movenlents at the leading and trailing 
suspensions) are dt>coupled because of the symmetrical suspension configurations. Therefore, 
there is little interaction between the two motions. However, a component failure (e.g. a 
danlper) in eifuer of the suspensions will introduce an imbalance into the system, resulting in 
dynamic interferences between fue motions. The le~iel of interactions therefore provides a key 
indication of suspension conditions. 
This paper is structured as follows. The general principles oftbeproposed detection method 
are explaint'd in Section 2. Section 3 introduces a conventional railway velude, the mathemat-
ical model of which indudt>s the bOlIDce, pitch and rollmotioos of the vehicle body and two 
bogies. The algorithms for the proposed fault dt>tection technique are also given in Section 3. 
The perfonnance assessments are given ill Section 4 and nl<1in conclusions are described in 
Section 5. 
2. Basic principle of the fault dt'tt'ction technique 
With the help of the side-view model of a simple railway bogie (or truck as known in North 
America) as illustratt'd in Figure I, tlle basic principle of the proposed technique for the fault 
dt>tection and condition monitoring of vehicle suspensions may be explained by examining 
tlle consequences of a component fault in tenus of additional dynamic interactions [8). 
The dynamic interactions introduced due to faults in the system are best illustrated using 
the equations of motions in tlle fonn of pitch and bounce movements ofthtt bogie as given in 
SI.'Condary 
l suspension Din.'Clion ,.-_________ -., 
oftruwl 
-
Fipe I. Slde-\Vw daavam ola com-entional raUway bogit. 
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Eq\1.1tions (1) and (2). 
where 
tnb:b + Cpstb + Kps1b + Lbs.Cpdch + Lbs. Kpdl/1b 
= ~ [c ps(~tl + Zt2) + K]l'(Ztl + za) + Cpd(itl - ttl) + Kpd(Ztl - Zt2)] + Fd (1) 
~ 2 • 2 • 
Ibl/1b + Lbs.CIKI/1b + Lbs Kpsl/1b + LbxCpdZb + LbxKpdZb 
= L; [Cps(:tl - :12) + Kps(Ztl - Z12) + Cpd(Ztl + ltl) + Kpd(ltl + ltl)] (2) 
Cps = Cpl + Cp:!' Kpd = Kpl - Kp2 
Kl" = Kpl + K p2. Cpd = Cpl - Cpl. 
In most rail vehicles, the smIle components are conunonly used for the two suspensions and 
hence the Sc'Ulle (or at least closely matched) coefficients are expected. Therefore, in the no-
fault condition (Kpl = Kp2,Csl = C .2), Equations (1) and (2) maybe sinlplified to Equations (3) 
and (4). which indicate clearly that the bounce and pitch movemt>nts of the bogie are taIBeJy 
indt>pendent and there is no direct dynamic coupling betwt>eD the two motions. The Dlain 
link between the two is through the track inputs at the leading and trailing wheetsets - the 
bounce mode is excited by the stUll of the two and the pitch mode by the difference between 
the two. 
nlb:b + C ps±b + Kps:J, = ~Cp$(:t1 + zt2l + ~ Kps (:t1 + zt2l + (Fdl. (3) 
.. 2 • 2 1 .. 1 
Ib4-b + Lb,Cp'1/1b + Lbx Kpsl/1b = "2 LbxCps(Ztl - Zt2) + "2LbxKps(lt1 - Z(2). (4) 
However, in abnom18l conditions where the two suspensions become different. tht> imbalance 
between the suspensions causes interactions bet\\'eeon the bounce and pitch motions in two 
ways. Dynamically, Eqll.1tions (1) and (2) are no longer independent as two pitch terms appear 
in the botUlce equ.1tion and two botUlce tenns in the pitch equ<'ltion. Externally, the bolUlce 
motion is now also affected by the difference between the trnck inputs at the front and rear 
suspensions. which predomiruwtly excites the pitch motion, and the pitch movement is also 
affected by the sum of the two input signals. which predominantly excites the botUlce motion. 
Therefore. the degree of correlations may be used to detect how much inlbalance (ie. due to 
component fault) may ("xist in the system. 
In practice, the botUlce and pitch accelerations mny be rt"adily obtained through tlle use 
of inerti<'ll senc;ors. The t\\'0 signrus may be expressed in the foml of transfer functions in 
Eq\Ultions (5) and (6) for the general rase from Equations (1) and (2), where the t£'ml related 
to the secondary suspension force (F d) is neglected because its ("ffect is mllch smaller when 
compared with tll.1t of the track input (due to tlle filtering effect). Note th<'lt the last thret" 
tenus (in the second line) in both equations are introduced due to the imbalanct" caused 
by a component failure, the first hvo of which represent a changed response to the track 
input mainly at tllE' whee bet where the suspension £1.ilnre occurs and the third represents the 
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additional interaction between the two motions. 
;.' 1 Cpss + Kps.. 1 Cpss + Kps :-
Zb(S) == 2" mbs2 + Cps" + Kps Ztl (s) + 2 . nlbs2 + Cpss + Kps ZI2(s) 
+ .!. . Cpcls + KpcI Ztl (s) _ ! . Cpds + Kpd Zt2(s) 
2 mos2 + Cps" + KpJ 2 nlbS2 + Cpss + Kps 
_ Lb ... (CpclS + Kpcll ¢'b(S). 
nrosl + CpJs + Kpc (5) 
-- Lb. CnoS + K... •• I.b. Cps~ + Kps .• 4>b(.\') == -~ • r- r ZI1(S) - -~ • . Zds) 
2 hs2 + LG .. Cpss + LG.rKpJ 2 IbS2 + LS,fCpsS + 2L&.rKpJ 
where 
A:(s) - nlbs2 + Cpss + Kp,• 
A.(s) = los2 + LtCpss + LtKps. 
BI(s) == Cpss + Kps. 
Bd(S) = Cpcls + Kpd. 
(6) 
Substituting Equation (6) into (5) removes the pitch acceleration from the bo\mce equation and 
substituting Equation (5) into (6) removes the bounce acceleration from the pitch equation, 
which leads to 
.. 1 .. .. 
Zb(S) == '2' Go(s). [GU(s)Ztl(.r) + G12(s)Zo(s»). (7) 
(8) 
where 
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In th~ balanced condition. ie. Bd(S) = O. Equations (7) and (8) may be simplified into 
Equations (9) and (10). 
wher~ 
Zb(S) = ~ . [G:(S)Zt1 (s) + G::(s)Za(s)] • 
<Pb(S) = L2bx • [G.(s)ZtJ(S) - G.(S)Za(j·)1. 
Bs(s) 
G.(s) =.--
• A;(s)' 
B5 (s) G.,,(s)=--. 
A40(s) 
(9) 
(10) 
By comparing the two sets of transfer ftmctions betw~ the normal and fault conditions, it is 
obvious that the filtering eff('{'t of primary suspensions on bogie motions would be different 
in different cases. The common tenu Go(s) is of the unity gain in the no-fault cas~. but in a 
fault condition magnifies the responses in the frequency region arolUld the two bogie modes 
(e.g. by up to 66% if the damping constant at one of the danlpers becomes 0 and the other 
remains as normal). However. the overall effect of this term will be limited as the magnitude 
response in the bigh- or low-frequency regions is almost unity in all conditions. 
Equations (7)-{10) also show how the bowlCe and pitch motions are excited by the track 
inputs at the two wheelsets. Each of the two inputs influences only one of the two terms 
in the dynamic equations through the corresponding suspension. Therefore, changes in one 
suspension (e.g. due to component failure) will only be reflected in the corresponding part of 
the responses. A reduction of the damping coefficient in the front suspension alters largt'ly 
how the bogie bounce mode responds to the track input at the leading wheelset (through Gu), 
but has little effect on its response to the delayt"d input at the trailing wheelset (through Gn). 
On the other hand, a dmnper £'lilure at the rear sllspension affects the bolUlCe motion mainly 
through the track input at the trailing wheelset (i.e. through Gd, but not that at the leading 
wheelset (Gu). A similar observation may be made on G21 and Gn. for the pitch motion. 
The sensitivity for detecting a suspension fault directly from acceleration measurements is 
compromised by this 'partial DOnfesponse' to suspt>nsion changes_ 
The proposed new method overcomes the problem of insensitivity (to faults) by detecting 
changes in dynamic correL'ltiolls between thE' bounce and pitch accelerations, which can be 
readily achieved using simple cross-corrE'lation calculations. IfX(a. b) is used to denote a cross-
correlation operation of a and b, the following relation may be derived from Equations (7) and 
(8) (or Equations (9) and (10», where gu (t), gdt). g:l1(t) and g22(t) correspond to the time 
domain representations of the relative terms in the two equations: 
X(i(1) , ~(I»=X(gl1(t). -g22(/» + X(g12 (I). K21(r» 
+ X(gu(t). 821 (t)) - X(g12(l). g22(/» (11) 
B('{'ause profiles of track inputs at the two wheelsets are exactly same and thE' only difference 
between the signals is the time delay (T shift) determined by the vehicle speed and wheel-base, 
gu and g22 are the responses to the track inputs 1 and 2, respectively, and hence the first tenn 
on the right-hand side of Equation (It) should give a peak cross-correlation at the negative 
time shift T shift· Sinlilarly, g12 and g21 are excitt>d by the track inputs 2 and 1, respectively, 
and their cross~oITelation (the second ternl on the right-hand side) should peak at the positive 
time shift T shift· On the other b.'Uld, the third term should give the ma..runwu correlation at zero 
time shifts as gil and g21 are both caused by the track input 1. The fOtuth term also peaks at 
zero time shift because g12 and g22 are related to the track input 2. 
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In the nominal condition (with no faults in the system), the cross-C'orrelations of the bOlmce 
and pitch acceleorations are expected to be at the largest values at positive and negative time 
shifts (±T Ihift). but at the nUninnun (or zt'rO) at the zero time shift. The latter is because the last 
two tenus in Eqn.1tion (11) teud to cancel each other out as the two suspensions are the same 
and the track inputs are also the same albeit \\'ith a time delay. 
When one of the suspensions fails, the cross-C'orrelations at the ±T s1uft may be modified 
due to the increased attenuation on the effect of the random track input over a wide range of 
frequencies. More critically. the cross-correlations at the zero time shift can be significantly 
increased because the as}nunetry bern·een the h\'o suspensions removes the balance between 
the last two tenus of Equation (11) and hence cancellation is no longer possible. 
Detection and isolation of suspension faults can therefore be achiE~ved by changes at the three 
specific time-shift points in cross-correL1tion calculations. A more comprehmsn.-e assessment 
of the effectiveness of the proposed fault detection technique is carried out using a full bogie 
railway vehicle as presented in the following sections. 
3. System descliption and fault detection algorithms 
The conventional railway vehicle consists of a body frame and two bogies, a schematic diagram 
of which is given in Figure 2. The fault detection of the vertical primary suspensions is studied 
to demonstrate the principle and effectiveness of the proposed method, although the techniques 
may be extended for the condition monitoring of suspensions in other directions or positions. 
Therefore, only motions directly related to the vertical suspensions are modelled, including the 
bOlmce, pitch and roll movements of the body and those of the two bogies, resulting in a nine-
DoF model. The dynamics of the air springs in the secondaty suspensions are approximated 
using a linearised model. The m.1thematical models used in the sinrulation study are developed 
in Matlab/Sinlulink with rn'o different types of dampers in the primary suspension. One is the 
linear dampeor model811d the other is a bilinear damper model (with the daDlping coefficients 
in the rebound and compression modes of 1.52C, and O.48Cs• respectively) - the latter is used 
to evaluate the performance and robustness of the new techniques for nonlinear systems. 
A random track, representing the roughness of a typical main line, is derived to give an 
appropriate spatial power spectnun (An,I!?) for the track vertical position, which is then 
filtered using all additional low-pass filter to take into accoWlt the generalised power Spectnllll 
that has higher order terms in tbe denominator. 
_Body_ 
z 
Figure 2. C011\'eUtional bog~ ,~hide for Ihe study. 
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The dt>tection scheme involves the use of a single st>nSor box ll101Ulted on the bogie frame 
in a centre position to measure the bomee, pitch and roll accelerations of the bogie. The is.sue 
of st>nSor noises has been considered in the study, but it has bt"eJl fOWld to have little effect on 
the outcome of cross-correlation computations, as sensor noises are relatively small (typically 
1 %) and more significantly tUlcorrelated - hence the effect at any specific time shift of the 
correlation calculations is very low. 
The principle introduced in Section 2 may be extendt>d to explore the cross-correlations 
between any two of the boWlce, pitch and roll accelerations. The results are compared at 
three specific time shifts - 0 time delay for correlations due to the same input excitations and 
+ /- time delays due to the time difference betwt"eJl the track inputs at the leading and trailing 
wheelsets. Equations (12}-{14) give the cros.s-correlation coefficients between the boWlce and 
pitch accelerations, between the bOWlce and roll accelerations and between the pitch and roll 
accelerations. The cross-correlation cot'fficients reflect the normalised correlations between 
the two signals and, therefore, are much less affected by the changes in operation conditions 
due to a vehicle travelling at different speeds and/or on different tracks where the vibrations 
experienced on the bogie frame would vary even when the vehicle condition remains the same. 
SC (k) _ SBP(k) 
BP - JSBS (O)Spp (0) • (12) 
SC k _ SBR(k) 
BR( ) - JSBB(O)SRR(O)' (13) 
SC (k) _ SPR(k) 
PR - JSpp(O)Sp.R.(O) (i4) 
The auto-correlation S:a of a signal (x) and the cross-correlation S%). of any two signals 
(x, y) may be calculated using Equations (15) and (16), respectively. For any chosen sam-
pling interval of Ts, the time ,,'indow for each cross-correlation calculation is T w =1f+"T. 
from a total of N numtx-r of sampling intervals. The number of shifted intet'\raJ.s k may be 
varied from - N to N for a complete set of cross-correlation calculations, although in prac-
tice only values at and near k = 0 and ± tinre delay between the h,·o wheelsets (T Wft) are of 
particular interest for the proposed fault detection scheme. 
N 
S .... (O) = L .T(i) • x(i), (15) 
i_I 
N 
Sxy(k) = L xCi + k) • y(i). (16) 
;-1 
4. Performance ac;sessments 
There are four primary suspensions on each bogie, identified as front left and front right 
at either side of the leading wheelset and rear left and rear right at either side of the trailing 
wheelset. The desired output of any effective scht'mt' is not only to detect fault(s) in the system, 
but also to identify the location of the fauIt(s) as well as the dt>gree offailure ifpossible. 
Figures 3-5 show the nonllalised cross-correlations (i.e. the coefficients) between the bogie 
bounce and pitch accelerations, that of bounce and roll motions and that of pitch and roll 
motions, respectively, where three different conditions ofthe front left d.1mper are compared: 
(1) no fault. (2) damping coefficient set to 50% of its normal value and (3) conlplete failure 
1174. 
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Figure 3. Cro~s-conelal1on of the bounce pitch accelerntlons (fault atthe front left suspension). 
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-0.4 
-0.6 
-0.8 
-0.1 -0.05 
Front left 
damper at 0 
o 
Time Shrft (s} 
0.05 
Figure 4. Cro~s-correl:ltlon of the bounce foll accelerntions (fault at the front left ,u>pension). 
0 .1 
0.1 
of the froIll left damper. The wlude speed is set at 50 mIs, as in 1110st other cases lUlIess 
Uldicated otbef\\1 e. The tUlle delay from tbe leading wheelset to the trailing one is calculated 
as 0.05 s for the wbeelbase of 2.5 m. A second-order band stop (notch) filter is also used in data 
processUl~ before cro -correlatIon calculatlOns and is tuned to .lliwe tllE~ low and high cut-off 
frequencies at 7 and 20 Hz, respect1\'ely, between which natural frequencies of the bogies 
modes are nonnall , found. The use of the filter is to reduce the e.trect of increased. resonance 
of the bogie modes due to the reduced damping by the damper failures, as the associated 
oscillations 111 the cross-correlahon results can cause difficulties in detecting changes at the 
speclfic tlllle sluffs. 
0.8 
0.6 
0.4 
0 .2 
-0.2 
-0.4 
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Figun 5. Cro~-correlation of the pttchiroll 3ccelerotjon~ (fault al the frout left suspen~on). 
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The most significant changes in FigtU'e 3 appear at the zero time shift. The correlation 
between the bounce and pitch motions is increased (in negative direction) from around zero in 
the nomml condition to about - O. ~5 when the damping constant is reduced to 50% and further 
to - 0.45 for the complete dnmper failme _ For the cross-correlatioll behveen the bounce and 
pitch in Figure 4, howeve·r, the most sensitive point to the fault is at the positive time shift 
Df 0.055 where a similar pattem of changes is obtained - the time of 0.05 s is sigruficant 
because it defines the relationship to the wheel-spacing and veruc Ie speed. The changes in the 
cross-Cofl-elation of the pitch and roll acceleratiDns are alsO' at the pDsitive time shift, but it is 
increased in the positive direction as shmvn in Figw'e 5. 
When a fault occurs at a different suspension, the changes in cross-correlations are equally 
sensitiw, but appear in different \ ... 'ays. For example, for a fault at the front right sllspensiDns, 
the cross-correlations (that involve the roll accelerations) at the positive time shifts are in the 
opposite directiDn to that in the case of the fault at the front left suspension. For a fault at 
the rear left suspension, the increase (due to' fault) in the cross-comlation of the bounce/pitcb 
motiDns is in the positive direction as opposed to the negative direction in the previolls two 
cases and the most significant changes (due to fault) in the cross-correlation Dfthe bounce/roll 
motiom, are at the negative time shift ofO.OS s. 
A full assessment for different faults is given in Table 1, where ouly the results that are 
affected by faults are shown and the most sensiti\'e ones highlighted in bold. It is clear from 
the table that not on.1y different fau1t5 may be isolated u')ing a combination of two or tlu'ee cross-
correlation calculations (and theinesuIts at different time shifts), but also a sll'Ong con'elabon 
exists between the degree of damper faihu'e and the cross-cDlTelatioll values, although the 
relationships appear to be nonli.near. 
The proposed mult detection method remains effective when there are nonlinearities in 
the system. For a bilinear damper with the damping coefficients in the rebolmd and C0111-
pression modes of 1.52Cs and O.4SCs, respectively, FigtlfeS 6 and 7 show the n01ma1ised 
cross-correlation of the bOlmce/pitch accelerations and that of the bOlUlceirollmotlons respec-
tive-Iy. which indicates a sinlilar level of sensitivity to the fault compared with results from 
the linear dampers as m FiglU'es 3 and 4. A full assessment of different faults with the btlin-
eat· damper is given in Table 2, and again the same pattern of changes to any possible fault 
1176 
Table 1. 
NOImal 
CFL 75°~ 
en 500~ 
Cn 25'l. 
CFl~. 
Cn.75'l0 
CFR 50'l0 
Cn 25~ .. 
Cn!. O'l. 
CRl 75'l. 
CRL 50% 
CRL 25~0 
CRL 00• 
CRR 75% 
CRR 50% 
CRR 25°. 
CRR O~. 
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Cross-correlation coefficient values (with the linear damper). 
Negative 
- 0.50 
- 0048 
-0.46 
-o.·n 
- 0.38 
- 0..18 
-0.46 
-0.43 
-0.38 
- 0.50 
-0.50 
- 0.48 
-0.45 
-0.50 
-0.50 
- 0,48 
-0.45 
0.8 
0.6 
0.4 
-0.2 
-0.4 
-0.6 
.{J.B 
-O.t 
Bounceipitch 
Os Positi\'e 
- 0.03 +0.49 
-0.12 + 0.49 
-0.2l +0.48 
- 0.31 + 0.47 
-o.·a + 0.43 
-0.12 + 0.49 
-0.22 +0.48 
-0.32 +0.46 
-o.·a +0.43 
+0.06 +0.48 
+0.16 +0.46 
+0.:6 +0.43 
+0.35 +0.38 
+0.06 +0.48 
+0.16 +0.46 
+0.16 +0.43 
+0.35 +0.38 
-0.05 
Negative 
-0.03 
- 0.38 
-0.-16 
-0.51 
-056 
+0.3 
+0,45 
+0.50 
+0.:::5 
Bounce/roll 
Os Positive 
- 0.05 - 0 .02 
-0.32 -0...19 
-0.28 - 0.5 
- o.n -0.61 
-O.U -0.65 
+ 0.27 +OA 
+0.25 +0.56 
+0.19 +0.61 
+0. 12 +0.6~ 
- 0.42 
- 0.40 
- 0.34 
-0.26 
+0.33 
+0.38 
+0.32 
+0.25 
Front left damper 
at 50% 
o 
Time Shift (5) 
0.05 
Negath'e 
- 0 .03 
-0.::: 
-0.66 
-0.70 
-0.73 
+0.55 
+0.65 
+0.69 
+0.73 
Figure 6. Cross-correlation ofthe bogie oollllceprtch accelerations (v."lth a bilinear damper). 
Pitchf/,oll 
Os Po~itive 
+0.02 +0.02 
- 0.50 +O . .tS 
- OA9 +0.56 
- 0.44 +0.60 
- 036 +0.6~ 
+0.52 -0.46 
+0.50 -0.55 
+004·5 -0.59 
+0.37 -0.63 
+0.40 
+0.37 
+0.30 
+0.21 
- 0.39 
- 0.37 
- 0.30 
- 0.:22 
0 .1 
conditiOl~<; is obse1ved. Compared \\'ith model'll mo~l-based fault detection schemes, thte're 
is therefore a clear advantage of the proposed techniqute' that it works well without the need 
for modelling often complex and sometimes difficult nonlinear characteristics which exist in 
m.any dynamic systems. 
The proposed method reveals a general link between the level of dynruruc imbalance 1ll 
the system and the cro,>s-correlation calculations, although the relatiol1ship appears to be 
nonlinear as indicated in the tables. In practice. some level of asymmetries m.ay eXlst eyen 
in nonnal conditions as the suspensions cannot be assumed to be perfectly i~ntical. Tlus 
proble1n of nom13.l asynunetries may be overcome in practice by detecting derivations of thte' 
cross-conelations fl.-om the originallnomlal conditions. 
Figure 7. 
Table 2. 
Normal 
CFL 75~. 
eFL 50% 
Cn 25% 
en 0% 
en 75% 
en 50~o 
en::!5%. 
en O~. 
CRL 75~o 
CI'~ 50% 
eRr. 25% 
Cn O%' 
CRR 7.5% 
CRR 50% 
CRR 15~o 
CRR 0% 
0.8 
0.6 
-0,4 
-0.6 
-0.8 
·0.1 -0.05 
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-
damper at 0 
0 0.05 
Time Shift (5) 
Cro~-correlation of the bogie bounce/roll accelerations (with a bilinear d:ullp1!r). 
Cfo~s...com~latioll coefficient values (with the bilinear damper). 
Bouncelpitch Bouncefroll 
Negaii\'e Os Po&itn'e Negatiye Os Po~itj\"e Negative 
-0.4.9 -0.02 +O.-iS -0.03 -0.04 -0.02 - 0.01 
-0.47 -0.11 +0.48 - 0.28 -o·e 
-0.45 -0.21 +0. 47 -0.27 - 0. ~3 
- 0.42 -0.31 +0.45 -O.2~ -0.59 
-0.37 -OAI + 0.42 -0.15 -0.61 
- OA·7 -0.12 +0.48 -0.24 +OAO 
- 0.45 -O . ~l +0.47 .,...0.24 +0.51 
-0.42 - 0.31 + 0.45 ~0.20 +0.5S 
-0.37 -o.·a + 0.42 .0.13 +0.61 
-0.49 +0.07 +0.47 -0.33 - 0.35 - 0.-t7 
-0.49 +0.17 +0.45 -0.43 -0.36 - 0.60 
-0.47 +0.27 +OA1 -0,48 -0.31 - 0.65 
-0.44 +0.37 +0.37 -0.53 -0.23 -0.69 
- 0.49 +0.07 +0.47 +0.30 +0.3 1 +OA7 
- 0.49 +0.17 +0.45 +0.41 ../.. 0.34 +0.59 
- 0.47 +0.17 +0.41 +OA·7 0.29 +0.65 
-0.43 +0.37 +0.37 +0.51 .0:21 +0.69 
1177 
0.1 
Pitch<roll 
Os Positive 
+0.02 ~0.Gl 
-OAl +OAI 
- 0.45 +0.52 
-0.41 +o.~s 
-0.34- +0.61 
+0.44- -OAI 
+0.47 -0.52 
+0.42 -0.57 
+0.34 -0.61 
+0.35 
+0.36 
+ 0.31 
+0.23 
-034 
-0.35 
-0.30 
-0.23 
For on-line real-time detection, running cross-correlation coefficients with a moving time 
\\'indmv offixed duration may be used to monitor the changes at the three specific tUlle sluffs. 
Figures 8-10 show the nonna1i.sed cross-correlations of the botmce/pitcil, botmce/roll and 
pitcb/roll accelerations, respectiwly, where a partial fault at the front left suspension is set at 
5 s; a second fault at the front right suspension is set at lOs and a third fault at fhe rear left 
suspension is set at 15 s. For clarity ofthe figures , only the results that are most sensitive to 
the set fault conditions are shown. 
bI Figure 8_ the cross-correlation benveen the bounce/pitch motions is increased in the 
negative direction at 5 s for the first fault (in one of the front suspensions) and further increased 
117S 
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Flgure S. Run.w.ng cros-!.-correlation coeffici~nt of the bogie bou!1ce'pitch accelerntiollll (with a bi.linear damper). 
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Figure 9. Runnin.g cro;s-coJ'l'elationcoefficient of the bogie bou.n.ceiroll accelernlion& (with a bilinear damper). 
at lOs due to the second fault (also in the front suspensions), as the fallltworsens the asynunetry 
in the pitch direction. When the third fault occurs at 15 s, dIe cross-com~lati.ol1 is actmilly 
improwd because the imbalance between the front and rear suspensions is made less severe 
for the pItch mode. 
rn Figure 9, the changes in the cross-correlations indicate that an asymmetry behveen the 
left and right suspensions exists when there is a fault at the fi:ont left damper only (beh"'een 
5 and lOs) or when the fault on the one ,side of the bome is more severe than the other side 
'-' 
(after 15 s). Before 5 sand behveen 10 and 15 s, the bogie is balanced in the- roll direction and 
the cross-correlations are dose to zem_ A similar scenario is observed in Figure 10, where 
the cross-correlations also reflect the level of the roll motioll imbal:Ulce in the systenL The 
asynunetry ill the pitch motion appears to be only sensitive to the bOlIDce/pitch c~rre1ation. 
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Figure 10. Rnnning cro~s-coITelatton coefficient of the bogie pitch1roll accelerations (wlIh a bilinear damper). 
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Ftgure II . Rnnning cross-correlation codfment of the bogie bounce!pitch accelerntion~ (with a bllinear damper. 
at 15 m. s). 
Because ofthe nonllalisation, the Cl'Oss-coll't'lation coefficients are insensitive to changesin 
the yelude speed. Figures 11-13 show the same cross-correlation results as in Figures 8-10, 
but at half of the 5peed (25 II s). Although the track input excitation becomes much smaller 
at the lower speed, only minor diffel'ellces may be observed betv .. 'eell the h .... o sets of result". 
This is significant because it implies that fuult detection i~ largely independent of the input 
excitations and therefore the use and tuning of tlu-esholds for fault detection can be made 
easier regardless of the vehicle operation conditions such as speed 
Compansolls with other (more convention..l1) fault detectiou schemes have suggested that 
the new method can be significantly more sensiti,'e to suspension faults, e .g. the relative 
sensiti,dy of a detection based 011 tnlS accelerations i'i about 10% for a half-failed damper 
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Figure 12 Running cross-correlation coefficient of the bogie bounce/roll acce1emtions (with a bilinear damper. at 
25 III 5) . 
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Figure 13 RWlAWg cross-correl3tion coefficient benvel!u the bogie pitch and roll accelerations (with a biline3r 
damper. at 25 mls). 
when compared with 20% or better for the proposed tedll1ique - more detailed infonnation 
may be found in [9]. 
5. Concimiom 
Effec/iye fault detection and condition monitoring of vehicle suspensions do not necessarily 
require sophisticated andlor difficult to implement techniques. TIus paper has presented a 
radically new method based on cross-colTelations behveen the meastu'ements from bogie-
mounted medial sensors. A detailed analysis of the proposed detection method has b~ll 
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provided. wiuch is backed up 'with simulation re5Ults using the models of a conventional bogie 
railway vehide. 
The' proposed method has been shown to be wry sensitive in distinguishing different fault 
conditions. It is robust and advantageous in dealing with complex dynamic and nonlinear 
systerus, as there is no need to model (and use in the detection) those difficult characteristics. 
The measurements required for the detection technique are simple and inexpensive to obtain. 
The scheme IS simple and largely independent of vehicle configuration/parameters, and hence 
easy to implementJtune in practice. 
Although the \rertical primary suspensions are the subject of this study, the technique may 
be also applied to detect faults in lateral primary suspensions and in secondary suspensions 
and possibly extended to monitor the conditions in other dynamic systems with symmetrical 
configurations - more detailed work would be needed for different applications. 
Further work is now focused on the development of a scaled-down test rig to verify nper-
imentally the proposed detection method and to demonmate the effectiveness of the new 
condition monitoring approach. 
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Apptndix 1. Symbol~ and paralntttl'S 
Cpl.Cpl 
It. 
Kpl.Kp2 
L"" 
L,."L..,. 
11111 
damping coeflicimts at the &ac!t and rear primuy suspeosiOD$ 
pitch iDMia of bogie 
spriD.s ,~s of the &ODt UId rear primary ~DSiOD$ 
1Wf-nJe ~e of the bogie 
IWfspace of the \'ehic1e body (pitch UId ron directions) 
bopllWlS 
,,'ft1ic:al track iIlpul$ at the front and rear w~1sets 
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vehicle suspensions 
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Thi. paper Jlf"!Knb a novel method for the lault detection and condition monitoring of nUl vehicle 
suspcmi(ln.~. The proposed technique lakes advantage of the vchicle (suspension) configurations lhal 
an: often ~yl11l1lClrical. and explores the additional dynwnic intcraclioo5 belw~'en dill'crcnl mol ions of 
II bogie or body caUllCd by the fAilure of lusp.-osion mmponcnlll. The baliic prineip!;: of the propos..-d 
detection melhod is prcscnk.'<i and the inleraction.'i due 10 suspension fault conditions arc anaI}'scd 
U5ing a cunvcntional IWo-a.,!;: bogie. Side-\'iew models of a bogie vchicle arc u~-d in the study 10 
demonstrate the .:fTecti\'encs.'i of the novel method in detecting damper faults in the suspension.'i. Both 
linear and "i-linear dwnpers arc studied. 
fU,pmrds: faull de\.cction; whiclt: suspension; dampers 
I. Introduction 
On line fault detection and condition monitoring for rail vehicles offer a number of ben-
efits to railway systems/operations. Detection of component failures at their early stages 
will prevent further deterioration in vehicle performance and enhance vehicle safety. limely 
repair/replacement of the faulty components will lead to increased opemtional reliability and 
availability. The need for ~hcduled maintenance and a. .. sociated costs can be significantly 
reduced. because maintenance in the future may be carried out on demand. 
The condition monitoring systems developed so far in rail vehicle applications are mainly 
based on the direct measurement of relevant signals which are analysed using time and/or 
frequency domain signal proces. . ing. e.g. to flnd features or signatures related to particular 
faults [ 1.2]. There are some re(''ent studies that look into parameter identification and estimation 
techniques based on physical models of the vehicles [3-7J. Those model-based techniques 
compare a real system with a mathematical model of the system. and the performances are 
therefore affected by the appropriateness and complexity of the models. 
This paper presents a novel approach that is simple but very effective for the detection 
of suspension faults. The new detection method requires very little knowledge of the system 
·Corresponding author. Email: t.A.mei(ltloods.ac.uk 
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e 2008 Taylor & Francis 
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(i.e. the bogie). apart from som ba. ic parameters such as vehide travelling : peed and distan e 
between · lIpen~ion:. The propo. ed technique is foeu.·sed on the comparison of d namic 
behaviours between the t .. 0 suspension ""here identi -al components are normally u. ed. When 
Ihere are no fault~ in Ih system. it can be readily shown that the bOllnce and pitch motion. of 
th bogie (and I J large extent the vertical movement at the leading and trailing suspension.) 
are de oupled be au of the ymmetrical suspension configurations. Therefore. th fe i little 
intern lion betwe n the two motion . However, a component failure (e.g. a damper) in eIther of 
the II pen ion ill introduce all imbalance inl the system, resulting j n dynamic interferences 
between th 111 tion . The level of the interactions therefore provides a k y indication of 
llspen ion c nditions. 
The b ' i' id a of the proposed technique is explained in Section 2. with the help of a 
conventional bogie. In ·tioo 3, the side-view models of a full bogie vehie! are used to 
d mon trote th effe tivcne. s of the proposed technique in monitoring hydraulic dampers 
1I ed in primary 1I pen ions. Non-linearity of the dampers and associated fauH detection are 
(' n id red. Pm tica] i sucs such as sensing and dara processing are al 0 discussed. Main 
('oneill ion arc dc:criOOd in celion 4. 
2. '011 pt of th detection method 
Th principle of the prop< sed techniql1e can be illu:trated by using the side view model of a 
' inglc ovenlional \)()gi as shown in Figure'. Standard dynamic equations for the bounce 
and pit h motion. of the bogie may be readily .derived and can be found in many references. 
a given in Equation ' t and 2. From the two qllation .. it is clear that there are no dire t 
interaclion. between th bounce and pit h movem nls of the bogi . The main link between 
the two i: through Lh track inputs at the leading and trailing wbeelsel. -the bounce mode is 
excited b the slim of th two and the pitch mode by tb" difference of the two. AI 0 the force 
from Ih econdary 1I. pension oly affect the bounce motion and not the pitch. 
I1IbZb + 2C"Zb + 2 Kl' l,b = Cp(lll + Zt2) + KI'(l.f l + ~12) + (Fd) (1) 
Ib;;1> + 2L~xC "¢I} + 2LI.. K ptPb = Lb.T Cp(ZtI - ';,1) + LbxKp(-'l - -,2) (2) 
where C p , damping coefficient of primary su:pensions (nominal ~ Fd. Force exerted on the 
bogie from th secondary su 'pension: fb ' the bogi (pit 'h) moment of inertia~ L bx • semi wheel 
pace: IIIb. the bogie mao s: Kp. stiffl1ess constant of primary suspensions (nominal): Zh' bogie 
SC!(;(lnduf) t slIspension 
Directi on nl' ,.... ____________ ...., 
trll\ .:1 
.--
1.1 
Figure t. . ide vicw dingrnm f n n"cnlional railwHY hogic. 
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bounce displacement; <1>". bogie pitch (angular) displacement; Z,I. Z, I. track vertical displace-
ment at the leading and trdiJing wheelsets. 
However. Equations I and 2 are only valid when the stiffness constants and the damping 
coefficients at the two primary suspensions are the same. which is the ca'\e in most vehicles 
under the nonnal circumstances. For the case where the two suspensions may not necessarily 
have the same values. two more generic equations (Equations 3 and 4) can be derived. The new 
equations show clear interactions between the two motions. as the pitch movement affects the 
bounce mode and vice versa. Therefore, the degree of correlations may be used to detennine 
how much unbalance (i.e., due to component fault) may exist in the system. 
mbZb + (Cpl + Cp'J.)· Zb + (Kpl + Kpz), Zb + Lbx . (Cpl - Cp2)' ~b 
+ Lbx . (Kpl - K p2)' 4Jb = Cpl' ill + KI'I . Z,I + Cp 2 . i,:! + Kp,! . Z,2 + (Fd) (3) 
..., .,., .. . [blP" + l~bx(Cpl + C p2 ) 'lPb + L;'x(Kpl + K p2 ) 'lPb + Lbx • (Cpl - (1'2)' Zb 
+ Lb .• • (Kpl - K p2)' Zb = LbxCpl . Z,I + LbxKpl • Z,I - LbxCp2 . Z,2 - Lbt K p2 . Z,2 
(4) 
where Cpl. C ,,2, damping coefficients of (front and rear) primary suspensions; /(/.1. Kp~. 
stiffness constants of (front and rear) primary suspensions. 
The dynamic equations can be manipulated and expressed in terms of the bogie motions at 
the front and rear suspensions. i.e. Zb + Lb<'Pb and Zb - Lb<l>b, which are shown in Equations 
5 and 6. The two equations are almost identical in structure and also in parameters if the two 
suspensions are the same. The main difference is that the input of Equation 6 is that of Equation 
5 delayed by the lagging time of the trailing wheelset to the leading one (i.e. T = 21~b/ V.). 
Therefore, the responses of the bogie at the front and rear suspensions will be very similar 
and will have it tixed time delay determined by the wheel-space and vehicle speed. unless a 
fault occurs and the suspensions become asymmetrical. 'The level of difference between the 
two responses may be used to determine the health conditions of the system. 
[nlb"ib + l~ Lh.r¢b] + 2C 1'1 [ib + Lbx~b ] + 2K pI [Zb + LbxlPbl I-bx 
= 2Cpl • Z,I + 2KpI . Z" + (F,t> 
[mbZb - :;.. Lb.(¢b] + 2e,.:! [Zb - LbX~b] + 2K p21zb - L" .. lPb] 
= 2Cp2 • i,:! + 2Kp2 • Z,2 + (Fd ) 
(5) 
(6) 
The above analyses provide a useful insight for the development of the proposed fault detec-
tion method which is illustrated in Figure 2. Only the two accelerations at the leading and 
trailing suspensions (or the bounce and pitch accelerations) are required in this example. The 
measured signals will be processed to derive the level of the interactions by computing the 
cross-correlations between the two measurements. taking into account the time shift between 
the track: inputs at the two suspensions. As it will be shown in the next section. the detection 
scheme is highly sensitive to component faults (partial or complete). with a large change in 
the cross-correlation calculations within 1-2 s of a fault occurring. 
280 
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Figure:!. Block diQgrom orlbc propo cd faull dCl\:Clion scheme. 
3. '\S'i(.' 'menl of the fau lt detection technique 
Deviation 
Detector 
The side view model of a conventional bogie vehicle are used to study the cffeclivcne," 
of lh pr po d fault d tcelion method. which include the bounce and pilCh mOlion~ of the 
body fr.mp and the two bogies. Un ar dampers in the primary suspen -ioll are fi 'I l>tudied . 
followed by an inve tigation for bilinear damper. The track irregularities of a typical main 
line arc generated in the simulation to give an appropriale spatial power spectrum (A n.II,~ I 
for the track vertical displacement. The vehicle speed of 50 m/s is u cd in the simulation .... 
111 leading bogie i used in the study for the simulation of damper faulls and asse smenl lit' 
dilTerent fault detection pos ibiliti '. but theolltcome will equally applied to tbe trailing oog ie. 
Figure 3 :hows Ih acceleration and its running rms (x2) just above Ihe front SUo pen:-'1011 lIt' 
th leading bogie. and Figure 4 give those for the rearsu. pen ion. To . imulate faultcond it ilm .... 
the damping coeffi ient of the front suspension is reduced to 500/- at the time of 6 s and thal 
of the rear suspen ion at 12 . The reduction in damping ha an elTect of better filterll1g ot 
high frequen ye 'cilations from the tmck. at the expense of a war e resonance of the bO~lC' 
modes. The overall re pon es to the random track data used in the study are reduced at 6 " 
for the fronl a celemtion and 12 . for the rear acceleration as indicated in the figures. It may 
be possible to lise the a ccleration mea:urements as indicator of lIspen ion conditions. either 
by computing the running rill or using its frequency respon es. Row 2 and 3 in Table I 
80 
- Time history 
60 --l _._._ •• Running rms (.2) 
40 
(\j' 20 1 
.~ 0 
oj 
iii 
-20 ] 
·40 
·60 t t 
Front damper reduced 1050"0 Rear damper reduced 10 50"", 
·eo 
:I 4 8 10 
Tlm~( ) 12 14 1£ 
i"igurc;\. Acceleration above the front primary suspension. 
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FrOIlt d per reduc 10 50% 
($ 
Time: (9) 
10 
Figun: oJ. cccleralion vc the rear primary uspcnsion. 
Table I 
No faull 
('if) 
Fmnl It cckrallOCl 100 
Rear a c Icrati n 100 
Bounn' a -~'c1crali n 100 
Pilch accckrillion 100 
ecl-. fronl ami rear ac\.'CicratJons (al -0.05 S lime shift) 100 
CCF. fmnt nnd n.'ar ncrcleralion (al lero lime shirl) 100 
CCF. bounce and pilCh accelerations (at -0.05 s time shirt) J 00 
CCF, hounce <lnu pil"h aeeclcr.llions (al LCro lime !>hifl) 100 
CCF. boon and pit h aecclcrati ns (at +0.05 S lime shift) 100 
Tlmet>lstory 
_._. - •• AU'Ilnlng rms ()(2) 
t 
Rear damper (educed to 5O't;' 
12 14 
I raull I faull 
(50%) (251'f) 
76.10 78.25 
98.05 99.71 
82.50 :!.36 
88.47 90.80 
55.51 30.43 
81.79 87.80 
58.-l2 36.-l7 
-497.86 --l9::!.39 
42.11 :!.-t6 
2 I ,Ill I. 
t 5(1' . 
712! 
Io.,-"x 
t,( I . .!' ) 
- O.ll.':; 
41 1. 15 
.-5 , 
-
44.- ( 
21 4 ~,) 
.'0.1 M I
show how the rill. values of the two accelerations are affected by the fault damper. Whell 
the damping coefficient in the frollt suspension is reduced to 50%. the acceleration al thc 
u pen -jon i reduced to "bout 760/- - a change of 24%. For the rear suspen. ion. when ib 
damping coefficient is redu ed by 50%. the acceleration is reduced to about 68% - a chang ' 
of 32%. However. when the danlping coefficient i ' reduced to 25%, the "cceleralion is actually 
lightly increa'iCd (to 78% cau ed by the increa ed resonance. Additional measure may bc 
used to improve the reliability. but the -en -iti .... it)' to damper faults i clearly Jess than de~irahl (' 
to obtain a robu" detection for the faults. 
Ruth r than the uc of ab 'olute -ignaI direclly from the acceleration me..lsurement.. th~ 
cro!>s-c rrclation method explored in this study make ' relative comparisons between 1\\ 0 
mea urement and hence reduces the effect of the factors that influence both outputs. Figure :"i 
how the cro -correlation between the two accelerations at the front and rear u pen ion .... 
When there is no faull. the two ac elerations are largely independent as explain d earlier \ .. nll 
the h Ip of Equations 5 and 6. The track input to the two dynamic equation is the same. blll 
at the tim difference of 0.05 s (for the semi-wheel spilce of t .25 m and the peed of 50 III " . 
Therefore. the ro-correlation i ' the highe. t at the time hin of -0.05 when there i~ no 
fault. but reduce (0 56% when the front damper is reduced to 50% and to about -II (ie when 
the sec nd damper i. aIso reduced to SOC;" (see aI. 0 Table 1) due to a combination ot' tllC 
increased interaction. and reduced accelerations. There is a Sif11ilar pattern of ChtU1ge but k"" 
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r'igun: 5. Cro -.;om: latlOn of tl cclcration at the fronl and rear uspcnsions. 
bvious) at th" z ro tim"hift, which is cau ed by additional intertlctions from thc non-ulli form 
dl tributlon of th boglc ma (mb f= fb I Lt. ec Equations 5 and 6) and effect of the \Chid\? 
body .Uld secondary . uspen~i n. 
Dlffcrent degre of a damper failure is also clearly reflected in the cross-correlation:-. d:-
dem ",,'filted in Figure 6. Th pe<'lk value at the lime shjft of - 0.05 is r duced from IO(Y, l<) 
about 56(" and 30% a ' th danlping coefficient j reduced to 50% and 25%. re pecti\'cly. (n 
both Figure 5 and 6. the cffect of reduced damping on the bogi mode ' in the fault condi tioll\ 
is eVIdent which appears a ainu oidal waveform of around 12 Hz. 
Altemativ I ,Ih OOUIl'C and pilch a cclcralions may be considered for the computation \ 11 
the ero ' -C rrelation .. The rm value ' of tho e two measurement are even Je s sensitl\\? W 
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Fi~ un: 6. Cru~~-..,om:l.ltioo of tl<:eclcmlion at the frunt and rear ~uspcnsion~, 
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th fault c nditi n. than th ~c of the front and rear accelerations- e rows 4 and 5 ofTable I. 
but th"lr r ~-<: rrcl. lion' arc more revealing. 
Figure 7 omparc. th ros. - orrelalion in the no fault condition with that in one fault and 
two fault~, and Figure 8 "h w: how on fault at a different level affect the outcome. A, lh-: 
boun mod is . It d by the sum of th two tra k inputs and the pitch by the diffcrcnl"-: 
of th two, peak valu .' occur al both n gative (cro,'s-correlation of input 1 and input 2) and 
PO~ltl" ('r s-corr lall n of input 2 and input 1) time hin of 0.05 . The pattern of chant! ... • 
to the fault c ndition is imilnr to Ih'lt ill the previou case. 
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Fi!!un: 7. C~-com:l;tli n of the boglc bounce 11m! pilch dccelcrations . 
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Howe\er. the cro · -<:orrelation at the zero time shift shows a large (negative) pul c oni;. 
when there I an asymmetry between the two II pen ion . In the normal condition or \\' Ilh 
the .... m fault in th two ' u~penjon~, there is no spike at the zero lime shift at all. Thi ... j" 
because the cro ·- rrelation of the bounce and pitch motions due to the track input I (at tl1l.' 
fr ntu\pcn I n) can I. that due to th tra k input 2 (at the rear su pension) in the balanccJ 
conditIon . whereas intera tions between the t\ 0 motion due to asymmetry in the su p n~i0lh 
au · a bIas. The change at the point ofzcro time shift is far more ensitjvc than thos at ll1l' 
timehift of + / -0.05 . and therefore can potentially provide a far more useful mean<- ior 
fault d lcetion. 
Similar to til pre\. ious case. lh re is a inu~oidaJ component of around 12 Hz in th l'IW .. "-
corrclati n whi h becom" morc ignificant a the damping reduce . Thi component it. dt 
ma . be u d to d t tthe damping level in the system. but it would improve the sensiti\ ity .II1J 
reliability ~ r Ih" d t ti n ba ed on the cros -correlation valu . at the specifIc time ·hirts. it' 
the lower frequen y component can be removed from the ro s-correlations. 
For real tim condition m nitoring of the suspension. , running cro s-correlation may lx' 
used . Figure 9 how the running cro 's-correlations of the boullce and pitch acceler.ll ion .... 
\ hcr the thre tm e are for th poitive tim shift of 0.05 . zero time hift and ncgalih' 
time 'hift of 0.05. re pectivc1y. Between the three tra e. , the normal condition, on(' fault 
(of th front damper at the time of 6 ) and the 'econd fault (of th rear uspen ion at 12 :..1 
an be 1 arl identified. In th fault condition. the cro s-correlution are of high magnitwk 
at th p Itive and negatIve time hifts and low at the zero time hift. With one fuul t, tlw 
cro. l>-<: rrelation at the I ro lim shift becomes high while the other two become low. In the 
two fault c ndltlon. the ero -<:orrelatiolls in all three traces arc low. 
The proposed fault dete tion method remains equally effective when there are even.:- nLHl-
lineariti in the . y. t m. In thi: :tudy, a bilinC4.lr damper with th damping coeft1cients in till' 
rebound and ompre ion mode, of 2.56 Cs and 0.8 C . respectively. is used. Figure 10 and I I 
h w th' cr . ~ rrelation. of the bounce and pitch accelcrati ns. which indicate even bClll'1 
sen itiviti . to th different fault condjtion . At the point of zero time ruft. the diffcrcm:t' 
belw en th"ymmetric4I1 and a ymlllctrical suspension ' i more than 50 time. No .. add ition.11 
, Front damp r to ~. Rear domper to 50·'0 
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Figure Q. Running ero'>S-(:orrcl.tlion of lhe boon c ntl pilCh alX'ClcrnliOll!.. 
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Figure II. Cro,. -corrclauon of boun<x and piLeh a deration. with bilinear dampers. 
proc ~ ing of data i~ n ded in thi study, whi h i:-. an ad anlage compared to the mod I-Ix. eJ 
t hntqu . \ here a far more comple :-.olution would normally be n ded. 
The nlOnlll~ cro'>-c rrelation in Figure 12 also demonstrate a high level of consistency 
for the d k II n of dlft'erent faults in the :-.u 'penslon . indicating no fault (high ma~ IlIlL1lk 
at the tim 'hlft: of +/ -0.05 and low at zero time him. one fault (high magnitude at lh(' 
L ro limhJft and low value" at the other two) and two fault!> (low value ' in aU three trace, I . 
Clearly there is no adver..;e effect on the effectivene: of th detection method from the lh(, 
of the bilinear dampers. 
Detmlcd numerical compari ons arc provided in Table I (lur the linear damper) and Table 2 
(for the n nltncar damper). 
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Figure 11. Running em -correlation. with hlllOenr dampeN. 
TJhle 1. Comp;IfI.,,"l(\ of dirreren t ocleclim opli n .• in <;f, (bilinC4lf dilmpcrs). 
No fllult 
( ) 
100 
.u~~~ 100 
Boun.: . J~"deration 100 
Pil h a "Cderalioo 100 
ee .... front ano rear .lCcclcmtions (lit - 0,05 s time shift) 100 
CCr. r nl and rear a clcrJtion (Dl/ero time hifl) 100 
CCF. bo un.:c anJ pilch JCl~ lcr .. lillns (al - 0.05 I> li me shift) 100 
eCI-. boune.: 00 pilch a.:<'.:Ic ... alions (at £':1'0 hme ~hlft l 100 
CCr. houn 'c anJ pilch c<'C1 rnti n (at + 0.05 s lime shifl) 100 
Reiil damper to 5~'. 
12 14 16 
I faul l 11;\U t 
{l 5'd 1.)l j' , .1 
60.91 51 .19 5: ,1i(. 
9630 95. I 5~ IQ 
79~ 75.07 5~r 
80.68 77.1 1 54 .114 
49.7 1 13. 7 2~ ,l q 
65.7 60.71 24 ' Ill 
49.96 !5..l1 2, . ~2 
- 378 - 9900 3';: 
48.56 17. 5 
Thi, paper has pre nted an effecti em [hod for lh fault detection and condition mOOltoring 
of railway SlI pen ion 1I ing era s-correlations between the measurements from two bogi(' 
m unt d a cclcrom t 11>. 
The proposed method has been shown to be very sensitive and reliable in di tingu i ~hlng 
ditTerent fault conditions. It i robust and advantagcou in dealing with complex dynam IC" and 
non-lin ar ,yo tems. a there is no need to model (and us in the d t ction) tho ' difficu lt (,har-
a ten 'lies. The mea urement required for the detection technique are imple and inexpcn. 1\(' 
to obtain. The hem i. . impl ,md largely ind pend nt of vehicle configuration/ parameter, 
and h ne ca~ to irnplcm nt/ tulle in pm tice. 
Alth ugh the vcrtical . u. pensions are the uhject of the tudy in thi paper. the te hniqL (' 
may be cquaJl appllcd to m ni t r condition of other u 'pen "ions where the interactions nu) 
be introdu d by the component failure including primal) . econdary. velticaI. and lateral 
lIspcn ' ion '. 
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Abstract: This paptr studies a new approach for the condition monitoring of railway .... ehicle suspensions 
bastd on the compariQl of dynamic behaviours between the suspensions whtre same Componalts art' 
nOOJlAlly used. The It'chniques requUt'S the lise of a sensor box mounted on the bogit' to measure the 
bounce. pitch and roll accelerations which can be used 10 dtri\T the accelerations al the four C()l'!lef'l 
above the SlI~!.lons. The dtri\'ed data are thm processed u~ relative \'ananct' algorithms. The sllldy 
will sbow mat mere is a close relationship between the relative varianct'S and componmt faults (and 
location of the cOlllpOllml faults) and that me detec1ion and isolation are sensitive to faults, bUI do nol 
require detailed knowledge of the vebiclelbogie and extemal conditions (e.g. trade inputs). 
K~ .... 'OrrJs: damper, fault, detection and isolation, relative variance. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
r OIllpOIlents of me suspen.sion sYSlelll'l have significant 
influeuce to the performance of a railway \·ebicle. The 
UlleXp«ted component fault may deteriorate the ride comfon, 
increase me wheel and rail wear and endanger the passenger 
safety (Gillespie. 1992). This sllldy is focussed on the 
drteclion of damper failures which occlIr due to the wear of 
the stals and the loss of oil elC (Weisppmning, 1997). Rapid 
and efRc1ive sllptr\'ision system in detecting and locating the 
fault(s) 1S therefore highly dcsnble to improve the vehicle 
reliability and ~ the maintenance cost. 
There ha\'e been recent studies of condition monitoring 
tecbniques for vehicle dynamics, most of which are targeted 
for aulowotnT applications. A lot of research has been 
focusstd 011 the model-based methods whicb include the 
~ "timation. state "timation and parity equation 
chKks tIC (Bruni mal., 2007; Charles, mal.. 2006; Goda, m 
al.. 2004; Goodall. 2006; Ismnann. 2006; Li. et aI., 2004; 
Willdcy, 1976). There are also more empirical approaches 
using direct processing techniques to subtract particular 
signatures or frequency features in the me3Sl1fed signals 
(Sunder. gt 01 .. 2001). 
However. this paptr Jl(opose5 a 1lf\\' approach focustd on the 
comparison of differtnt perl'ormance &om the bogie corner 
accelerations. which can be easily derived from the 
measurable bounce, pilcb and roll accelerations. The idea is 
based 011 the observation that the dynamic synlIIlelly is 
removed jf any on~ of the Cow- suspensions (at the four 
corners of a bogie) becomt'S faulty, leading to increased 
dynamic interactions between different bogie modes and in 
particular change$ of dynamic behaviour of the suspension 
concerned. Computation and comparison of relati\~ variances 
of the bogie accelerations at all four suspensions reveal a 
close liDk of the \'Iriances to different fault conditions which 
are exploited in this study in me fault detection and isolation 
for the vehicle suspension systems. 
2. MATIlEMATICAL MODELLING 
Fig 1. A comprehensive conventional vehicle in vertical dynamics 
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Figure I gi\ ~ a simplified diagram of a conytlltional (ailway 
bogit ythiclt med in w study. which coosists of a vehiclt 
body. two bo~. two ~ts of airsprings for w $tCondary 
su~ (bttwttll the bogi6 and the body frame) and 
four $tIS of pnmuy mspmsioos on each of the two bogies 
connecttd w bogie to £Om \\~Istts. Only vertical 
springsJairspnngs and dampm are shown and studied, 
although in practice th",e are also longitudinal. latmll and 
yaw dynamics. Ikcaust the study is aimtd at moniloring of 
tht \'mical susptDsions. only motions af'&cted by the 
su~ are coosi~ed. i.e. thret degrees of fretdom in 
bouJIce. pitch and roll direcllOns for the body and w bogies. 
The mathemal1cal modtls of the nding bogte are gi\'t11 in 
equatioos 1-4. whm bollDCe, pitch and roll motions are 
cOO\-erttd 10 the \-enical movmltlltS al the fom suspensions. 
Modtl~ for tbt oth"' bogie and for the body frame have a1so 
been deyeloptd and ustd in the simulation. 
In gftl~. the bogie ~ have I relatively high &equmcy 
llID8e of around 10 Hz (or higher) whereas the body modts 
ttnd to have a low", tteqlltllCy of aronnd 1 Hz, Its indicattd 
In Table I. The low", frequency of the body modes Also is a 
faclor thaI the transmitted forte from the bogies to the body 
\ia the secondary suspension be much lowtf than that \1a the 
pnmaty sU5penSloos. Consequently the effect of the 
secondary suspension forces FI or F, will be negligtble 
compared to that of the primary susptllsion forces in the 
development of w proposed condition monitoring mtthod. 
Tab" L ~:atuJ':al frtqutncy and dampml of a oolit 
nbiclt 
Freq. (Hz) Damping 
Bo~e BollDCt 10.57 0.23 Pilch 14.07 0.32 Mode Roll 14.79 0.31 
Body BoUDCe 0.68 0.16 Pitch 0.84 0.19 Mode Roll 0.84 0.19 
(1. If, +"'t)/2'~n +(3Cn +Cn+Cu -Cu ),zn+4KI'=n 
-(Cn -C1,+Cu -Cu)/Un 
+(1.1 r; -I.II;)I2·!u -(Cn +Cn-Cu -Cu )t2·zu (I) 
-(I~I f,. -",.)/2·:'u +(Cn -CuHu 
=(3Cn ';11 +Cn . till +Cu ·z.u -Cu ':,11) 
+K,(3:rU +:1Il +:,21 -:'lI)+~ +F, 
I.,Ir:, ,zn+(Cn +3CII +CU +Cu )/2·zlI +4K,·:n 
-[1,,1 r:, -(I.' r; +m,)/2lZn +(Cn +Cn -Cu -C.)·!n 
+(IIJ!r:, -I.II;)I2-iu -(Cn +Cn -Cu -Cu )12·zu (2) 
-(1. 1 r:, -m.)12,zu +(Cn -Cu)'i'u 
=(Cn ·!rU +3Cn ,zrjJ-Cu ':,::1 +Cu·i'lI) 
+ K,(:rU + 3:rjJ -;u + r'lI) + ~ -F, 
(I~.I4 +IhJ4)~u +(Cn +Cn +3Ciz +Cu )i2:u +4K,:u 
-(1. II; -",.)/2,zn +(Cn -Cn+CJL-C,,)·in 
-(Cn -Cn +Cu -Cu )12· =n 
-{C/b,r!~ -",,)-(Cn -Cn+CJL -Cu )},2·;u 
-(Cn +Cn-Cu -Cu )l2·zu 
=(Cn ':,11 -Cn ';'11 +3Cu ':,21 +Cu ';lI) 
+K,(Zru -=rIl + 3:
'1L +z,ll)+F; +F, 
m. !2·:u +(Cn +Cu +2Cu Hu +4K, ,zu 
-(l .. 'z.; -m.)/2-:IL 
(3) 
-(Cn-Cn+Cu-Cu)/2,zrJ (4) 
-(I., 1 r:, -IIJr / J!.)/2. zu -(Cn +Cn -Cu -Cu )i2.iu 
=(-Cn ·z,u +CII ' tdl +Cu ·t,::! +3Cu ':'11) 
+K,(-z,u +:t\J + =,::1 + 3z'lI)+~-F, 
where 
Cn. Cn CILI Cu - FrOOIleft, front right, rtar left, re8(right 
dUllpings of leading bogie 
F«F, - Additional forces from the $tCoodIry suspension 
1,., 1. - Pitch and Roll iDalia ofbogie 
K, - One spring stiffiIrss of primary suspensions 
4L) -Half wheel space of the vrbicle bogie in pitth and (011 
direcuoos 
m. - Mass of bogie 
Z,IL. ZrJI> Zaz., ::a - Front ltft, front right. rtar left, rtar right track 
inputs ofleading bogie. 
In practice. ~ basic ID01temnlS of bounce. pitch and IOU 
can be measured froID a solid sensor box (with 
acctltfometm and gyros) IIIOUIlted onto the bogie frame 
(Charles, ,t 0/., 2006). Tht accelerations of the bogie aheM 
the fom suspensioos may be easily derived using ~ output 
signals from the 1bree sensors aod bogie geometrical 
parallll!tm 15 gl\'efl in tqUltions 5-8. 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
(8) 
where = .. 4. tv.- bounce, pitch and roll motioos of a bogie 
1 SCHEME OF THE PROPOSAL ME1lIOD 
Figure 2 shows a block diagram of the proposed ttchniqllt 
for detecting and isolating dampeJ faults in the primary 
SUSpensions. which may be ilDplemented in three stages. The 
first stage will be to derive the bogit accemtioos at the 
positions above the fom primary suspmsioos from bounce, 
pitch and roD motions using equatioos 5-8. 
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SnsptMtOCl 
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SoUllCt. p~ch 
mlroU 
lIleasnmnmts 
Fig 2 Pr~ Conwnon Mowtoll1lg Scheme 
\" mances of the four accelmtuons can then be calculated 
\\1th " ft:<ed number of SiIll1Ples (I.e fixed llUIe wmdow) as 
shown m tquauons 9-12 wruch Ill:I • be lnlplemented onhne 
"1th a fUIlIlIIlp; (I.e sltdmg) ll1Ue wmdow. 
(9) 
(10) 
(11) 
(12) 
It IS possible to use the vanance values for fault detection. as 
any change m suspensIon conwtions will M\'e a Mect effect 
on the bogIe accelmttioos especialJy at the locauon of the 
correspondtng suspensIon. Howe\'er, there are otber factors 
wruch may also affect the vanances, most noticeably the 
verucle speed as mpul (\1brauon) excltabons from the trnck 
lffegWanues differ slgwficantly at different spteds. 
Thts may be overcolllt by cOOlpanng the fouc outputs of the 
\'anance calculabons presents usmg the concept of majority 
\ 'otlng' . as the \'anance values should be sunilar in nominal 
(no fault) conwbon but differ If there are faults at some of the 
suspensions - as fM It all four suspensIons do not fat1 at the 
same tIDIe 10 the same marmer the prob.,btllty of wruch would 
be very low. TIus IS based on the fact Ib.,t slIlue components 
art t}-PlcaUy lIsed on tht railway slISptllsious and the bogies 
are s)1lllllemcalm configuration m the nonn.,1 conWtion and 
ortly become unbalanced when some of suspensions s1l\ft to 
fat! To make the compamon eaSIer. relattve vanaoce 15 
mtroduced wluch IS normalised between the four vanances as 
shO"ll Ul tqlk,bons 13-16 
RVll (k) = 4 xV[l (k) 
Vn (k) + V n CA:) + Vll CA: + 11/) + Vu (.*" +- 111 ) 
4x l'y (A:) (15) 
RVll CA:) 4 xVll (k) (1 6) 
Vn (k- 111) + "Fl CA: - m) + VIL Ck) + VuCk) 
Where k is the step for each set of the sampling accell'!31iotl. 
m is the munber of delayed sampling lIIttf\-ru willch I ~ 
deCIded by the wheel space and the \'ehide speed. 
The relab\'e vanance calculatiolls at the (WO rear SlISpeU,IOlh 
(Eqll.'bOn IS and 16) are almost the Idenbc,:u 10 ,tmenu c 
WIth those for the front suSptnsions (Equations 13 and 1-+) 
except the delayed Wlle mter\'a1 m. so that the compan'SOlh 
are made based on the same track inputs The relauYe 
vanrulce for each of the four accelerauons sholud relll3111 
large ly unchanged in normal conditions e .... en if the operalJOU 
speed changes. On! • a fault m a component (e.g,. a d.,mper Ul 
the suspensIon) can lead to changes nl the relalln .... anau::e'. 
The most slgruficant chmlge of a rdatm~ vanance is npected 
to correspond With the £11Ut at the parucular SUspellSlon ,\lld 
therefore fault isolation IS also possible. 
4. PERFORMANCE ASSESSMThlS 
In tbts SectlOD. the slnlulation results are giYen (0 asse" the 
perfotm.1Dce of the proposed fault detecbon scheme, Both the 
variances and the rel.,tive variance (i.e. nonn.,lised) for the 
four accelerabons are presented. 
Figure 3 comp.1CeS the acceleration at the front left corol'! III 
the cases of no fault and the damper Wlth 50· 0 of the nomll1al 
d.1lllping coefficient. The overall acceleration is , l u~hllv 
reduced, as the (partial) d.'UlIper fault reduces the dampu;g 0 
the bogie modes and increases me corresponding reSOll<U1Ce, 
even though the responses at higher frtqlleucles are lowere :! 
This faulty d.,mper also affects the accelerations at the other 
three comers, almollgb these changes are much smailel 
Althoogh there is II 1tuk between the bogie nbrauons and tbe 
suspellSlon conchuons, the sensitility IS reiallveiy low fOI 
practical appitcations. 
-to 
"""~o -;;-"Ol~;;-'. .. .. "-' .. ;'.; . :;--;;o:!;,.o.:--:o:':-, ----='. ,~,--:':, ,c-• ...,0,...",.......,0..". II""""" 
""'L f \ 
Fig 3, Front left acce1mttion change \\lth front I~ft d.11Uper 
fault 
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Clelll unpro\'ements may be obtained with the vanance 
approach. Figure 4 sholVs the ,'ariance change for the four 
comer accelerallons front left froot right, rear left and rear 
nght - \\1th the dnmpmg coefficient of the front left damper 
reduced from the n01ll1n..,1 value to 5oo 0 at 85. A 5 seconds 
OlOnug (i e shdmg) Ilme mudow IS used to calculate the 
runrung \lUlanCeS 
0." 
0.' 
072 
0 .. 
... 
.... 
o."srT-T-;-;--;:,.;-,t.,---t12;-ti,,---;,.;--;';,,----!, 
T>rt: s. 
Fig 5. Relative varianc~ chaug~ with frOllt left damper fa ul 
, 10 11 1J: 1) 101 " 15 
1'111'"1 1' 
Fig 4 Runmng "anance of comer acceleration "1th front left 
damper faulty 
Th~ \'aruUlc~ of th~ front I~ft accelerauoo IS the most 
senslll,'e to the fault for ob\lOUS reasons. There are also 
chang~ Ul the oth~r three t"lUlanCeS, but those are much 
L ! 
U 2 
' 04 
.... 
Oil 
... 
." 
00' 
0" 
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0" $ 
Jte.ar ...... 
.......... rt~
~. t ~ .. ~ADo 
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~. 
" ''-''--
,. II 
" " 
,. 15 
" T'I't. $1 
smaller. A potenllallssue Wlth the cbrect uS!.' of the variance Fig 6. Relativt" variance change with front right damper fault 
nlues IS that there ar~ some nObceable fluctuations m both 
nonnal and fault conrullons, wluch makes s~ttillglllming of 
~shold clifficult The fluctuations are caused by tht" 
ch.lllg~ of bogie responses to YlII)'lIlg track input excitallon 
wluch IS mmtabl~ as track 1ll1wignment IS of random 
feamre 
The proposed use of the relative variance o,'ercOlUes tht" 
problem. as aU calculations are normahsed which removes 
tbt.> effect of the input nuiahons. Figuft" 5 show the relatiw 
\-anance chang~ of the four corner accelerauous when the 
frollt left d.WpeT has a SOO 0 fault. where only the reL,ti\"(' 
nnance of the front nght acceleratton IS Significantly lower. 
Figure 6 shows the results \\1th front nght d.wper at Sooo of 
the U01ll1Ual damplllg coeffiCients and ag8m ouly the reJallve 
\'anance of the acceleration at the corresponding suspension 
becOlUes much lower m the fault coodItton. More 
~gni1icantly. It IS cleM from the figures that the (rurming) 
rdall\'e \1l11ances gl\'e milch smooth results and the 
\-anaUons due to dIfferent UlputS lilt' conSiderably smaUer 
colUpilft'd to the vIDlIIlce values because of th~ nonu.l1isatioll. 
Th~ ad"antage of the nonu.,hsanoll IS also clear when the 
mput excitatIons are van~d du~ to dIffereut \"elude speed. 
F Igur~S 7 and 8 co01ptV~ th~ YafllUlCe aud rdauv~ "ariance of 
the front left acceleration at the speeds of 2Smls and SOmIs. 
The \1l11auce \lIlue of the acceleranon IS nearly I\vlce lit 
SOw, S IS that at :!5Ill1s. m both the normal and damper fault 
SituatiOns. However. the relallve variance change is more 
consIstent wluch bas simtllll tu.'gnitude aud reduction for 
t'Ither normal or faulty ClfCumstance With a proper threshold. 
the fault could be ~tect~d effecu\'ely whell relattve vanauce 
approach IS applted. 
---~ ~ ~~-
'It ''____ __ _ 
"" 
'.r-7--r-i-r-~";-~II~,,;-*u~·r.-7.,,~, 
T'I"e IS 
Fig 7. Vanance change \\ith differellt \"elude wloclhe'> 
"r~~~-~~~~-~~~--' 
'" 
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'" 
•• 
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Fig 8. Re1ati,'e VarilUlCe change with differentvelucle 
n"locines 
4.3 Falllt Identification 
Th~ proposed r('l~nve vanance approach IS not only valtd r'or 
detecting faults III the suspetmons. but also useful to thm 
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idmtification. bccau~ of th~ strong link between th~ rdativ~ 
\"mance of any particular acceleration and the corresponding 
S\I~sion. Table 2 confirms how each of the damper faults 
(at ;oe,.) afftct the relative variances and it is clear thAt only 
SIgnificant change to th~ relatin variance of the acc~leratiOll 
corresponds to the damper fault at the same position whereas 
the effect 011 the three other relativp variances is limited. 
Tabk 3 aw14 present how the rdab\"e Vi1Il8DCes (of the bogie 
acc('lmtion~ al the front left and rear right damper 
rtspC'Ctively) change wlIm a damper fails partially to 
chfImnt damping coefficimts. indicating a clear correlation 
between the I('\'el of the fault(s) and correspondmg relative 
nnances. 
Tablt 2. Chaul'~ of r.latin ntiaDcfs for ,lifffr.nt 
damp.r raulr at th. sam. 1.".1 (oDditiODS 
Faulty Front Front Rear left Rrar damper left right Acc right 
1150% Ace Acc Ace 
No fault 106 106 94 94 
Front left 743 1115 112.8 101.4 
FrOllt right 110.0 74.6 IOU 113.2 
Rev left 134.8 113.7 53.4 98.1 
Relll'righl IIl0 135.7 97.8 53.5 
Tablt 3. CbUl's of rtbtin nNDCfs for froDt I.ft 
cia fal diff, I I di . mp ...  tut 'rtDt '\.. COD bons 
Front left Fronlleft Front Rwleft Rrar damping Ace right Ace right 
rmllUllS Ace Acc 
75% 85.4 109.0 106.4 99.1 
50% 743 111.5 112.8 101,4 
25% 68.0 109.1 117.3 105.7 
0% 636 101.0 122.0 113.4 
Tabl. 4. ChaDI" of r.latin \·ariaDc.s for rtal' tiaht 
cia f ults d'6 I I di . Imp.r a at 1 U'Dt 'V' COD bons 
Rear 
Front Rrar right Front left Rrar left 
damping Acc right Acc right Ace Acc 
rt'lIUIIII$ 
75% 108.6 120.0 98.3 73.0 
5oel. 1130 135.7 97.8 53.5 
25% 116.7 147.8 95.3 40.2 
(W. 121.6 154.8 90.2 334 
5. CONCLUSIONS 
A 1IO\'el coodition monitoring technique for faulty 
cOlllpOOrlll$ dttection in railway suspension is oo,eloped in 
this paper. Da~ on the dynamics study of a comprmensive 
CODvenliooal vehicle. it is verified that the suspension 
accelmtions have the same ~ and the:ir interactions 
may change due to damper fault. The reliable fault 
lIIOIlltoring teclmique using R!1ative variance is oo,eloped to 
Iletect the cbange. Simulation results show that the 
perl'OI1II3llCe of relative \'lIriance is efftcti\'e and acceptable, 
for both damper fault Iletection and isolation in primary 
suspension.. 
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AbstT:lct : TIus pa~ presents a nO\'d method for the fault detection and isolation for rail vehicle 
suspensions that eltplore'l the additional dynamic int~actions between different motions of a bogie or body 
caused by the frulure of SlI~'Pension components by taking ad\'antage of symmetrical mechawcal 
configurations of railway bogie~ . TIle smdy is focused on the monitoring of the vertical primary 
suspensions of a conventional bogie "ehic Ie to demonstrate the general principle and effectiven~s of the 
proposed method Ul detecting d.'Ullper faults. although the tec.hnique is equally applicable for 5llspensions 
Ul other dtrecitollS. 
Keywords: fault detection, isolation, \'ehicle dyullInics. suspension. dam~ 
1. INTRODUCTIO~ 
Conchtion monitortng IS considered a.~ a novd area of Fault 
DeteclJOll and lSOlnl1011 (FDI) Ul milway Sl1SpMSiOil systellls, 
wluch is sw1u1g to show great potentials (Bmni eI aI" 2007) A 
1iulure to the smpmston componmt Illay not only mcrease me 
wear of whetl and rW. but also affect system s1ability, deteriorate 
nde comfort and en~n Oldanger pa~senger safety in ex1mlle cases 
(Gillespie, 1992). The monitoring of the suspension condiliOll 
changes m IIIl early stage can prmnt fiuther <!t'Ull.1ges., and rnpid 
and effecm'e OlOllItoring techniqUe'l are essenttal to increa~ 
wlucle rehabtltty and reduce Ult1mtenance cost. 
~ COllwttOO UlOlutoong for "elude ~)ist~l bas drawn inaea~ 
attmttOll m academu:: research and some tecluuques hm'e been 
recollllllendtd in autOlllobi1e industry. Th~e h.'we hem a mUllber 
of the<Rucal srudte'l and experimental inwstigations OIl different 
approaches for FDI (Willsky, 1976; IserulLlll1l, 2001: Fish~ et al. , 
2(03), and UI milway applications (Goda et al. , 2004, Li et 01. , 
2004; Goodall. 2006: Met ef ai" ~ 2(07), Most of the studies are 
COOCetlled with model b"sed ~chniques which use mathematical 
models to genernte additional output sigulIls and comprue widt tbe 
origmnJ ~ilMlIble pammetm. Those memods rely on II well, 
de\'eloped model to estunate the prior and postenor dt:ff~ce of 
the paraIlleter or the residua! ~tween them. Thet'efore the 
detecttoo qtlt1hty is clearly affected by the accuracy lind the 
compleXIty oftbe w.,tbematicalmodel (ISetll1llll1l, 2(01). 
TIns paper studt.es II differm.t and potentially "ery powerl'iu 
techwqtte foc detecting nod isolating suspension mulls. 'Il.le 
configuration nod modelImg of " typical bogie vehicle is firstly 
presented TIle principle and development of dle propo~ fauit 
detection tec1mique are introduced and IIpplied to me bol!ie \'ehide 
Only faults 1Il d.1111pCI> are considered which Me ll~ch more' 
COIllIl1011 thall sprin~ fui.lures in practice. Differ~t fault 
condJl1ons are assessed and computer simulations are used to 
show how those 511spemion UtlutS lllJy be detected iUld identified. 
The sensiti\ity to fimlts and robustness against enema! condition 
changes are dOllOIlStm!ed. 
2. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 
!.J Vehicle Configuration 
Figure 1 shows the configuration of a conYe:ntiooal bogie rehicle. 
The vehicle consists of a vducle body, two bogie ~ and four 
solid rude wheelsets. The main elttemal eltcitatiOll5 are track 
geometries (detenninistic inp.lt of gradient> and CUlYes) and 
irregul.'lrities (random input) transmitted to a vehicle through the.-
wheel~, but anOluated dlfOUgh the U~ of snspensions. The 
priw.'Uy SlISpeIlS1oru. are located betw~ the wheel5e't~ and bo~e 
frame, which nonnally includes coil springs and hydraulic d.'Ul~ 
ill longimdul.1l, L1teral and \'er1ical directions. Nonllally, sallll' 
sUspension component'> are used for all 'iuspensions at the fOllr 
comers of each of the two bogie. and therefore the bogle 
configt.u:'tions are mostly symmetrical. ~ secondnry 
SUspen510ns are UlOUIlted between dle bogie and the \'ehide body, 
which are often comprised of mbber airsprillgS. The prin:wy 
suspensions are mainly lISed to cOlltrol me rwming behaviour, 
whereM the secondary suspetlSlOllS are desigped to ensure good 
nde comfort of passengers. Sinular to me primary suspensions, 
S1IIlIC' aUba~ tend to be lISed fa the secondary suspel.l'iions 00. 
both sides (reimed to as left iUId right sides) of each of the two 
bogies. 
Because this paper de<ll~ with vertical suspensions, only motioos 
rdalt'd to vertical dynamics are included in the modek which are 
the bounce, pitch and roll QlO\'~ents of the "elude body and two 
bogie frames. Motions in other directiot15 (and corresponding 
S\~pension~) are largely decoupled and excluded from the study. 
The vertical QlO\·etlle1IlS of the wheelsets Me consickred 10 be 
constrained 10 the track ~urface, which is a oonna! practice in the 
study of milway vehicle dynamics. 
The natural fr~ueucies and damping ratios of die modes derived 
frOlll D typical railway vehicle are gi\'el1 in Table I, where the first 
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thret rows show those fer me OOtUlCe, pstch and roll movements of 
the bogles and the \.'ISt three roW'l those for the bounce, pitcb and 
roll tOOtIOIlS of the car body. It 15 clear th..1r me frequencies of the 
bogies are llbo\'e 10Hz aod nnlCb higher than those of d1e body 
tmdes. 
Tablt 1 Nanmtl ~IffiCY and d,ullping of a bogie vehicle 
Freq. (Hz) Damping 
Bowlce 10.57 0.23 
Bogle 
PlIch 14.07 0.32 
Modt 
Roll 14.79 0.31 
Bounce 0.68 0.16 
Body 
PItch 0.84 0.l9 
Modt 
Roll 0.84 0.l9 
1.117/p Charoc/PI'istic of Track Inputs 
Ap.ut from IIltended trnck featum ~uch as gradients, there are 
cOO5Idmlble randolll excitations due to trnck nlisaligll1llffits ",bich 
w; , be sOlllewb.,t different 011 two sides of II trnck.. Tn the vertical 
dtrectlon, me random trnck input is l~k'llly descnbed in terms of a 
powtr spectrUIll for the track \mcal displacemmt. which is an 
approxim.,te fiUlCtlon of frequency given by A,.,Jj, (Mei. 111 aT .. 
2(01) In this paper, two rnndolll inputs that confonn to me power 
spKUll1ll d!s1nbutloo are l!Sed in me ~11llulations for the left and 
right des of me trnck. whert the difference between the two sides 
is typscally lOOb (also in a random 1ll<1JlI1ef) of d1e inputs. Tht 
lIlpu(t, 10 ;ill me wbedsets arr me same. bllt dlefe are time shifts 
between mem, wluch are det=ed by r=2·LI1': brnveen me 
leadulg aod trniling wheelsets of each bogie and r=2·{L;-I,)1V, 
between the trruhng wheelset of the leading bogie lind leading 
whetlset of me tnulmg bogle. whert Ibis d1e half \\'h~1 space, L, 
IS dle b.1If distance between me centre posrtlOllS of the two bogies. 
and J~ IS d1e veluck operlltUig \'elocity. 
3. F AUL T DETECTIO~ MIlliOD 
Railway vehicles tend to u>e IdentiCal SltSpnMon cOUljJOl1ellls 
which result in symmetrical IIfI1I11gementl. ill W primary or 
secondary suspmsiortS. A pre\ious srudy based on me analysis of 
a simple side \'rew model of a rntlway bogl~ shows that d1e 
OOtlllCe and pitch WOtiol1S of the bogie art &coupled in normal 
conditions, but d}lWIlic interactions IU'l' introduced ooce an 
a~'}'llllnetty occurs due to a fault at one of the suspensions which 
may be readily cxpl<Rd for fault detection (Mei ct al., 2007). The 
study in dlis ~ is C'XIended much. further dk'Ul dle initial 
investigation. A detailed and practical schone for boili fault 
detection and i.so1,tial for all vertical primary 'i1.1SpOlSiOll~ is 
de\'doped to dc1llOllStrate a cleM lillk betwem mt Irvelillamre of 
the internctiou> and different fault conditions. 
Eqtk'ltions I - 3 give the equations of motion for dIe bolUlce (Zt.J, 
pitch (4lbI) and roll (Wbl) movements of die leading bogie in no 
limit conditions. Clearly dIe thm lltoii.ortS are independent from 
one anomer and the priw.1r)' ~,1Spe11Sion~ do not introduce any 
interactions. The forces from the second-uy ~uspe:nsi01l affect dlt~ 
bogie OOunct! (from !l1e total sec.ondmy suspension force. or IF.) 
and roll (from me difference in fom bet\\'teIl me Idt aod right 
si<b, er &'.). whieb rum 0111 to be tri\ ial. 
/lib ' :61 +4cp '=bI ~4kp ' :-61 
=cp(=,U +:'Ir "'='~1 +':,g)+kp(=,U "':,Ir +=,11 -:,2,)-LF: (1) 
(It} ILl)Lb . ,.\ t4c ,Lb ' ~l +4k,Ld\1 
= (/:,1/ .,. Ztlr -Z,U-:t1r)-kp (:,1I + =,It - =m - =,2,) (2) 
(I"" IBl)Bh 'Y;61 +4cpB6 'Vbl ,.~kpB6 'V'bl 
-c/=,U - t'lr +:''!l-:,~)+kp(=,u -=,Ir +:,:!l- =,2,)+6F', (3) 
The nWn cOllnections benVetll tile iliree lUotiom are me track 
inputs from the fOIU' whetl~. where !lIe bounce is excited by dIe 
S\I1ll of me four, the pitch by the diffmnce of the front and rear 
t\\'o. and the roll by me d.ifference bem-een dl~ two sick!. of the 
wneelsets. This b.'llanced condltioll will no longer be tn1e. if any 
~ of the 'il1spt'llsion COtnP0tlet1lS becomes faulty which illlOOSl 
v, 
--------.-------... ------.-.--=---------------~ 
T- _ Body _ 
x 
Ftg I. Illustrntioll of a COO\·entiOll<ll veludt' 
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castS reduces tht d.1mplllg coeffiaent Therefore the cross 
cOO'd~uOQ<; benrem tht thrte IOOUOIlS of a bogle "ill \111)' \\lth 
tht l~rd i\'i wdl th~ localloll of unbaliulC~ espeaaI1y at no ~ 
cJuft (due 10 eXCItatIOnS of the Iq>ut at the s,ul~wh~l) and to time 
sInft r= _ L. l~ (due to the ~ delay between the leading IIlld 
trnihng "heelsets of the ~ bogle, which is fixed for any given 
spttd) 
Flg\R ~ sIxIws tht O\-mI1 sch~ of the jXQpOStd fuult detection 
and ISOlanoo method. 
, 
IThreslloldl i 
Fault Diagnosis 
F tg 2 Prqx>sed F <ltdt Dettcboo iUld Dt.1gnosis Sch~ 
A smgle smsoc bolt m..,y be IllOOIlted onto the bogie frame to 
jXO\lde the measultlDenls of the bonnee. Plril and roll 
acctlmuons (Ch,*s. ct 01., 2(06), This type of the stIlSOr box 
often cOOSlStS of ooe accderometer (for bounce) and two gyros 
(for pttcl!roll Yelocitles). so die pitch and roll accelerations be 
dem"ed frau the rate of ch'Ulge 111 pitch and roll gyros. The cross 
correlauon (CCF!. cm CCB) bet\.\'eal lillY two of the three 
Slgu..lIs arP cOOJputed llSlllg equalloos 4-6. There are addlUc:lltll 
benefits to c01l1lute cross correl,noo cOt'fficlt1l1s as giwll in 
equations 7-9 in~ead of the cross careL,tions "hich \\ilI be 
filrtber apl.1I1led 111 the perl'ooD.UlCe =smnus . 
.I" 
RJI (/II) -~ ;·;(n ... m)~}( " ) (4) 
• - I 
, 
R • (1/1 ) = ~ :; (n+ /II ) .Ij' ; (n ) (5) 
• • 1 
R " (/II ) = i: ; / (n - /II ) 'V" .: ( " ) 
• • 1 (6) 
C ) Ru (m) 
u (m = JRu (0) R" (0) (7) 
C 111 _ Ru ("') 
JR ( ) - JR B8 (0 ) Ru. ( O) (8) 
CpR (/11 ) - Rn (/PI ) 
Rpp (0) RRR (0) (9) 
For a fi.'ted step size dt. the time window T=N'dl should be 
selected far greater dlt'Ul dt so Ilk,t there is sufficient anlOtUll of 
data to produce coosistent results. In this paper. a step size j r for 
simulation is set to 1 inS and the time window is chosen to ~s. 
The output of each of the cross correlation (or eros> 
correlation c~fficient) calculations is compared to a pre-
defined threshold for fault detection. iUld th.~ outcome of the 
all thre~ cbiUlnds will then be used to identIfy which 011e" of 
the d.1lllper'i has failed On-line real time dete~tion is po,slble" 
by computing nUlling cross cOlTe lations or coefficients \mh 
a mO\'Ulg tUlle window of data. 
Oue llllporlllut baSIS for the new method is that the 
probability of two or more Identical components (used at 
different locations) failing at the exactly s,1ffie tI1lle. Ul the 
5<1ffie nlt1llller and to the same degree 'lllt,y be conSIdered 
extremely low. 
4. PERFORMANCE ASSESSMThlS 
4.1 r.ise ofCross-Col1'clations (CCF) ill Fault D~te(nol~ 
FIgure 3 compares cross cOO'elanon between the bounCe" and pitch 
acceJemtic:llS in no fimlt and when the d.lI11Ping c~ffictetll of tile" 
fronl-left d.1lllJler is reduced to 500 0 of its n01lllll.11 value. Flgtl!e -t 
sOOws a comp,trison of bounce/roll coaelation~ between the" !\YO 
conditions and Figure 5 give that of pitch-roll COlRiaUOlli. The" 
\'elude speed is 50m1s. and the ~ delay benveen tile" track 
inptllS at die leadiIlg and trailing \\1u~e1sets of a bogje is calcular<'l:1 
a50.055. 
" rf 
( O. ) II~ 
Fig 3. CCF benveen bounce and pitch accelerations 
6 It 10"t 
-~I(JI I., .I 
---1l0r l·lfofI (l.;nl() Fo . .. I "' l r, 
OD4 O.~ 0 0.02 OCA )0: 
l lfni 31'1\ C ) 
FIg 4. CCF ~!\\'a'll boullce atld roll accdembolls 
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Fag 5, CCF bm"I-ml pitch and roll accdemtioo 
11 b crar thaI tbt Ill3in ~~ occur at ~ pOIllts of the IUlle 
shift 0, ·M~ and t{).05. In IlOUIl.1l C01XhIltm. the two peaks at 
the + ~ 05 tn Fig 3 tndIcate the I~"rl of correlnlloo ~tWttn tI:\( 
bounce and psteh accdmllons c ustd by the U1pUIS to the two 
wh«lsdS (the SilIIr tnpUl but mth a tune Wft of 0 05s) There 
are no dda) ~Iween the two S1<ks of the bogle, and thmfore no 
gndicant c~bllW'> art obstned tn the IlO fault coodJllon. 
The dYllo1l1lic intemCIIOll> cau>ed by the mult roudttlon reduce the 
I~d of correlalloo at the tune shifts t=+ ~,05s. but cause a Ir\V 
(nrgatl\-e) spske .t t=O. The Ialter 15 <be to the uubalance ~I\\~ 
suspcnstons t the le~ and lI1II1mg wbetlsm as the dfecl of 
U1pUt I the kadmg ~0Il> canllO \ooger cancel out that at 
the trnaI.tng ~ons umI.v splk~ art obstn'ed at t=O 
(neg3t1\'e) and t=O o. (ntg3t1\'e) tn Fig 4. and at t=O (~uve) 
and t=O OSS (pos1l1\-e) III Flp: 5 chr to the i1Illt reasons 
Wben the d.~ fault occlIrs at a dtfferenl position. e p:, the rear· 
nght on. the effect of the dYIIOlIlUC Ulleracbons 00 the cross-
correlation> b equally oln~ but the pattern of the changes IS 
daffemu a> sbol\u III FIi> 6-8. In thb case the peak al t=O 
~~ pos1tI\~ fix" the bounce ptteh and bounce roU cross 
corrd.luons 1k bounce roll CCF a1so results tn n poSltm peak at 
1=-0 O. (rather tb.'\Il a Iltptl\~ oor al t=O OSS as to the prt\10\5 
C<lSt) The p1tchroll CCF g1V a positl\'e peak al 1=-O.05s (radlel' 
than t=O 05s) 
00; DO< 0)( 
Fig 6 CCF \-alut ~m'tt11 bounce and PItch :lCcdtratlons 
The ~ of the ~~ and th(ll' It\'e\ of cbang~ pro\lde an 
~~bA1 mdicatloo of the suspe!lS1OIlS coodJticm, bUI the 
dafferC1lC~ bm"I'tt11 the dtfferenl fuults can be ustd to bdp and 
locale wbere a mull ba 0CCUI'Rd 
1bere IS a IIllIS01dal component III some of the cross corre\anOIl> 
",ruch IS caused by one of the bogte 1llOdes, The oscillanoll;' ~nd 
to become larger ",bm the Je\'el of a fault becomts wOt>e dllt :0 
reduced dampmg ID the ~ 
r=-N"," -- I L--. '~~"~he '~rp~" ' .. 
05 
O.!i 
., 
o • 0((' 0 0;: o. 
Ti e:;'~ it (s) 
Fig 7 CeF,. ~twecn bounce androU accelerallons 
• I , 
• .. 
• II 
, 
,. .. 
- IIoOM'l ai 
- - - resl r~t-t Jom::-er .51 $)% 
003 Ck 0 0) '- ot-
' " Trtl'" ~hi1 ("'1 
Fig 8. CCF Yalu~ between p1tch aOO roll accelemtions 
4.2011 LlIlg Fallit Defecnol/ll1th Rlil/l/illg reF 
" 
For 00 1w (real tune) deteCtIon. runrung cross comL,nous will 
b.we to be used to find ch.'IIlg~ at the three spectfic tune ~uti, 
Figs 9 and 10 show the runrung CCFs of me botulce pilch and 
bounce roll acctltratlon<; respectJvdy, wbere the dJrupull! 
coefficient of the &onl left SlISpensioo is ~ by 5()0. at dl; 
S1lllulalloll time t=6s. . 
l.~~~ ... , _w ..-......... wc.,... ... -.... , 
-.... _--,.,.., 
I ~ 
I a 9 ., 
r ~ r~) 
Fig 9 Runrung CeF \1Uul' \\lth bomce and pitch :lCceleranolh 
The chang~ tn CCF s at the re\e\'lUlt tune s\ufu art clearly IJnk~i 
to the assllmed fuult concbtlon. but the botlllCeroU CCF ~M to 
~ IIlCIt StIlSIIJ\'e tp me fuult than the bounce p1tch one 
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, , 
., 
Fsg 10 Ruocmg C(,hal\l( mth bouoce and roU accelerations 
4.3 Us, o/CCF C~ffi(/(Jnrs 
~ are IWO roOO,~ issues Ul procbcnlllllPlewentntlon of the 
~ teclJuque USIllg ~ COIRlabOO calculations - both are 
~lattd 10 the levd of U1pUl eltolnboos but in chf.fa-enl ways. One 
IS dYl the iK1U.'11 g~}' of the trnck mlY \<11)' from ooe S«t!on 
of 3 trac:k to aoocbtr Although track uregu!.Tibl5 may be 
COIl5Itkmi randan IlO15(S. ~a1llll'a5\1'~ <lab sugg~ dltlt th~ 
are ~ \;m.1bOOS Ul the mlgJUnKit, A1so ~ ~ other 
\)}lC'S of ch.'lIIgtS such as joinl'i and switdJeS. Those \'arinbons \\'ill 
ClIIlS( certauli1uctuaUOIlS wlhe U1pJ1 excitnbons and consequently 
Ul the 00IpUI of the ('('f calculatloos -~ of the effect may be 
obstmd Dl Figs 9 aod \0 The other ~ that the tr.:l\~llwg speed of 
mil \'d!i: 1es is oot necessary construlI. 0i.1IJg15 in speed \\-ill 
change the In ~I of eltCItlIbons for the S,Ulle trnck. w!uch can affect 
the cross ComL.,UOIlS IUOft' th.'Ul fault conditions. TIlfl5hold In'els 
for mult detecllon UlIy be adJus~ according to spffi!. but tuDing 
would be chfficult and tnek spmfic. 
The effect of the \1In.tbOOS can be tmlO\-ai by \IStng cross 
ccm1abon coeffiCIents. winch are ~lab\~ qtl!Ultities as illustrated 
W ((!lJabOOS 7·9 fig 11 shows the CC'F coefficient of the 
bouoce roll acce1mllOll5 lh ch.'Ulges at dle tunt slufts of t=() and 
t=() 055 are sinularly smstll\'e to the fault (the coeffiCl~llt of the 
ion! left ~ ~ mluced by 5000 at t=6s). but are more 
c~ (cr SIllOOtber) ~'IItd to the CC'Fs III Fig 10 
U8 
II' 
11 1 
..,. 
-------"~- ,- , 7 8 
lifft;! , (, ) 
, , 
10 11 12 
Fig 11. CeF coeffi:lenl bet\\~ ~UlCe and roU accelembOOs 
Fig 12 cOIllpolfe5 the boIlICe roll cross correianons at the spffiIs of 
25m sand 5OmJs. where the difference IS self~1doJ1 mu though 
the fault cocdItion 1\ the sanr. In FIg 13. ho\\'n'ef. the effect of 
the fault 00 the cross COfId"boo coeffiCIents at the <Ilffuent 5pffiIs 
IS \ lrtUa.IIy the ~ 
01-_ ..... _ _ ... -." 
· 2 
-6 2!;--t--'!---i-7----,7}---7'-*9 -7.'0'--;11;- I. 
OR 
O.l> 
0 ' 
0.2 
TlfflEi (~) 
Fig 12. ('owp..'lri'iOll ofbounce'roll CCFs 
O ~~~_.:=t. 
02 
.(1' 
·0.6 
Fig 11 CallparisOll ofbolmce and roU CCF coefficlellt'> 
To study the robustness of the proposed technique agrunsl =g 
t1TOlS. a sensor nOlSe of 1 ~a of the llltasuremm range IS aJ,,) 
mchldtd ill the analysis winch showed little ad\'~ effect TIu, h 
~au5t the OOIstS from d.d'fermt sensors are Dl l!(Jl<TiU 
uucaTdat~ aod thtlf tffects at tht 5p(cific tune shifts of th~ eft)',', 
carelatiOll calcuL,tions ,lR expected to be sm111, 
4.4 Fault Isolatioll 
CeF coeffiClffil results of dtff~t suspension fillll~ at fOUf 
ccmers of me bogte show th.lt the any iudri,dual falllt 1lJ.1\' be 
readily isok11ed by exploring different ways the CeF coeffioeUi 
are a1lered by the differenl £1\lIts. Table 2 shows each fault affect> 
1he CCF coefficients of bouoceJprtch, botUlCelroll and Pllcil roll 
accelerations at the time shift of Os. where the \'ehide speed IS set 
to SOmIs. 
Table 2 Ch,mgl5 of CCF coefficients in dtfRrent nulll condtuon, 
(at the tune shift of Os only). 
CCF coeffioml 10 
5()0 0 Bo\Ulce'pitch &Amce'roU Pitch roU 
o fault 0 0 0 
Front left d.-unper 
-0.30 -0.58 ·0,56 
Front right damper 
-0.30 057 0.5-
Rear left damper 0.31 '()58 056 
Rear right d.'IIllpef 031 057 -0 '; ' 
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It is deM that any nyo of the CCF coefficients will be sufficienT 
for the pwpose of lilUlt isoL,tioll. a1mough ~ollle are Illore se1l5itive 
than 01Ms. Similar results are obtained for eCF changes at the 
Illlr sIufts 1=-0.05 and FD_05, so there 1, 110 shortage of 
mformanoo. 
S. CONCLUSIONS 
A 11O\-r\ condition tUCOitOfUl!.! technique for the detection offuulty 
coruponrots m railway S\lspens.i~ has been developed in this 
pa~. Based 011 the d} luunics StlJdy of a COIlWIlUou.'I1 bogie 
vehicle. it is sho\\ll that the dynamic interacti~ between different 
modes of me bogie frame are introduced by f.1ulls in the 
suspnlSIOOS and their cross correlation; can be used to not only 
det~ but also isola~ damper fil\dts. The effectiveness .1S well as 
~s agruost external disttubancC'S has been demoumated 
USIllg co1llpmer ~itlll!lntiOOS_ 
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LIST OF PARAMETERS 
j" - T flick rouglmss factor in ymtcai direclton 
B. -Halfwheei space of the \<'hide bogie in lateral direction 
Cp - Normal dampiug of each damper in priw .. uy S1~Oll~ 
f, - Sp,ttia1 Jrequency 
111# lOr - Roll and pitch inertia of bogie 
kp - Stiffiless of each coil spring in prulllUY suspensions 
/lib - Mass of bogie 
N - Number of sampled data in each tiwe window 
T -length of the chosen time window 
Cd" =m - Left yertical track inputs for front and rear wheels 
=rln =Ct - Right \'l'rtical track inputs for front and rear wheels 
L1t- Time stqJ between each sampling 
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dynanllc suspensions at different positions of a bogie where identical 
components are normally used. 
Ab fl':lct 
TIlls paper presents two simple and potentially powerful 
approac1les for the condition mOlUtoring of rail vehicle 
suspensIons, wluch explore the relative changes between 
cWferent dynllllllc motions caused by ~115pemion faults. 
Damper frulures Ul \'ertical (primary) suspensions of a 
cou\'eruioual bogie are detected based on the measurements 
of the bowlce, PItch llJld roll accelerations of the bogie frame. 
The effecli"enes of the proposed fault detection methods is 
demOJl5trl1ted 
1 Inh'odurtion 
On hue fault detection and coudition monitoring for railway 
applicahons ha,'e attracted much interest in re~earch lllld 
de,'e1opment [I]. Conventional approaches are mt1in1y based 
on die direct measurenlent of reh~"ant signals which are 
analysed llSing sophisticated time and/or frequency domain 
IgJW processlIlg. e.g. to find features or signatures rdated to 
p.mlcular faults [5. 9]. More recently, tllere have been a 
number of developments that inve~hgate the use of lllodel-
based teduuques to tIdier identify the parameters of the 
components r~lI1red monitoring or estimate the ~ystem states 
and their residun!, [2. 3, 4. 10]. TIle model based tec\uuques 
corup.'IR II rent system with a mathemaltcal model of the 
systml, and the perfonllances are therefore affected by the 
appropriatenes and complexity of the Illodels. There are 
potenhnl difficulties related non-linear properties in some 
srnpe1lSIOll components ~Icll as the d..'I1llpers and the 'normal' 
\'anatlollS III the systml, which may lead to very complex 
sohmons. 
TIm paper presents two different approaches that takes 
advantage of the \'ehicle (suspension) configurations and 
explores the additional dynamic interactions between 
dtffert'tll motions of a bogie or body earned by the failure of 
s~lspenslon components. The detection methods require very 
little pnor knowledge of the 3)'stem (i.e. the bogie), apart 
from some basic paramelm such ru, vehicle trawlling speed 
and dJ.stllJlce between suspensions. Instead, it is foCltS5e·d on 
the comparison of dyn,ulUc behaviours be-tween the 
The proposed tecluuques are simPle but wry effective for the 
detection of sllspension faults. There is no need for complex 
modelling and detailed knowledge of extemal conditions (e.g. 
track inp\JIs). therefore it offers extra benefits of robustness 
against nonlinearities and lUlcertainries as well as that of ea sy 
ntning. 
The paper is organised as follows. Detail of the vehicle 
configumtiollllsed in the ~tudy i~ given in section 2. The two 
f~ult dt'tl'ction tecluliqlles are explained in secnon 3. The 
effectiveness of dIe meth.ods is assessed using computer 
simulations in section 4. and conclusions are given in section 
5. 
2 S~'steJD Configuration 
A conventional railway vehide consisting of a body fra1Ue 
and two bogies is lIsed in the study, !\ schematic diagram of 
which is given in Figure 1. TIle fault detection of the yemeal 
primary s\l~pensioU5 is srudied in the paper 10 demonstrat~ the 
principle and effectiveness of the proposed methods. although 
the techniques may be ~xtended for the condition monitoring 
of the suspensi.om. in other directions or positiOn>. Therefore 
only motions directly related to the "mica! suspensions are 
modelled, illc!uding the bouJlce, pilch and roll mO\'ements of 
the body and those of the two bogie frames resulting in ., 9 
DoF model. Th.e dynamics of the air -springs in the secondary 
.suspensions are approximated using a linearised model. 
In the normal condition where there is no fault in any 
suspensions. the four primary suspensions and two secondary 
suspensions of each bogie are typically symmetrical in 
stmclure and in patanlelers. The effect of the suspension.~ on 
the bogie dynrunics ir. expected to be similar and interactions 
between the differem motions wilt be minimal. The dedicated 
balances betwet'll the suspensions and between the motions 
would he broken up if one (or more) of the suspensions 
develop a fault , leading to asymmetrical behaviours and 
additional interactions. TIle manner of ~le changes is closely 
rdated to the type llJld location of a fault llJld therefore may be 
explored for fault detection and i.solation. by using cro~s 
COlrcialtons [6. 1] mlCiJor vanallce compansons (8). 
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Figure 1 Vduc1e Configutlltlon 
3 Fault Detection ~Ietbod 
The general pnnclples of the proposed fault detection 
tecluuq~ are IlltroduCffllO [6-8], but dus pa~r IS to focus 
(3) 
on relatlye c01llpMi on lISlIlg norm.,lised cro~s correlntions The 8Uto correlation Su of a sign.l1 CY) and the eross 
and nonnahsffl \'Mances wluch offers additional adY8mages correia non ~ of any two signals (x. y) 1lli1Y be calculated 
III IC1Ul5 of e~s nuung and unproyed detecnon rehabihty III \\Sing equations 4 and 5 re,spectiydy, 
dtff~mt ~tlon condtllOllS 
The deieclton of esth~ scheme lllYoh'es the use of n sillgle 
smsor box mounted on the bogse frame III a centre position to 
measure the bounce, pitch and roll accelerations of the bogie, 
Tho e mtll uremn!t can al 0 be u ffl to derm: the bogie 
accelerations .bo\'e the four pnmary suspensions, 
3.1 Cross on'flation 
'I1us method computes cross correlations bem'en! any two of 
the bounce. pitch and roll accelerations, and compares the 
result at thrtt ~Ctfic hme shifts - 0 tune delay for 
correlatlOllS d~ to the same wput excitations, +1- ume delays 
d~ to the llllle dlff~tnct bel\\'ttll the trAck IIlputs at the 
leading and trMhng whttlser 
EqU.1ttOIl 1-3 glye the ero. correlation coefiiclellts betwttll 
the bounce nnd pitch acctlernnolls. bel\\ec."l\ the bOlmce nnd 
roll accelerauons and bem'en! the pilch and roll 
accelerations The cross correlnnon coeffiClelJls reflect the 
1l0nnalJsffl correia non betwttn m'o igllal~. and therefore 
are much Ie IIfTected by the changes in o~ratlon conditions 
due to I vcluele tr!I\'elhng at different s~ds andlo! on 
dtffern!t track where the' \1brtltlons expemnced on the bogie 
&runt would \'tll)' en-II \\hen the \'eluc\e condtuon remruns 
the same 
SC (l) _ SBP(k-) 
BP - S 88(0) S pp(O) (I) 
(2) 
}o,' 
SnCO) = LX(/} xCi) (4) 
,-I 
~'-}; 
SZJ Or) = L xci + k) , .l'Ci) 
;-4\'-* 
(5) 
For any chosen sampling inten'll! of T,. the time window for 
each cross correlation calculation is T.=N*T, from a total of 
N number of sampling inten·als. The number of shifted 
intervals k may be \'Med from -N to N for a complete set of 
cross correlation calculations, although in practice only \C\lues 
at and ~ar k=O and = time delay between the two wheelsets I 
~ampltng intm'al T; are of partIcular intere~t for the proposed 
fuult cktection ~cheme , 
3.2 Relatirt \'ariancp 
Ths~ method detect~ changt's Ul vanance of the accdwltions 
of the bogie frame above the fOllr pnmary slIs-pensions caused 
by SUSpenslOll component fatlures, Normahsauon of !he 
variances liS definffl in equations 6-9 provides a means for 
rdative comparisons to ov~ome the problems related to 
\'ariattons in op~ation condttlon~ or ext~l inputs wluch 
may appear to be similar to n fault condihon. 
(6) 
(7) 
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nonu.l1 and fault conditions IS fa!fly obvious. However there 
are relatively large fluctuat10ns even at a constant speed ,1<' 
(8) the bogie accderations are wry sensitive to changes ill the 
mput Iffegularities wruch lllily "ary from one Secholl of a 
track to another. It 1llily not always be possible to lU.lke a 
dear distinction between a lower rms ,-alne in the nomla] 
(9) condition and a higher one in a fault condillon. Ftuthennore 
Thl' variance of a sigkll ill a tim/.' n'indow of N nwnber of 
smnpling intl'f\1I1s IS calculated as shown in equation 10. 
(10) 
4 Simulations and Performam'e As e sments 
Computer simulations b.1Sed on the modds for the bogie 
vehide described m section 2 are used to study the 
performance of the proposed fault detection schemes. Unless 
othef\\'ISe specified, a d.'IIllper fault where the dampmg 
coffiaent IS reduced by 50% at the front left suspension IS 
asswned for fault detection - similar results can be obtained 
for faults at different SUSpensIOns. The track irregulanlles 
used in the study are generated in the simulation to represent 
the roughness of a typical main 1mI.' with evenly distributed 
power spectrum density in the derivative of the vertical 
displacement. 
-100 :,--;;~---;:-~_-::":-_-::",...-_.....J 
0.8 
Timo: (I) 
arly charlges in the operation speed or rail tracks will re,\llt Ul 
large corresponding changes 10 the vibrations detected from 
the bogie frame. Therefore the use of thresholds for fault 
detection will ill!\l~ to ~ big)11y adapllve TO both veluele 
spel'd and track conditions which would not be straight 
forward to achieve in practice. 
10 
8 
..... , (. ) 
10 
Figure 3. Running fIllS of the acceleration aboH the froU[ left 
suspension (mls\ V,=50mls 
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Figure 2. Acceleration above the front left suspension (mls~). Figure 4. Ruooing rIDS of the acceleration above the front Ht 
V,=50mls sU5p(nsl0n (mls~) . V,=25/11ls 
Figure 2 compares the accelerations at the front left 
suspension in the 110nnal and half-fault conditions. TIle 
reduced damping ratio mcreases reSOllarJces at the bogie 
mO<ks. but suppresses higher fr~uency componenTS more -
leading to a reduced overall acceleration for the track input. 
The accelerations above the other three SuspensiOns retn.lin 
largely oocll<lllged, which is expected because of the location 
of the only fault IISSwned in the study. 
It is possible to use the changes in magnitude as an indicator 
of component condition, but there are cmaID limitations. 
Figures 3 and 4 show the n11llling fIllS values of the 
accderatton (O\-er a 35 mo,-ing time window) at the speeds of 
SOmIs and 25m1s respectively. The difference between the 
4.1 Fault DetKtion "ith Cross Correlation Codficipul 
Cross correlations (CC'F) between different bogie motiolh ~Ie 
more sensItive to condition changes in the smpell;IOIl> 
Figure 5 compares the CCF of the bolmce arld pI tch 
accelerations m the nominal condit1on with tlmt Ul a halt~fa\llt 
condition where the damper coefficient of the from Jeft 
suspension is reduced by half. 
The peak values at the zero time shift <11ld at the + '-0.05" l the 
delays between the TWO wheel sets) are clearly rdated to the 
charlges in the dynamic interactions caused by the falll t. For 
real time detectiQn, rtulUing rCF coefficients with a ulon ug 
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tune WUldow of fixed durallOn are proposed to ~ used to 
morutor the changes at the s~ci£ic time shifts. 
2 ~ 1tJ" 
-- hOt ,. 
15 l..:.:::.: · '''II .J i'ft lJ i' P~ ~~ 
, 5 
0 02 0 02 (10' 
FIg 5. CCF bttween bounce and pitch accelerattons 
0 05 
Figures 6-8 gi\·e the running cross correlation coefficients 
(SC) bttween two of the measured bogie acceieratlOlls of the 
boWlCe. yaw and roll motious. The moving time window for 
the computatIOns IS set to 2s and the vehicle speed IS 50m1s. 
The r~uction of the damping coefficient by 500 0 causes 
changes Ul the cross corrdations at the 0 and +0.055 time 
shifts, but almost no change at the ·0.05s time shift because 
the failure occurs at the leading wheelset. The latter is only 
shO\\TI Ul FIgure 5 and not Ul other two figures as there are no 
Slgnificant changes. 
Compared to the rurUling rIDS shown in Figures 3 and 4. there 
are nObceably less fiuctuabOll5 Ul the cross correlation 
coeffiCIents where the s..'UUe track trregularitles (WIth the same 
vanabons Ul the mput eXCltallon) are used in the SUllulatloll. 
In FIgure 6, the change in SC of the bounce and pitch 
acceleratlOll5 for the 0 time shift from 0 to arolUld -0.2 is 
clearly larger than that at the posib\'e time sluft. but more 
sensltm ch.'Ulges are observed frOUl SC of the bounce and 
roll (from 0 to nearly -0.5 at the 0 time shift, and to arolUld -
0.6 at the POSltl\'t tune sluft) and that of the pItch and roll 
(from 0 to nearly -0.5 at the 0 time shift, and to around +0.7 at 
the positive time shift) as indicated in Figures 7 and 8. 
The manner of the changes such as at what tune shtfts and 
SIgnS of the SC values helps to ldenufy the speofic position 
of a f(lIled d.1mper, e.g. 11 d.wper fMlllfe at the trailing 
wheel set will lead to SC changes in the negative time shift. 
Because of the normahsalloll. the cross correlation 
CoeffiCletlts are msensllIve to changes Ul the vduc1e speed. 
FIgures 9-11 show the same SC results as in Figures 6-8. but 
at half of the speed (25m1s). Only minor differences may be 
+Ooo._sll,,\ 
0.5 r:':~_~_~_~ .. "_"'."'_"_-"'._-.-."_-.-."'_~~_~_'!'~~_-.-_"'.-.-#~.~ 
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FIgure 6. RlUllliug cross cOITelation coeffiCient between the 
bounce and pitch acceleralion5. V,=50m
'
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FIgure 7. RUlUUIlg crOS5 correlation coeffiCIent between the 
bolUlce and roll accelerations. V:=SOm/s 
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FIgure 8. RlUllliug cross correlatiOll coeffiCIent between the 
PItch and roll acceleratlollS. V,=50mls 
Normal • ..tid InO> 
Fdy (50'lI0) - dashed ~nes 
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obsm'ed between the two set of res\llts, which make the use -ll.5 -!l's 11mo ,110ft 
and turung of thresholds for fault detecllon much easIer. 
10 I:' 
TI11t: (s) 
Figure 9. Rlmnu g cross correlation coefficient between the 
bounce and pitch accelerations. V,=15m fs 
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Figure 13. Running relative variance of the acceit-ranon 
above the frout left suspension (mls\ V,=25ms 
Fault Isolation is also possible with the reiati,'e \'aflance 
method. as the tiTect of a component fatlure Ul the R\'s at 
other suspensions isneghgible as sho~n in Figurts l-t and 15. 
where the changes in RV are in the order of I Oo~ or less The 
small 18creases in the rdatiw variance are d\lt to reduced 
(absoillte) vanance at the fault suspensIOn wluch is olle of the 
four denominate terms in equations 6-9. 
12 r------------------------------
t1 ,._ ... _ ... ., ..... , ........ -, ... , __ -*._, ....... .. 
-
pitch and roll acceln-arions. r~=25m ls 00 
4.2 Fault O.IKrioD "ith R.larin YarianCf 
Thc lISt of relau"e ,Clnancc IS also dfecttve 18 o,'ercomlDg 
the difficulttes lIssoctated WIth the (nonnal) variattons Ul the 
track Ulput and Ul the "dude travel sPffil. Figures 12 and 13 
show the ruwung relattve variances (o"er a 111O'1ug tUne 
WUldow of 3s) of the bogIc acceleration above the front left 
suspension at the peeds of SOmis and 25m1s respl'Cttvdy. 
The change Ul RV due to the component failure is from I to 
around 0.607 (or 30Aooo) Ul both cases, demonstrating 
excdlent robustness agalDSi the (non-fau.lt) condition 
\'anallons. 
1 2 NcinNI . dd InK 
Fdy(~)-_"'" 
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Flgllre 12 RlinnUlg relatt,'e '"MIance of the acceln-ation 
abo\'e the front left suspension (mls\ V,=50mls 
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Figure 14. Running relative variance of the accelerahon 
above the front right slispension (mls1) , rr,=50m 's 
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Figure 15. Running relative variance of the acceleration 
above the front right suspension (mls2), V;=25111's 
S Conclusion 
Effecllve fault detectton and condition mOllltonng of "elucle 
suspen~ions do 14)t necessarily require sophistic'tlted and or 
difficult to 11llplement tecluuqul'S. This p.'per has presented 
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two rdallwly slDlple approaches wluch explore the stmcrure 
sylllmetne~ III convenltonal railway bogIes for n reltnble 
c\(tectton of component failures. The use of relallve quantllles 
enh,lIlces the robusrness of the detechon schemes ~gaUlst 
other non-fault changes such as the O~fAIlOn s~ed and track 
uregulanlles. 
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